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Preface 

Since their regulation was designed in the 193Os, securities and futures 
markets have continued to evolve. This evolution has been influenced b; 
changes in 

the economic environment, 
government policies, 
technology, and 
the geographic scope of business activity. 

The changes have caused previously segregated components of the 
financial services industry to begin competing more directly for cus- 
tomers who, in turn, have become more aware of differences in rates of 
return on their savings and investments. The new competitive atmo- 
sphere has prompted calls to the Congress from some financial organiza- 
tions to examine the way fmancial markets are regulated. 

In order to assist the Congress in its deliberations, the U.S. General 
Accounting Office (GAO) is presenting a series of studies analyzing var- 
ious market segments, risks faced by market participants, market regu- 
latory processes, and the nature of any impact that market changes 
might have. This study lays the groundwork for analyses of the changes 
in futures and securities markets by examining 

the historical development of those markets, including the risks that led 
to their current regulation; 
the economic functions they perform; 
how they are regulated; and, 
what changes are taking place in them. 

In addition, this study responds to a request by Congressman Timothy 
wilth, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications, 
Consumer Protection and Finance of the House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce, that GAO study the securities industry oversight process. 

As indicated in chapter 1, this study is baaed on work done by GAO staff 
at securities and futures exchanges, other self-regulatory organizations, 
and federal regulatory agencies. It also draws from other government 
and nongovernment studies and reports and from various trade publica- 
tions and journals. Although much of the information from non<Ao 
sources has not been directly verified by GAO, this study was reviewed 
by officials at the major self-regulatory organizations and at govem- 
ment agencies, as well as by other experts in the securities and futures 
markets. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Prompted by the accelerating changes occurring in recent years in the 
fmancial services industry, the General Accounting Office (GAO) has 
undertaken a series of studies to determine how these changes have 
affected and are affecting the current regulatory structure. This report 
is the first of several GAO reports on the securities and futures markets 
designed to help the Congress and public better understand the magni- 
tude, complexity, and regulatory system of these two industries. 

The securities and futures markets are governed primarily by a number 
of self-regulatory organizations (SRO), which, in turn, are overseen by 
federal agencies. This concept of industry self-regulation with govem- 
ment oversight-rather than direct federal regulation, such as that 
employed for the banking industry-developed because 

. industry officials did not want excessive government involvement in 
market operations that could hinder innovative competition, and 

. the legislative history suggests that the Congress felt self-regulation 
with government oversight would be more efficient and less costly to 
taxpayers than direct government regulation. 

However, this current regulatory system is being challenged by changes 
occurring in the structure and conduct of the financial services industry 
as well as the types of new financial products being offered. Some of 
these changes (explained more fully in ch. 2) include the proliferation of 
new investment products, internationalization of the markets, and 
deregulation of certain segments of the financial services industry. 
These changes have created perceptions that securities and futures mar- 
kets, as well as other segments of the industry, have become riskier. 

Securities and Futures The term “securities” encompasses a broad range of financial instru- 

Regulation 
ments, including stocks, corporate and treasury bonds, mutual funds, 
and options. Securities are traded on 101 exchanges, such as the New 
York Stock Exchange, through the National Association of Securities 
Dealers Automated Quotation System (NASMQ), and in the non-NAswQ 
over-thecounter securities market. Each exchange is self-regulated, as is 
the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), which regulates 
the over-the-counter securities market and all brokers and dealers doing 
securities business with the public. In addition, the Securities Investor 



Protection Corporation (srPc)-a private nonprofit membership corpora- 
tion-provides financial protection for the customers of failed securitk 
firms. The Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB) adopts rules 
designed to, among other things, prevent fraud and promote fair deal- 
ings in municipal securities transactions. Finally, in the securities 
industry, the registered clearing agencies are SROS as well. 

The securities industry self-regulatory organizations, and the securities 
industry as a whole, are overseen at the federal level by the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (sM=). Established in 1934 to curb abuses in 
the industry, SEC is responsible for administering federal securities laws 
and for developing federal regulations for the industry. SEC’S overall 
goal is to protect the public from fraud and abuse in the securities mar- 
kets. Currently, SM= has approximately 2,009 staff members located in 
Washington, D.C., and in nine regional offices. 

Futures contracts-standard agreements to buy or sell a particular 
amount of a commodity at a specific time in the future--are traded in 
the United States on 132 organized exchanges. The futures exchanges 
are self-regulated as is the National Futures Association (NFA). The 

futures exchanges are membership organizations, most of which have 
been in existen= for many years. The NFA is a relatively new industry- 
wide organization, created in 1981 as a nonprofit corporation to register 
futures professionals, conduct financial surveillance and compliance 
audits, arbitrate complaints against its members who deal with the 
public, and esfabllsh standards of professional conduct. 

Futures trading has been under varying degrees of federal regulation for 
over 60 years. Currently, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(CRC), an independent regulatory agency created in 1974, oversees the 
fWures industry and its self-regulatory organizations. crrc has responsi- 
bility for admix&&ring federal legislation and developing comprehen- 
sive re@lations in order to protect the public from fraud and 
manipulation in the marketplace. CFI‘C has a staff of about 500 located 
in Washington, D.C., and in four regional offices. 



States’ Role 
-rll 

In addition to industry self-regulation with federal government over- 
sight, the various states provide some oversight over both industries, 
For example, according to an official in SEC’S Division of Market Regula- 
tion, each of the states has laws, many dating from the early 1920s 
often called Blue Sky Laws, which deal with registering individual 
securities issues, licensing brokers, and preventing fraud and deceptive 
sales practices. 

State oversight in the futures industry has been related to enforcement 
activities. In the past, state enforcement activities were limited, par- 
tially due to federal laws preempting state laws. In 1982, however, CFTC 
sought and received changes in the federal law which gave new impetus 
to states recently becoming more involved in applying state anti-fraud 
laws to futures transactions. 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 

We undertook this study to enable the Congress and public to better 
understand the magnitude and complexity of the changing securities 
and futures industries. In addition, because of strong congressional 
interest in the area, we wanted to lay the groundwork for further study. 
We have begun a series of reviews in the securities and futures markets 
concerning how well they are regulated and are also conducting several 
studies to determine the implications of the changes taking place in 
other segments of the fiicial services industry, such as banking and 
insurance. This study also responds to a request by Congressman 
Timothy Wirth, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Telecommuni- 
cations, Consumer Protection and Finance of the House Committee on 
Energy and Commerce, that GAO study the securities industry oversight 
Pro== 

Although GAO does not have statutory authority to review the opera- 
tions of industry self-regulatory organizations, we did negotiate agree- 
ments with the SFKB to obtain exchange and NMD records, files, and 
procedure manuals in order to document their day-@day operations. 
We enjoyed good cooperation from the SRCB, although we did encounter 
some limitations. For example, the Commodity Exchange Act prohibits 
the disclosure of invest&at&e reports to anyone other than exchange 
officials, those subject to the investigation, the Department of Justice, 
and CFX officials. Also, some of the SROS did not allow us access to 

. open complaints, examinations, and investigations; 

. individual staff member’s salaries and evaluations; 



. 

. 
internal reviews and reports; and 
members or fums experiencing financial or operational problems. 

The United States has 10 securities exchanges, 1 national securities 
association, 13 commodity futures exchanges, and 1 national futures 
association, all of which are SROS. We selected for review three securitie: 
exchanges, one of which trades options exclusively, the .WDAQ segment 
of the over-the-counter market run by the securities association, two 
commodity futures exchanges, and the futures association. Our selectior 
contains a variety of SRO types, along with their corresponding clearing 
organizations, which handle the monetary exchange resulting from 
trades, and includes the sm that have the largest volume of activity. 

The bulk of our audit work concerning the securities industry was con- 
ducted at the following organizations: (1) New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE); (2) National Association of Securities Dealers; (3) American 
Stock Exchange (AMM); (4) Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE); 
and, (6) Securities and Exchange Commission. The volume of stock 
shares traded on the NYSE, AMEX, and in the NA~WQ market collectively 
account for approximately 90 percent of the total volume in all United 
States markets. We alao interviewed officials at the Municipal Securities 
Rulemaking Board and the Securities Investor Protection Corporation. 

Moat of our audit work dealing with the futures industry was conducted 
at the (1) Chicago Board of Trade (CBT); (2) Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange (CME); (3) National Futures Association; and, (4) Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission. The combined contract trading on the CBT 

and CME makea up about 75 percent of the total number of contracts 
traded on all United States futures exchanges. 

We interviewed officials at each of these exchanges and associations to 
determine how the various markets operate and what regulatory stluc- 
tures are in place in both industries. Discussions covered products, 
trading facilities and floor operations, rule enforcement, market surveii- 
lance, rulemaking, regi&ration, complaint processing, investigation pro- 
cedures, clearing processes, and financial and sales practice 
examinations. Closed investigative case files were reviewed to verify 
whether procedures described to us by officials were reasonably accu- 
rate. We did not assess the adequacy of the investigations or the appro- 
priatenesa of disciplinary actions. We also reviewed complaint, 
examination, and investigation manuals and written procedures, where 
available. We toured the exchanges and the NASD to better understand 
how the markets operate. 
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We also interviewed officials at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s 
Clearing House Department, the Chicago bard of Trade Clearing Corpo- 
ration, the Options Clearing Corporation, and the National Securities 
Clearing Corporation about their roles, organizations, and issues relating 
to the securities and futures industry. We reviewed their annual reports 
and other documents that described their operations. 

We interviewed federal regulatory officials at SEC and CFTC headquarters 
and at the New York and Chicago regional offices to determine their 
respective regulatory roles and responsibilities and discussed issues 
facing the securities and futures industries. We reviewed their oversight 
inspection procedures and inspection reports. We did not, however, eval- 
uate the inspection reports to determine if inspection procedures were 
being followed. 

Furthermore, we interviewed officials of the Securities Industry Associ- 
ation, Futures Industry Association, North American Securities Admin- 
istrators Association and academicians from Columbia University, New 
York Universilty, Brooklyn Law School, the University of Chicago, and 
Ohio State University. We conducted a literature search and subse 
quently obtained and reviewed numerous reports, studies, and books 
regarding the industries. 

At the state level, we interviewed officials from New York, IIlinois, Cali- 
fornia, Kansas, Minnesota, Massachusetts, and Michigan about their 
states’ regdatory roles in the securities and futures industries and the 
reguhtory issues facing the industries from a state perspective. 

Our audit work was performed between August 1984 and October 1986. 

Organization of This 
Report 

In chapter 2, we provide background information on the contemporary 
financial services environment to establish two fundamental points: the 
industry is chan@ng in the face of a relatively static regulatory struc- 
ture, and this change has caused public and congressional concern that 
riska exist@ in the securities and futurea markets, aa well aa in other 
segments of the financial services industry, appear to be increasing. 
Chapters 3 and 6 outline the development and evolution of securities 
and futures markets, respectively, as welI as their regulation. It is the 
purpose of these chapters to convey an appreciation of why these mar- 
kets are currently re@at& the way they are. Chapters 4 and 6 describe 
the day-to-day operations of the securities and futures markets and, in 
some detail, the self-regulatory process, and fedetal oversight of that 



process. Collectively, chapters 3 through 6 are designed to acquaint the 
reader with how securities and futures markets work and how the pro- 
cess by which they are regulated is carried out. 

How Agency 
Comments Were 
Handled 

The GAO provided copies of this staff study to the CFK and SEC, as well 
aa to seven of the SRO!3 covered in this study for the purpose of receiving 
official comments on the contained information. During r‘ : course of tht 
comment period, GAO met with each of these nine organizations to cor- 
rect any technical inaccuracies which may have been included in the 
original draft. We then received official comments baaed on the updated 
version of the draft from the SEC, CFTC, AMEX, MD, CBOE, CME, and CBT 
which have been reproduced in their entirety and included in this study 
as appendixes. Xn general, the comments received concerning the securi- 
ties industry (apps. I, II, III, and VII) verified the accuracy of the study 
and, in some instances, recommended expanding some of the topics con- 
tamed herein. In some cases, we did change the text, and we include a 
disposition of all comments in the agency comments section. 

In regards to the futures industry chapten of the study, the comments 
(apps. IV, V, and VI) addressed three specific areas of concern: (a) the 
study oversimplified certain aspects of the futures industry; (b) some of 
the statements made, although accurate, were somewhat misleading; 
and (c) some of the statements relating to the need for regulation of the 
futures markets should be sourced back to the documentation. As we 
have done with the securities industry comments, the disposition of the 
futures industry comments is contained in the agency comments section, 
and, in those instances noted, we changed the text to reflect the 
comment25 



Chapter 2 

Changes in the Financial Services Industry 
Have Raised Concerns About Increased Risks in 
This Industry 

The regulatory structure for the U.S. financial system in the 1930s was 
established at a time when financial markets were segregated. Deposi- 
tory institution:; offered insured savings to depositors, but the permis- 
sible interest ryes paid by these institutions were capped by regulation. 
For investors desiring higher returns and willing to accept greater risks, 
securities and futures markets offered products suitable to their needs. 
A set of laws and regulations segregated these various markets, and reg- 
ulators developed expertise along industry lines. 

In the late 1960s and into the 19709, inflation and interest rates began to 
increase as federal deficits mounted. At the same time, an investing 
public that was growing in education and affluence became very sensi- 
tive to interest rates and risks posed by inflation. Perceiving these 
market changes, financial industry firms responded by creating new 
products to meet new investor needs. 

These products included the asset management account and the money 
market mutual fund account offered by securities industry broker- 
dealers and investment companies. These accounts provided customers 
with brokerage services, higher interest than regular depository institu- 
tion accounts, check writing privileges, and use of a debit card.’ The 
securities and investment management industry attracted billions of dol- 
lars away from traditional banks and savings institutions whose interest 
rates were capped at a lower level. Thus, securities fm and depository 
institutions began to compete for many of the same customers, blurring 
the lines separating those two markets 

Market interest rates increased and began varying more widely in the 
late 1970s. Since the value of certain securities fluctuates with those 
rates, this introduced considerable market risk in otherwise high quality 
securities instruments such as Treasury securities and high grade corpo- 
rate bonds. However, bond underwriters and other holders of financial 
instruments found they could successfully “hedge” those risks using 
futures contracts based on instruments such as mortgage-backed securi- 
ties and U.S. Treasury securities. (See ch. 5, pp. 6264, for a description 
of hedging.) 

These new futures contracts were first approved in 1975. Since then, a 
variety of facial futures and options products have been introduced 
to help financial market investors hedge or speculate on a variety of 

‘Adebitcardisadevkethatallowsacustomer to m&e autmatic de&dons fram his/her accwnt 
for purehpsa. 
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risks. For example, futures contracts based on the movement of equity 
stock indexes, such as the Standard and Poor’s 500 Index? traded at the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, were created to hedge against, or specu- 
late on, movements in the stock market. And, as a product to compete 
with them, stock markets offered index-based options, allowing a cus- 
tomer to hedge index moves without taking a futures position. Both 
individuals and financial institutions began using these new products. 

In their desire to attract back business lost to securities and futures 
firms, depository institutions pushed to develop their own products and 
to engage directly in activities traditionally denied them in laws and reg- 
ulations. For example, depositories and their associations supported the 
decontrol of caps on interest they could pay and requested legislative 
authority to offer new competing products. The Congress acceded to this 
need by decontrolling deposit interest rates3 and allowing those irtstitu- 
tions to offer new products to compete with the securities industry.’ 

But depository institutions are pressing for the ability to further 
broaden their business lines. They (and some nondepository firms, too) 
have started to combine traditional banking and nonbanking businesses. 
Conglomerates are being created to offer a full range of financial ser- 
vices and the depository industry continues to support legislation to 
give it authority to offer broader lines of business. 

Changing Competitive 
Climate Abetted by 
Various Technological, 
Economic, and 
Governmental Factors 

Although competitive changes were spurred primarily by changes in 
inflation and interest rate behavior, other important factors contributed. 
These include: advances in information technology, internationalization 
of markets, increased overlap of securities and futures products, and a 
governmental climate more favorable to deregulation. 

Advances in computer and telecommunications technology have facili- 
tated the geographical dispersion of services, helped improve market 
operations, and given customers new ways to use the markets. For 
example, as will be further explained in chapter 3, securities exchanges 
at one time were established to facilitate the development of local and 
regional industries; as communications technology advanced, the need to 
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rely on a local trading market was reduced significantly. The existing 
exchanges, located mainly in important financial centers, and the NASD, 
have employed data processing and communication facilities to allow 
customers in virtually every part of the country to know about and 
trade in firms located almost anywhere in the world. Because of 
advances in technology, businesses are no longer constrained to raising 
capital within their geographic locations. In fact, as discussed below, 
businesses can obtain funds from virtually any place in the industrial- 
ized world. 

Before advances in information technology, market activity was inhib- 
ited by delays in reporting and executing trades, especially on high 
volume days. However, decreases in computer hardware costs and 
increases in computer hardware and software sophistication allow up 
*the-second quotations and trade reporting, and rapid dissemination of 
information to customers and the news media. The execution of orders 
has become more rapid as well and many more trades can be made by 
more people reacting faster to market activity. 

Now, public customem are also besinning to use new technologies to 
conduct their trading. For example, some firms offer a discount br+ 
kerage service to customers who own their own personal computers. 
These persons can access the fm’ data bases on their computers by 
telephone and can obtain market activity information, place orders, and 
receive trade coMrmations at minimal cost, without directly contacting 
a broker. 

As indicated above, another development has been the increased inter- 
nati~nalizdon of securities and futures markets. Facilitated by techno- 
l@cal factors described above, intern&ion&&ion has followed the 
growth of world trade and the rise of multinational corporations. In a 
world busines8 market, firms become more expoeed to price and foreign 
exchange rate fluctuations worldwide. Firms conducting international 
fzamctions may hedge their expmures to foreign currency exchange 
fluctuations by using foreign currency futures or options contracts both 
of which allow the purchaser to fix a future price; EurodollaP futures 
have tra&i on the International Monetary Market, a division of the CXE 
since lQ81 and, foreign currency futurea were introduced there in 1972. 
Also, almod 400 foreign issues are traded on American markets as U.S. 
investors plac& $4 billion into foreign stocks in 1983 (up from $247 
million in 1981); foreigners, in turn, invested $6 billion in U.S. equities. 



The reaction of market participants to internationalization has been 
multifaceted and has been reported in newspapers and financial publica 
tions. Some exchanges and the NASD are allowing foreign firms to join- 
the NYSE numbers about 30 foreign controlled brokerage firms among its 
approximately 600 members. The NASD has about 60 foreign controlled 
members among its approximately 6300 members. Likewise, companies 
such as IBM have their stock listed on several exchanges throughout the 
world. The NASD and some exchanges have established, or plan to estab- 
lish, direct trading links with exchanges in foreign countries; in 1964 the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange linked with the Singapore International 
Monetary Exchange. Also, exchanges either have or are contemplating 
extending trading hours to take advantage of international markets 
that, together, operate 24 hours a day. 

Many new products have been developed in the past 15 years which 
overlap both the securities and futures industries. This growth of inter- 
related securities and futures products has changed the competitive cli- 
mate involving the two industries and also gave rise to regulatory 
jurisditional questions between the SM: and the CFE. 

As an example of this interrelationship of products, an individual or 
fum may purchase individual stocks, options on individual stocks, an 
option on a composite index of a group of stocks, a futures contract 
baaed on the commiti index of a group of stocks, and an option on a 
fMures contract based on a composite index of a group of stocks. More 
specifically, an individual or fWn can purchase the stock of a single cor- 
poration which is a component of the Standard and Poor’s 500 index on 
NYEE, AMEX, or NASD. They could also purchase an option on the same 
stock at M(Ex or OBOE. One could also purchase an option based on.the 
S&P 500 index at the CEOE, a futures contract based on the same index 
at the CIKE, or an option on a futures contract baaed on the S&P 500 
index, also at the CME 

This proliferation of -market products, similar to those mentioned 
above, led to a dispute between the SM: and the CFI’C as to which agency 
had regulatoxyjurisdiction over intermarket products. In December 
1981, the two reguhtory agencies entered into an accord, which the 
Congress enacted into law shortly thereafter, which outlined the juris- 
diction each agency had over intermarket products. 
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Based on the Accord,O it was agreed that the SEC would regulate options 
on securities, options on stock groups or indexes, and options on foreign 
currencies traded on a national securities exchange. The CFTC, in turn, 
would regulate futures on certain “exempted” securities (such as Ginnie 
Mae certificates), futures on “broad-based” groups or indexes of securi- 
ties, options on each of these types of futures products, and options on 
foreign currencies not traded on a national securities exchange. In addi- 
tion, when the Congress enacted the Accord into law (as a 1982 Amend- 
ment to the Securities Exchange Act and a 1983 Amendment to the 
Commodity Exchange Act), it granted the SEC authority to disapprove 
new applications from exchanges introducing futures contracts based on 
stock groups or indexes. Since the Accord’s enactment into law, the SEE 
and CFK: have developed guidelines and agreed on an interpretation of 
the statutory provisions. 

In recent years, there have been moves in both the executive and legisla- 
tive branches of the federal government toward changing the regulation 
of financial institutions and markets as exemplified by proposed legisla- 
tion and task force recommendations. 

In 1983, the Treasury Department developed a bill for the administra- 
tion that would have allowed bank holding companies to diversify their 
product offerings. That bill, among other things, would have allowed 
those companies to engage in certain kinds of securities activities. A 
task force headed by the Vice President to study the structure of finan- 
cial market regulation issued a report recommending, among other 
things, that SEC supexvise offerings of securities by depository institu- 
tions. Currently, the depository regulators supervise these offerings, 
while SEC supervises them for other businesses. 

In the Congress, bills have been introduced as well. These bills would 
have similarly reduced product line restrictions on financial service 
holding companies. 

Some federal bank re@ators have also advocated deregulation of ser- 
vices. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation issued a policy state- 
ment in 1982 that the Glass&e@l Act of 1933 (prohibiting securities 
activities of banks) does not, by its terms, prohibit a statechartered, 
insured bank which is not a member of the Federal Reserve System from 



establishing a relationship with or organizing a subsidiary that “engages 
in the business of using, underwriting, selling or distributing at whole- 
sale or retail, or through syndicate participation, stocks, bonds, deben- 
tures, notes, or other securities.” In November 1984, the FDIC established 
new rules allowing certain underwriting activities to subsidiaries of 
those banks. 

The Comptroller of the Currency, who charters national banks, began 
chartering what are termed “nonbank banks” in the early 1980s. These 
are organizations that, by virtue of either not offering commercial loans 
or not accepting demand deposits, escape product line and geographic 
business restrictions of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. The 
Comptroller has received hundreds of applications from companies 
wishing to use that form of bank ownership to combine traditional 
banking and nonbanking businesses, including securities and insurance 
underwriting. The Comptroller’s move was, by his own admission, 
meant to spur the Congress into enacting legislation to restructure the 
regulation of financial markets. 

Changes Have Created The continuing evolution of fmancial markets, having created new pat- 

Fears of New Market 
terns of competition and new competitive products, also has created 
fears that new and perhaps unacceptable risks have been created. 

Risks Though research on the potential risks is incomplete, enough anecdotal 
evidence exists to concern members of the Congress, market experts, 
and the media 

Many have pointed to recent events in the essentially unregulated U.S. 
government securities market as indicative of new risks. These events 
center on the use of repurchase agreements--or “repos”-by individ- 
uals and organizations who are relatively unsophisticated in this 
market. In a repo transaction, an owner of Treasury securities sells 
them and agrees to buy them back at a later date for a higher price that 
reflects, in effect, interest for the time the seller has the buyer’s money. 
The buyer’s loan ia collateralized by the securities he/she buys. While 
market experts do not consider this a complex arrangement, some 
buyers have not taken adequate possession or control of the securities. 
These buyers have lost hundreds of millions of dollars as unregulated 
securities dealers, engaging in unsound and, in some cases, fraudulent 
activities, have gone out of business, leaving the rep0 buyers without 
either their money or the securities. School districts, municipalities, and 
financial institutions have lost money in this way. 



Reaction to these events has been widespread. The closing of one gov- 
ernment securities dealer led to the failure of one Ohio savings and loan 
association, and the effects of that failure forced the temporary closing 
of all privately insured thrift institutions in that state. Investigations 
were begun by regulators and the Congress. Experts emphasized to 
investors that they use more caution in using repos. These reactions 
culminated in extensive hearings by congressional committees, a request 
for GAO to undertake a mqjor study of the Treasury securities market 
and its regulation, and the introduction of new legislation to change the 
regulation of these markets. 

The dramatic growth of the futures markets, fueled by the development 
of new futures and options products (explained in chs. 3 and 6) has also 
raised the concern that unsophisticated investors may lose money from 
&ding new products while utihzing unfamiliar trading strategies. How- 
ever, concern also arose that these new products and the strategies in 
which investors were using them might change the character of the 
fmancial markets themselves, channeling funds away from traditional 
capital formation. Thus, the Congress, in 1982, required the Federal 
Reserve, the CFE, and the SEC to study the effects on the economy of 
trading in the options and futures markets. That study concluded that, 
at that time, those markets were not found to have a discernible influ- 
ence on capital formation.’ Nevertheless, concerns about the disruptive 
effects of new market products and strategies continued. 

To the extent that some of the concerns outlined above can be alleviated 
by a better understanding of the history, fundamental concepts, and reg- 
ulation of the futures and securities markets, this study is aimed at 
increasing that understanding. And, as pointed out in chapter 1, it is the 
first in a series of studies by GAO on the newly evolving markets- 
futures, securities, and depository markets-to analyze the nature of 
new risks and their potential impact on regulaWry procedures and on 
the overall structure of financial market regulation. 
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Chapter 3 

Hisbrical Development of Securities Markets 
and the Legal Framework of SelfXegulation 

- 
Private businesses and governmental bodies use securities of various 
kinds to obtain capital for their organizations. These securities-both 
equity securities such as capital stock and debt instruments such as 
bonds-are issued originally by organizations seeking funds and are 
resold, or traded, on the open securities markets. It is this ability to 
resell securities -hat makes many investors willing to buy them and 
thereby furnish capital to the organizations that need it. This resale 
market provides the liquidity necessary to ensure adequate capital 
formation. 

It is in the interests of all market participants that the market is per- 
ceived as fair and orderly. If potential investors do not believe that the 
investment products offered in these markets provide a reasonable 
opportunity to make a profit, they will find investment alternatives. 
Part of that opportunity rests on the fact that all investors rely on 
market participants to comply with the applicable rules and regulations 
so that they can make informed decisions and have a chance to act on 
those decisions without fear of fraud or unfair advantages being taken 
by fellow investors. 

Accordingly, securities markets and their regulation were developed to 
ensure that investors could obtain adequate, reliable information about 
potential investments and that fair and orderly practices were followed 
to execute investment decisions. 

Securities Markets 
Developed to Aid 
Capital Formation 

The securities market is one mechanism-along with other financial 
lntermedlaries such as commercial banks and insurance companiesl-for 
transferring funds from investors to issuers of securities to facilitate 
capital formation. The market also provides a mechanism for discov- 
ering the prices of securities. Futhermore, the relatively recent devel- 
opment of listed securities options allows investors to hedge against 
possible market losses. 

Capital formation is required for the creation of productive facilities- 
such as buildings, tools, equipment, systems, services, and roads. The 
securities market mechanism is simply the process by which organiza- 
tions seeking funds sell various securities to persons willing to loan the 
money, or participate in ownership, for the opportunity to make a 
retum on their investments. Several types of securities instruments are 
used for this purpose: 



l corporate stock (equity investments constituting a share in the firm’s 
ownership with unlimited potential for profit or loss of all money 
invested); 

l corporate and government bonds (debt instruments carrying a fixed rate 
of return over a specified time period); and 

l warrants and rights (corporate securities issues allowing the buyer to 
purchase more shares in the future at either.a fixed price (warrants) or 
at a discount on a new issue (rights). 

In order for sellers of securities to decide how much they can raise on 
the market, and how much it will cost to do so, they must be able to 
discover what investors will pay for their securities. Conversely, pro- 
spective investors need to know what prices are available for various 
kinds of securities in order to gauge their opportunities for return. In 
most general terms, the securities trading mechanism (described in ch. 
4) is a competitive one in which buyers and sellers meet and determine 
prevailing prices in an open forum that communicates the prices to 
other prospective investors as well. 

An additional product offered in the securities markets is an option. An 
option is a right to buy (call) or sell (put) a fmed amount of a given 
stock at a specific price within a limited time period. Unlike the other 
securities instruments described above, options are not issued by the 
corporations seeking capital and, therefore, do not in and of themselves 
aid capital formation. Through the purchase of options, investors can 
hedge their positions or planned purchases by establishing the price 
they can, but do not have to, pay for a stock. An investor can protect 
against an adverse price movement in that stock, risking only the price 
of the option itself (usually much less than the price of the underlying 
stock). 

For example, an investor might purchase an option to buy or sell a stock 
rather than buy the stock itself to be protected from an adverse price 
move of the stock. Since the option allows the investor to lock in a price 
that a share will coat at some time in the future (known as a strike 
price), the investor knows ahead of time what the cost will be. Also, 
since the investor ia not obligated to purchase or sell the stock when an 
option to buy or sell haa been purchased,’ should the price move against 



the investor’s position, he/she would simply not exercise the right to 
purchase or sell the stock. This way, the only loss incurred is the cost of 
purchasing the option rather than the loss in value of the stock itself. 

Market Participants The participants in the securities market may be grouped as issuers (or 
suppliers) of securities, sellers, buyers, and those who facilitate the pro- 
cess. The suppliers include government bodies and business firms. These 
organizations issue original securities for sale on the market. Buyers and 
sellers are both individuals and organ &ions who buy and sell securi- 
ties for their own portfolios. In addition, institutions such as mutual 
funds have developed that create and maintain investment portfolios 
with a specified profile, and individuals may buy shares of the institu- 
tions’ portfolios to take advantage of their professional management 
and diversification. 

The market is facilitated by a variety of organizations and individuals. 
These facilitators, described below, help buyers and sellers enter and 
use the market, and help maintain fair and orderly market operations. 

Investment bankers generally bring new securities into the market by 
purchasing whole (or partial, usually on a “best efforts” basis) issues 
from businesses or government agencies and reselling them to other 
institutions or individual investors. This is called the “primary distribu- 
tion” of securities, or the “primary market.” The primary investment 
bankers are said to be underwriting the issues. Investment bankers also 
help issuers analyze the market and register offerings with the SEC. 
Investment bankers are also broker-dealers. 

Brokers and dealers trade issued securities for themselves or on behalf 
of others. This is sometimes referred to as the “secondary market.” 
They research and offer advice on securities, take orders, and execute 
trades. (See ch. 4 for a more detailed description of a typical trade.) 
Other individuals may either offer advice (investment advisor) or exe- 
cute orders without offering advice (discount broker). Broker-dealers 
prepare the necessary records of transactions and, in many cases, main- 
tain custody of securities for their customers. 



Exchanges form convenient meeting places at which to conduct trades. 
They provide the facilities and systems to record, account for, and 
report on transactions. They also establish rules for maintaining fair 
and orderly markets and enforce those rules. Many stocks are not traded 
on exchanges but are traded on NA?&Q or are otherwise traded in the 
over-the-counter market. NASMQ is a computerized communications 
system which provides quotation and transaction information on its eli- 
gible securities to a nationwide network of market makers (companies 
which maintain a portfolio of securities which they buy for or sell to 
investors, see p. 36). The MD, like the exchanges, has established and 
enforces rules requiring that fair and orderly markets be maintained. 

The final facilitators are government regulators, both state and federal. 
The federal regulators oversee the s~os to ensure that investors are ade- 
quately informed about entities whose securities they buy, and enforce 
securities laws and regulations. The state regulators enforce state secur- 
ities regulations and laws within their jurisdictions. 

Securities Market 
Development* 

Securities markets in the United States began with the American Revo- 
lutionary War. During the war, the Continental Congress, some of the 
colonies+ and the Continental Amy ah issued various forms of financial 
notes and scrip. After the war, the newly formed United States funded 
$80 million of this debt in the form of bonds. As early as May 1792, a 
group of 24 brokers met in New York City to sign an agreement on terms 
and conditions of trading these bonds and on commissions they would 
charge the public. These brokers reserved more favorable rates, terms, 
and conditions for trades among themselves. in 1817, the brokers 
adopted a formal constitution and called themselves the “New York 
Stock and Exchange Hoard.” In 1863, the name was shortened to “New 
York Stock Exchange,” the precurso r of today’s well known 
organization. 

For a number of ye=, debt instruments-primarily bonds issued by the 
federal government-comprised most of the market activity. However, 
the rapidly growing transportation industry began to demand funds, 
spurred by the expansion of the railroads. The federal debt actually 
declined in the 18209, and trading in transportation bond-type securities 



became more important. During this period, stocks began to gain popu- 
larity as trading instruments. At first, most of the equities were stocks 
of banks and insurance companies; later, stocks of nonfinancial compa- 
nies appeared. 

Two significant developments in the U.S. ecouomy in the 1830s and 
1840s influenced the development of the securities industry. First, 
domestic markets began supplanting European markets as sources of 
investment capital. Second, the discovery of gold in California gave 
birth to many companies that sold shares to a public willing to gamble 
on vast riches. This willingness persisted in spite of fraudulent mining 
claims and unproductive mines. But, the gold strike did expand public 
participation in the stock market and caused stock exchanges to be 
organized in the western part of the country. Although at one time the 
nation had more than 100 exchanges, relatively few survived. 

Before the stock market crash of 1929, America’s securities exchanges 
operated as private business clubs. While these clubs did have some 
internal rules and requirements, two government studies completed in 
the early 1900s concluded that the exchanges placed members’ interests 
above those of the investing public. In 1909, the Hughes Commission, 
formed by the State of New York, noted that the comradeship among 
members had led the exchanges to overlook fellow members’ misconduct 
and that the exchanges had failed to take proper measures to prevent 
wrongdoings. A subsequent federal investigation, conducted by a sub- 
committee of the House Committee on Banking and Currency, revealed 
that the NYSE was aware of many manipulative practices but took no 
actiona to deal with them. In spite of these revelations, though, no major 
federal role was established to control abuses. 

In the 1920s period of poet-war prosperity, investors began looking to 
reap large profits with little apparent fear of inherent market risks. This 
era saw the proliferation of “margin buying”: brokers, backed by capital 
loans from large corporations, offered stock to investors in exchange for 
a small down payment and interest on the balance of the purchase price. 
By 1929,40 percent of all investors were margin buyers who pyramided 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in profits on relatively small invest- 
ments. As stock prices declined, and brokers began calling in their 
margin loans, many customers were unable to raise the necessary cash 
without selling their shares of stock. These sales, in turn, further 
depressed stock prices and created a vicious circle that brought the mar- 
kets to collapse. 



Legislation Affecting The chaos of 1929 created a demand for federal intervention to regulate 

the SWU&ies Industry 
the markets and thereby restore public confidence in them. In 1932, the 
Senate c~mn~ttee on Banking and Currency began an intensive investi- 
gation of stock market practices. That investigation concluded that due 
to “evils and abuses which flourished on the exchanges and their disas- 
trous effects upon the entire nation . . . federal regulation is necessan 
and desirable.“3 

In 1933, Secretary of Commerce Daniel Roper was assigned by President 
FrankIm D. Roosevelt to direct a Federal Interdepartmental Committee 
on stock exchanges (the Roper Committee). The Committee, which 
issued recommendations in January 1934, concluded that, while the 
exchanges might at times fail to do a good job, the role of government 
should be as an overseer, stepping in when the exchanges were lax in 
fulfilling their responsibilities. The Committee stressed the need for self- 
regulation with the broad authority of a central agency to oversee the 
process. The Committee emphasized, “It is not proposed that Govem- 
ment so dominate the exchanges as to deprive these organizations of ini- 
tiative and responsibility, but is proposed to provide authority to move 
quickly and to the point when the necessity arises”4 This perspective of 
regulation, it was thought, would also eliminate the danger of a poten- 
tially less responsive federal bureaucracy. 

However, the fin& legislation proposed, the Fletcher-Raybum bill, pro- 
vided for direct governmental regulation. A federal commission was pro- 
posed, to be given extensive powers to establish standards for exchange 
activities. The drafters of this bill felt that these broad powers were nec- 
essary to allow for proper governmental control of complex, varied, and 
rapidly changing trading practices. 

Market participants attacked the bill, exemplified by the then president 
of the New York Stock &change. He characterized section 18C of the 
bill, which gave the proposed commission the authority to prescribe 
rules and regulations as deemed necessary for the protection of the 
public, saying, “this is not regulation but domination.“6 Complaints such 
as this led to modifications that eventually became law in the Securities 

%mir@ an S.&IS 84, S.&d. 66, UK! S.l?ea. 97 beftm the !3enate Committee on Banking and Cur- 
rency, 73d caupcs4 1st 3ersion, put 15 at 063X39, (19341, Wtimony of Richard Whitney). 



Exchange Act of 1934. In the Act, the newly created Securities and 
Exchange Commission could request that an exchange effect specific 
rule changes. But, if the exchange refused, the Commission had to hold 
hearings to decide whether the rule changes were in the best interests of 
the investing public. In addition, the Commission was given no powers 
with regard to the methods of electing exchange officers, or the suspen- 
sion, expulsion, and disciplining of exchange members. 

Thus, the foal form of the legislation created a governmental body with 
broad reserved controls available if the exchanges did not adequately 
carry out their responsibilities for protecting investors. This achieved 
the congressional desire to exercise control over the securities industry 
without having to expend the resources and manpower necessary with a 
direct regulating scheme. The legislation was also considered to be flex- 
ible enough to allow for industry-initiated innovations which direct reg- 
ulation might not have allowed for. 

In the following years, the Congress passed several laws that extended 
the authority of the Commission and provided a broader range of pro- 
tections for investors. These laws included: 

l The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, which required regis- 
tration of public utility holding companies with the SEC. 

l The Maloney Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 1070), which provided for the crea- 
tion of national securities associations as s~os in the over-thecounter 
securities market. 

l The Trust Indenture Act of 1939, which established documents (trust 
indentures) to govern shareholders’ rights and company obligations. 

l The Investment Company Act of 1940, which required investment com- 
panies to register with the SEC. 

l The Investment Advisors Act of 1940, which required investment advi- 
sors to register with the SEC. 

Then, in 1961, the Congress dire&d the SEC to conduct a special study 
of the securities industry to assess the adequacy of the SROS' rules for 
protecting the investor. This study, intended from the outset to be very 
broad, represented the first time that self-regulation as a concept was 
reexamined since its formulation in the 1930s. In 1963, the Congress 
was presented with an extensive fmal report. Although the report cited 
over 160 specific recommendations for strengthening securities laws, 
the study’s director reported to the SM: in 1963 “that under the stresses 
of its expanded role (due to the enormous growth in the markets), the 



framework of regulation needs considerable adjusting and strengch- 
erring, but the basic design appears to have worked effectively in most 
areas. Irg 

This study formed the basis for the Securities Act Amendments of 196-1 
one of the three major pieces of securities legislation involving self-regu 
latory organizations from that time to the present. As a means to adjust 
and strengthen the regulatory framework, the Amendments of 1964 pro 
vided for, among other things, 

. extension of disclosure and insider trading protection to the over-the- 
counter markets; 

l strengthening of standards and qualifications for securities firms and 
their employees; and 

. tightening of the disciplinary controls of the SEC and SROs. 

A second major piece of legislation was a direct outgrowth of the fiian- 
cial crisis on Wall Street during 1968-70 when a substantial number of 
major brokerage firms, including prominent NOSE member firms, either 
failed or were acquired by other firms to prevent their collapse. These 
failures caused large numbers of shareholders to lose substantial sums 
of money due to broker insolvency and brought with it a plunge in the 
market indicating a lack of public confidence. Therefore, in December of 
1970, the Congress passed the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970 
which created the Securities Investor Protection Corporation. 

During the hearings on this Act, some Senators voiced concerns that 
government-backed protection of customer accounts created by SIPC 
would permit the problems of the industry to continue and inhibit much 
needed reforms. The Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
gave assurances that SIPC protection was necessary for reform, but 
would not be used as an alternative to reform. The Congress continued 
to explore the problems of the securities industry and, in June 1971, the 
Senate authorized a complete study of the securities markets and 
industry to be conducted by the Securities Subcommittee of the Com- 
mittee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs. The final report, issued 
in 1973, laid the foundation for the Securities Acts Amendments of 
1975, a major revision of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The 1975 
Act clarified the scope of self-regulatory responsibilities and set stan- 
dards to assure that industry organizations properly exercised their 

‘%eport of the special Study of Semi- Market, of the Securities and Exchange ComnusslOn. Pm 
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responsibilities. In general, the 1975 Act shifted regulatory authority 
toward the federal government. Some of the major provisions include 

. the establishment of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board to 
oversee the municipal securities industry, 

l the elimination of fixed-rate commissions for brokers and dealers, 
. the requirement for SEC to facilitate the development of a national 

market system to electronically link all securities markets making them 
more efficient and economical, and 

. the requirement for large institutional investors to report on their port- 
folios of shares to measure their effect on markets. 

Today, the concept of securities industry self-regulation remains much 
as intended by the framers of the original Securities Exchange Act. The: 
realized the inherent dangers of giving the industry free reign, but they 
sought to balance industry initiative with governmental controls. The 
regulatory system has not always been a cooperative relationship 
between industry and government, but compromises have usually been 
reached in order to resolve the practical problems of administering a 
very complex and rapidly changing market. 
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Chapter 4 

HOW Securities Are ‘h&d and Regulated 

Securities market organizations and their participants operate under a 
scheme of self regulation and federal government oversight. SROS and 
SEC combine to promote the smooth functioning of trading activity 
within the confines of securities laws and rules. To accomplish this, SROS 
facilitate trading; establish, review, and enforce standards of conduct; 
regulate ethical standards, business practices, and financial responsi- 
bility of members; conduct routine examinations of member firms; con- 
duct investigations of alleged violations; and discipline violators of SRO 

rules or federal securities laws. 

Activities of the SRO!3 are subject to SEC oversight by way of new or 
amended rule approval and various inspections of the SROs to determine 
how well they police their members. SEC provides direct regulation by 
conducting independent investigations into illegal activities, prosecuting 
violators of securities laws, and promulgating regulations which market 
participants must follow. 

How Securities Are 
Traded 

Securities markets provide facilities for buyers and sellers to come 
together and trade financial instruments by competitive bid. As dis- 
cussed in chapter 3, these markets foster capital formation, price dis- 
covery, and hedging of investment risks. Transactions on securities 
exchanges are conducted on the exchange floor while NASmQ over-the- 
counter transactions are effected through the NASLIAQ system, a network 
of computers, terminals, and telephones. The clearing corporations facil- 
itate the trading process by matching completed trades and altering 
firms’ financial positions accordingly. The Municipal Securities 
Rulemaking Board operates strictly as a rulemaking body. 

Participants in Floor 
Trading of Securities 

A typical trade occurring on the floor of a securities exchange involves 
several participants who are exchange members and who represent the 
purchaser, the seller, the exchange, and/or themselves. One participant 
is the malist, whose primary obligation is to maintain fair and 
orderly markets by performing both dealer and broker functions. The 
exchange allocates securities to specialists who are assigned to areaS 
called “posts,” where securities are traded. The specialist can make 
markets for his own account when only one party to a trade is available 
or match trades between brokers in those securities in which he is regis- 
tered to deal. Commission brokers are employed by member firms to 
execute orders on the exchange floor for the firm’s customers. “Two 
dollar brokers” act as agents for commission brokers. Their role is 
played during active markets either by handling overflow orders for 



commission brokers or acting as brokers for firms which do not have 
their own brokers on the floor. 

Other members of the various exchanges are the registered traders, also 
referred to as dealers, who limit their trading activities to their personal 
or firm’s accounts. Finally, market makers on the floor of the exchanges 
deal for their own accounts and may aid the specialist during heavy 
trading periods. 

Kow the Floor Participants On the NTSE and AMEX, trades are generally executed in the following 
Execute Trades fashion. An investor contacts a registered representative of a brokerage 

firm and inquires about the current price of a security. The representa- 
tive obtains the latest bid and ask price for that stock and notifies the 
investor of such. Upon obtaining the price information, the investor 
determines whether or not to execute a transaction for the purchase or 
sale of a specified quantity of stock shares or bonds. Two general types 
of orders can be placed to execute a transaction. The first is an order “at 
the market” where the best available price is taken when the order 
reaches the trading floor. A second type of order, a “limit order,” speci- 
fies a price at which the transaction should be consummated. When the 
order is finalized, the registered representative transmits the informa- 
tion by direct wire or teletype to the firm’s order room. 

Upon receipt of the order, the firm transmits the order to the exchange 
floor. All specialists are located at posts on the exchange floor and spe- 
cific stocks are traded at each post. For those trades reaching the floor 
via the fum’s trading booth, the firm’s clerk time stamps the order on 
receipt and then relays it by hand, pneumatic tube, or hand signal (MM 
only) to the firm’s broker on the floor. The broker goes to the specialist 
post where the stock is traded and determines the prevailing price. The 
broker may leave the order with the specialist who executes the order 
when appropriate, or he/she may attempt to find a better price than the 
specialist has by offering it to brokers at the post. Should a better price 
be found, the two brokers execute the trade between themselves within 
the established price quote. 

When a bid and offer match, a trade takes place. No paper changes 
hands between the brokers involved in the trade. However, each broker 
to the transaction must note the exact details of the trade including the 
price, the time, the badge number of the other broker, and the other 
broker’s clearing fum. This information is used by the exchange to 



create an audit trail of transactions that occur on the floor. The initi- 
ating broker reports the trade to an exchange staff member called a 
reporter. The floor brokers report the execution of the trade to their 
respective clerks who time stamp the execution of the trade and notify 
their fm. The firm then notifies the customer of the trade and confir- 
mation is sent to the customer. 

A specialist can also be involved in trades as a broker’s broker or as a 
dealer. The specialist, in his role as broker’s broker, handles market and 
limit orders received from floor brokers or via electronic means. In this 
role, the specialist presents orders to the crowd. The specialist, in his 
role as a dealer, may be required by the exchange to execute trades for 
his own account to improve-in terms of price or size-the current 
market reflected by public bids or offers. 

For transactions between specialists and floor brokers, the participants 
note the price per share, the badge number of the specialist and/or other 
broker, and the clearing firm of the specialist and/or other broker. The 
specialist reports all transactions in which he was involved to the 
reporter. 

The reporter records the trade on a computer readable “mark sense” 
card for entry into a card reader. In a matter of seconds, the trade will 
be displayed on the exchange floor and to the public via “ticker tape” 
and other electronic communications networks, and notifications go to 
financial vendors and the news media. 

Each party to a transaction directs his/her part of the trade through 
his/her respective brokerage firms, which in turn notify their clearing 
fums. Some brokerage firms do their own clearing (self-clearing firms) 
while others hire another firm to perform clearing services. Each 
clearing firm pmcesses its side of the trade and forwards the informa- 
tion to the appropriate clearing corporation, which matches up the cash 
and securities involved in the trade. 

In addition, both NYSE and AMEX have electronic trade execution systems 
for specific types of orders. At AMEX, the Post Execution Reporting (PER) 

system is an electronic order routing system which enables brokerage 
f-tot ransmit certain market and limit orders directly to the appro 
priate post on the trading floor for execution by the specialist. 
AU’IUPER is an enhancement of PER which uses touch screen technology 
to execute trades and, within a matter of seconds, sends an execution 
report electronically to the brokerage firm. 



NSE uses the Designated Order Turnaround (m) system, now called 
Super-Dot, through which member firms transmit small orders in SISE- 

listed stocks directly from their offices to the appropriate trading post 
on the floor and receive execution reports electronically. NOSE also uses i 
Limit Order System which electronically files orders that are to be exe- 
cuted when and if a specific price is reached, and electronically gener- 
ates execution reports directly to member firms. The Automated Pricing 
and Reporting Service @PARS) at hYSE handles market and limit odd lot 
orders (less than 100 shares) and prices the orders based on the next 
round lot transaction that occurs after the odd lot order is received. 

Roth m and NYSE participate in the Intermarket Trading System (ITS) 
which links the trading of listed stocks among the seven principal U.S. 
exchanges and the N&SD. rrs allows any broker representing a public cus- 
tomer or any market professional trading for,his or her own account to 
seek an execution in another participating market whenever a better 
price is available elsewhere within the ITS network. 

NASDAQ Over-The-Counter Over-thecounter trading through the National Association of Securities 
Trading Process Dealers Automatic Quotation (NASDAQ) system is conducted differently 

than trading on the exchanges. In the NASMQ market, there is no spe- 
cialist. This system consists of competing market makers who are 
willing to sell or buy a given security for their own account. Two market 
makers are required by NASD by-laws to exist for every issue, some 
issues have more than 30, with the average issue having eight market 
makers. 

A trade in the over-thecounter market begins like a trade on a exchange 
with the investor calling up a broker (i.e., registered representative of a 
brokerage firm) to make an inquiry on the price of a security. The repre- 
sentative inquires about the security via a desk terminal which displays 
the best bid and offer prices of all the competing market makers in that 
sect&y at the time of inquiry. If the customer places an order to buy or 
sell, based on the prices available, the representative directs the order to 
the firm’s ore trading department. 

At this juncture, the order can be handled in one of two ways. First, if 
the firm with the customer’s order makes a market itself in the security, 
it generally wiIl buy from or sell to the customer from its inventory, 
usually at the beat bid or offer in the ~rkKl system, plus or minus a 
mark-up or markdown (the equivalent of a commission). 
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Secondly, if the firm is not a market maker in the security the customer 
wishes to buy or sell, the representative can engage in a transaction 
with one of the market makers displayed on the terminal. This is accom- 
plished in either of two ways, depending on the terms of the purchase or 
sale. Like some exchanges, NMD has an automated order execution 
system which can be utilized when trade terms meet certain criteria. 
The Small Order Execution System (SOB) enables those public trades of 
1000 shares or less in those WDAQ securities designated as national 
market system securities, and 500 shares fr less in all other SASMQ 

stocks, to be executed automatically at the best bid or offer, depending 
on the order, available in the NMXQ system. 

For orders which are in excess of SOES maximums, or where the repre- 
sentative believes that a better price than that displayed on the terminal 
can be negotiated, he/she contacts a market maker by telephone to 
engage a transaction. 

Market makers are required by NASD rules to buy or sell at least 100 
shares of stock at its quoted price. It is possible, therefore, that larger 
transactions may have different prices for blocks of shares, or may have 
the order filled, in part, by several market makers. In addition, firms 
transacting customer’s orders are required by NASD rules to obtain the 
best possible price for their customers, given prevailing market 
conditions. 

When a trade has been completed, either through SOES or telephone con- 
tact, the trade information must be transmitted to the clearing corpora- 
tion for the exchange of money and securities. In SOES transactions, the 
trade information ia automatically transmitted to the clearing corpora- 
tion. In telephone transactions, each party to the trade submits its trade 
information to the clearing corporation. 

The Options Market Optiona are contracts giving the holder the right to buy or sell a stated 
number of shares of a particular stock at a fixed price within a predeter- 
mined time period. Options contracts are not issued by the corporation 
whose stock underlies the option but, rather, are issued by the Options 
Clearing Corporation. There are two basic types of options: a “put” is an 
option to sell, and a “calI” is an option to buy. Most options may be 
exercised by their holder at any time before they expire, or they can be 
sold to another holder. 



Essentially, stock options offer various financial positions that the par- 
ticipants in securities markets may assume besides the typical long-run 
investment position of buying a security, holding it, and hoping for price 
appreciation, or selling a security short in anticipation of a decline in 
price. Speculators can create highly leveraged positions with high poten- 
tial returns accompanied by substantial risk of loss by using stock 
options. Alternatively, option strategies involving various combinations 
of options or combinations of options and stocks can be used by an 
investor to create a position which has less risk of loss than the usual 
long or short position.’ 

Until 1973, options were traded only in the over-the-counter (UK) 
market. In the early 19309, a series of congressional and private studies 
exposed widespread manipulations and fraudulent practices in the 
securities industry involving the concurrent trading of UK options and 
their underlying securities. Consequently, early drafts of the bill that 
ultimately became the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 would have pre 
hibited the expansion of options trading to national securities 
exchanges. However, the Congress ultimately allowed exchange options 
trading but gave the SEC broad discretion to regulate options trading. 

Since-1973, the SEC has approved listed options trading programs for 
several exchanges. As of September 1984, about 380 individual stock 
options were being traded. In addition, a large number of new options 
contracts have also been introduced based on U.S. Treasury securities, 
stock market indexes, and foreign currencies. 

Exchange I%or Trading of @%ion~ options trading on the floors of AM?EX and CBOE from the receipt of a 
customer order through the notification to the customer of an executed 
trade is similar to stock transactions on the AMEX and NYSE. However, 
there is one m@r difference. Options specialists at Amex play the dual 
role of trading for the public and for their own accounts although some 
exchange restrictions apply. CBOE does not utilize a specialist system. 
Instead, CEDE has split up the dealer and agency functions performed by 
the traditional securities specialist. The dealer function is performed by 
competing market makers. The broker’s broker function is performed by 
exchange employees cakd “order book officials.” In addition, the CBOE 
floor has commission and two dolIar brokers. Floor brokers execute 

‘ItMkcnm3lttm conapaulhctheMamtoptian~pcWi~~. Forarktahddhcussionofoption 
Types of OpUum,” Jack Clark Rpnces, in Handbook of 
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public orders and may trade for their own account (act as market 
makers) but not on the same day and in the same option where they 
have executed public orders. 

Clearing Corporations 
Process the Exchange of 
Money From Transactions 

Five clearing corporations operate for securities and one for options. Of 
the securities clearing corporations, the National Securities Clearing Cor 
poration (N!XC) is by far the largest and processes approximately 90 
percent of all equity transactions on the NISE, AMEX, and NASLXQ mar- 
kets. On average, $6 billion worth of securities transactions are settled 
and cleared daily through NSX with an average net daily cash settle- 
ment of approximately $750 million. Our discussion of the settlement 
process is thus confined to the NSCC. 

m&won of the NSCC Settlement The settlement cycle for NSCC is essentially a 5day period. xSfX interac- 
tion with its participants begins on Trade Date + 1, the day following 
trade execution. Buyers and sellers submit trade information either 
directly to NSCC in New York, to one of NSCC'S 12 branch offices across 
the country, or via direct data transmission. On the night of Trade Date 
+ 1, NSCC’S comparison systems match related trades by comparing the 
details of the submission including buyers, sellers, issues, quantities, 
prices, and markets, 

On Trade Date +2, various reports showing trades which successfully 
matched and transactions which did not match (uncompared trades) are 
given to the participants. In some instances, the participants’ purchase 
and sale departments attempt to resolve discrepancies. The remaining 
uncompared trades are retumed to broken and specialists on ME and 
AMM floors for resolution. 

Trade Date +3, the last day to reconcile trades for regular 5day settle- 
ment, begins with the distribution of new reports which recap trades 
compared the previous day. Reconciliation continues for any unmatched 
trades. 

The principal focus of Trade Date +4 is preparing for settlement at NSCZ 

through Continuous Net Settlement (CM) or Balance Order processing. 
C'NS nets together each participant’s daily transactions in each issue with 
any preVious open positions to create a single long position (securities 
due to the participant) or a single short position (securities due from the 
participant). The delivery and receipt of net positions is accomplished 
by book-entry movements at the Depository Trust Company, where 



many stock certificates are stored, rather than by physical delivery. 
NSCC becomes the opposite party to each participant and guarantees the 
settlement obligation. 

Balance Order processing is used to accommodate those securities in 
which physical delivery of stock certificates is necessary. Transactions 
requiring physical delivery are summarized, netted, and allotted 
between sellers and buyers. Balance Orders, in the form of receive and 
delivery tickets, are distributed to participants. 

Trade Date +5 is settlement day, the day when NSCC facilitates the 
orderly and controlled exchange of securities and money for all partici- 
pants. CNS securities obligations are passed through book entry accounts 
at the Depository Trust Company. Balance Order obligations are settled 
through participants delivering envelopes containing securities to BSCC 
where the envelopes are made available to receivers. NSCC credits the 
deliverer and debits the receiver. Money settlement is the final stage of 
NSX'S transaction processing. It takes place after Nscc arrives at a single 
dollar figure due for payment or collection by combining the amounts 
from CNS and the envelope system. Money is settled with certified 
checks; electronic funds transfer is not used. 

Regulation of the SROs play an extensive role in industry regulation. These SRO responsibil- 

Securities Markets Is a 
ities include: establishing rules governing conduct and trading; setting 
qualifications for securities industry professionals; monitoring daily 

Combination of Self- trading activity; examining members for financial health and compli- 

Regulation With SEC ante with rules; investigating aLleged violations of securities laws; disci- 

Oversight and Direct 
Regulation 

plining violators of SRO or SM: rules and regulations; and responding to 
inqturies and complaints from investors and members. 

SEC provides oversight of SRO regulation by conducting examinations of 
SROs for compliance with their regulatory responsibilities; maintaining a 
surveillance capability of its own; and reviewing and approving SRO 

rules and rule changes. in addition to this oversight, SEC provides direct 
regulation by conducting investigations, taking disciplinary actions 
against those beyond SRO authority or against an SRO itself for not doing 
an adequate regulatory job, and by implementing or changing existing 
regulations. 

The following describes industry regulation by function. For each func- 
tion, we detail how the SROS accomplish their self-regulatory duties and 
how SEC oversight is achieved. 



SROs Establish Rules of Through their governing machinery, the exchanges and the NMD impose 
Trading and Conduct Which rules of conduct on themselves as required by the Securities Exchange 

Must Be Approved by SEC Act of 1934. The Act mandates that exchange and NASD rules be 
designed to prevent fraud and manipulation, to foster cooperation and 
competition in securities trading, to encourage a free and open market, 
and to protect both investors and the public interest. Because the mar- 
kets are dynamic, some rules become obsolete, others must be changed 
to reflect market conditions and practices, and, often, new rules are 
needed. New rules become effective after both the SRO governing body 
and the SEC have approved them. The SROS we looked at did not have 
manuals pertaining to the rulemaking process, so the following descrip- 
tion was obtained from the respective SRO officials. 

An SRO rule change can be generated as a result of a change in an SEC 
statute or regulation, a rule change by another SRO, a new product which 
the sRo desires to market, an SEC recommendation, or a suggestion by SRO 
personnel or members that a rule is unenforceable, archaic, or not strict 
enough. 

Each new rule submission is prepared by SRO staff who provide it to the 
appropriate SRO committees for review. The committees-either repre 
senting the part of the SRO most affected by the rule change or formed 
on an ad hoc basis- provide comments on the appropriateness of the 
rule. Officials at both the SM: and the SROS told us that informal contact 
between these two groups may be initiated to determine if the rule is 
acceptable to SEC. This allows the SRO staff to modify problem areas of a 
prospective rule change prior to formal submission to SM: and, thus, 
decreases the need for SM= to conduct disapproval hearings. The SRO 
staff then presents the final version of the rule change to its governing 
board for approval to file with SE. SM: reviews the rule change, has it 
published in the Federal Register to solicit public comment, and will 
then either approve it, informally request that it be amended, or com- 
mence disapproval hearings. At any time during the process, the SRO 
may withdraw the rule change. During the period from 1980 to 1984, 
SM: formally disapproved only 3 of 1566 proposed rule changes sub- 
mitted by the ~~08. In caaea where a tie is disapproved by SEC, the SRO 
has the option to seek a remedy in federal court. 

MSRB Sets Rules for 
Municipal Securities 

The Congress created the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (XSRB) 
in 1976 responding to the need for more effective policing of that 
industry. In the late sixties, new issuances of municipal securities 



totaled $10 to % 11 billion a year. A doubling of volume in the early sev- 
enties, coupled with the discovery of fraudulent municipal securities 
activities in New Jersey, New York, and Tennessee, provided the 
impetus for congressional action. The legislation creating the MSRB was 
included in the Securities Acts Amendments of 1975. 

According to an MsRB official, the MSRB is a tax exempt, privately funded 
organization responsible for establishing rules governing municipal 
securities’ broker-dealer activities. The Congress limited MSRB‘S powers 
exclusively to rulemaking to avoid duplication of enforcement powers 
already established under the auspices of the National Association of 
Securities Dealers (NASD), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), the Federal Reserve Hoard (F'RB), and the Comptroller of the Cur- 
rency (OCZ). These regulatory agencies review the municipal securities 
activities of their member firms and banks during routine inspections. 
They then report these findings to the MSRB. However, each has the 
authority to impose disciplinary sanctions for violations of MSRB rules. 
The MSRB does not have such authority. 

Rulemaking guidelines established by MSRB, intended to create uniform 
practices, go through the same approval/ disapproval process at the SEC 

as described above for the other SROS. MSRB'S rulemaking authority 
extends to the following areas: 

l standards of professional qualification; 
l ruks of fair practice; 
l recordkeeping; 
l scope and frequency of compliance examinations performed by EC, 

NASD, FRB, and FDIC; 
. nature of security quotations; and 
l sale of new issue municipal securities. 

The MSRB Board is comprised of 15 members-6 bank dealer representa- 
tives, 5 securities representatives, and 5 public sector members-where 
one of the public members is representative of issuers of municipal 
securities while another is representative of investors. Members are 
selected for staggered 3-year terms as five members rotate off the Board 
annually. The Board meets 6 times a year for 3day sessions. 

The MSRB has a professional staff who serve the Board in the develop 
ment of rules. Complementing the Board and professional staff are 
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standing committees on arbitration, oversight and compliance, interpre- 
tations, finance and personnel, professional qualifications, and research 
and planning. 

The actual rulemaking process relies heavily on member and non- 
member input. Once the Board has decided to pursue a rule enactment 
or alteration, it sends the draft out to those on its mailing list for com- 
ment. If negative feedback is received, the MSRB may drop the rule 
entirely or rework its contents. With favorable feedback, the Board for- 
wards the rule to SEC generally seeking informal SEC review before for- 
mally Ning a proposed rule change. Once formally filed, the SEC 
publishes the rule change ln the Federal Register and can then either 
approve it, informally request changes to the rule, or start disapproval 
proceedings. Although SM: can formally disapprove a rule, the two orga- 
nizations have always been able to work out their differences and no 
formal SEC disapprovals have occurred. Generally, 18 to 20 rules are 
submitted annually by MsRB. 

An MSRB official told us the Board must serve and protect two publics. 
Rules are generated to protect the investing public. However, protection 
of the investing public cannot be made without consideration for an 
issuer’s ability to generate revenue for the implementation of projects 
servicing a given jurisdiction (i.e. parks, roads, sewage). There must be a 
balance between protecting investors and allowing for the generation of 
capital to face projects that serve the public good. 

Firms and Individuals The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires securities broker-dealers 
Conducting a Securities to be registered with the SEC. However, firms dealing exclusively m 
Business Must Be Properly exempted securities, commercial paper, bankers’ acceptances, and com- 

Registered mercial bills need not register. Additionally, a broker or dealer whose 
business is exclusively intrastate and who does not use any facility of a 
national securities exchange is not required to register. 

The registration process is commenced when the broker-dealer submits a 
completed application form and statement of financial condition with 
the SE. The form essentially requires the following information: (1) 
what the fm’s business will be, (2) whether the applicant has ever 
been disciplined by the z#c, con=, state, or SRO (and supporting details), 
(3) whether the party has committed a felony or misdemeanor (pri- 
marily relating to funds/securities), and (4) who the principals of the 
firm will be (owners, higher level officers). There is no fee for filing. The 
application can be returned to the applicant by SM: if all items have not 
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been completed as required, or if it is otherwise considered 
unacceptable. 

We were advised that, in addition to registering with the SEC, a broker- 
dealer is required to become a member of the appropriate SRO. If a 
broker-dealer conducts business solely with a national securities 
exchange of which it is a member, then that exchange is the appropriate 
SRO. If the broker-dealer transacts business in the over-the-counter 
market, it must become a member of a national securities association. 
Since NASD is the only such association, membership with NASD is manda- 
tory for broker-dealers trading in the over-the-counter market. A 
broker-dealer that effects transactions both with an exchange and the 
over-the-counter market must become a member of both the exchange 
and the NASD. (A limited exemption from the requirement to join a 
national securities association exists for broker-dealers that belong to an 
exchange, carry no customer accounts, and derive gross income from 
securities transactions on that exchange of less than $1000.) Within 45 
days of registration being granted, every brokerdealer that does an 
over-thecounter business (except those exempt as mentioned above) 
must apply for membership with NASD. Additionally, every registered 
broker-dealer must be a member of the Securities Investor Protection 
Corporation unless its principal business is conducted outside the Knited 
States or consists exclusively of the sale or distribution of investment 
company shares, variable annuities, or insurance. 

As a general rule, SEZ does not deny applications for registration as a 
broker-dealer. We were told that, if an application appears to be one 
with potential for being turned down, SEC contacts the entity for clarifi- 
cation and additional information. Many times, aa a result of these 
inquiries, applications are withdrawn. Therefore, those applications 
that would probably be denied rarely stay in the system long enough for 
this to happen. 

Alao, we were told by SEC staff that “associated person(s)” of a broker- 
dealer must also be registered with the appropriate SRO. Associated per- 
sona include any partner, officer, director, branch manager, controlling 
or controlled person, or employee of a broker-dealer. Every associated 
person, other than one whose functions are solely clerical or administra- 
tive, must meet certain specified qualification requirements. These qual- 
ifications include passing a general securities examination and having 
his/her employer file an application with the applicable exchange and 
NASD. The test is a standardized one given by the NASD and covers the 
fundamentals of how the markets work. The registration form also 
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requests information abut the individual’s prior employment and disc1 
plinary history. 

Associated persons must also provide fingerprints to the SRO which are 
then submitted to the FBI for a criminal record check. Exempt from this 
are those persons who do not sell securities; do not have access to secur 
ities, money, or original books and records; and do not supervise person 
engaged in such activities. 

Securities Transactions Are As part of the self-regulatory function, the exchanges and NASD maintair 
Monitored Daily by SROs, various surveillance systems which monitor trading of stocks and 

and Periodically Examined options. While specific variables analyzed in these systems differ (i.e., 

by the SEC, to Detect and price, volume, traders, and time frame covered), the overall structure 

Deter Illegal Trading 
among the SROS is consistent. When these surveillance systems detect 
unusual stock price or volume movement, or trader activity, an SRO ana- 

Activities lyst initiates followup procedures until the problem is adequately 
explained. Should the surveillance staff at an SRO determine that an 
investigation is warranted, it refers the information to the appropriate 
investigative or enforcement arm of the SRO or to the SEC, depending on 
jurisdiction. 

SEC maintains a surveillance capability and periodically conducts its 
own surveillance to determine if the SROS are doing an adequate job of 
detecting illegal trades 

SROs Have Various SuxveiUance Many surveillance systems using different criteria are in place at the 
SROS to detect illegal trading. Some examples of illegal trades are: 

. insider tradirq - where traders have access to corporate information not 
publiciy available enabling them to make transactions that yield a profit 
when the information is disse&W 

l manimlation - where securities transactions are effected specifically to 
raise or depress prices; and, 

l SJXCUSU tradjm ahead of the pu&l& - where specialists execute trades 
for themselves before executing public orders at the same price. 

Other forms of illegal trading include wash trades, frontrunning, mini- 
manipulation, capping and pegging; they are defined in the glossary of 
this report. 



The particular mechanisms used to highlight questionable trading 
activity have various components relating to the type of illegal trading 
activity each mechanism is trying to detect. One of these mechanisms 
targets unusual price and/or volume activity as a means to alert ana- 
lysts to possible insider trading or manipulation violations. This is 
accomplished by having computer programs written which summarize 
previous price and volume activity of stocks and determine what the 
normal variations have been. With this information, a set of parameters 
is established within which trading is considered to be normal. SROS set 
their own parameters either for each security, or for all securities 
within a specific price range. When trading activity causes a security to 
be traded at a price or volume outside the established parameters, the 
surveillance analysts are alerted and undertake efforts to explain this 
activity. 

Exchanges perform additional surveillance by reviewing floor trading 
activity. For example, analysts may employ automated surveillance sys- 
tems to reconstruct trading to determine both the sequence of transac- 
tions and the participants involved to identify possible trading rule 
violations. Through such techniques, exchanges can determine, for 
example, if specialists are honoring their responsibilities to maintain fair 
and orderly markets and not to trade for themselves ahead of 
customers. 

In addition, each specialist is subject to a full audit of all transactions 
over specific periods of time. The time periods selected are unknown to 
the specialist until the audit is initiated. This allows the SRO to see if all 
trades are being executed by the specialist at the best price available, as 
well as in accordance with all other exchange rules. 

According to NASD officials, NASD surveillance of the NMWQ market pro- 
vides for on-line automated review of changes of bids and offers and of 
last-sale and volume reports. Unusual trading activity triggers one or 
more parameter break alerts. This system gives NASD analysts the ability 
to reconstruct unusual trading patterns and to create an audit trail of 
quotation and trading activity for all market makers. In addition, the 
NASD conducts unannounced, on-site member inspections, which rein- 
force and supplement the work of its market surveillance section. 

Finally, other reports reviewed by SRO staff include weekly and monthly 
summations of trading activity, daily summations of all block trading 
(10,000 or more shares), and numerous other reports. All surveillance 
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Suspicious Transactions Are 
Pursued by SRO Staff 

systems combined allow the SROS to track trades from minutes after exe 
cution to months and years after their completion. 

Abnormal trading phenomena detected by surveillance staff are fol- 
lowed up on for explanation. Much of the suspicious trading is easily 
explained, such as heavy trading in a security following a major press 
release concerning a takeover, merger, or financial report. Generally, 
these followup procedures are similar among the SROS. Some of these 
steps include: reviewing current press releases; reviewing historical 
trading activity in the stock; interviewing brokers, specialists, market 
makers, and issuer company officials; and, sending a questionnaire to 
both the issuer and brokerage firm involved. These procedures are usu- 
ally done in the sequence above until the trade is adequately explained. 

If the followup procedures are exhausted and the analyst is not satis- 
fied, or if the analyst believes that SM: or SRO rules have been violated, 
then a referral is made to the enforcement arm of the SRO or to the SEC, 
depending on jurisdiction. 

Inter-market Surveillance Group The Intermarket Surveillance Group (ISG) was initially formed in early 
Coordinates Surveillance Activities 
Among the SROs 

1981 to coordinate industrywide exchange of surveillance data with a 
particular emphasis on assuring the integrity of options and equities 
trading. The ISG is comprised of senior surveillance and enforcement rep 
resentatives of the following ~20s: AMEX, Boston Stock Exchange, CBOE, 

Cincinnati Stock Exchange, Midwest Stock Exchange, NASD, NOSE, Pacific 
Stock Exchange, and the Philadelphia Stock Exchange. Also, the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade, and the New York 
Futures Exchange are participants in a sub-committee of the ISG con- 
cerning the surveillance of stock-index products. Each SRO has desig- 
nated contact points for intermarket matters. 

To improve intermarket smeilIance among the SROS, the ISG identified 
and described intermarket trading activities requiring improved SRO sur- 
veillance information, identified aI.l sources of intermarket trading sur- 
veiUance information, developed minimum surveillance procedures 
needed at each SRO to detect improper trading activity and established 
communication and coordination procedures for the surveillance, inves- 
tigation, and prosecution of intermarket violations. 

tirhen preliminary analysis of trading data by an SRO indicates a poten- 
tial intermarket violation, the detecting SRO contacts other interested 
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SROS. A coordinating SRO is designated to coordinate the collection and 
analysis of information related to the investigation and to communicate 
as appropriate with the SEC and all interested SROS. When intermarket 
violations are found, agreement is reached regarding which SRO(S) will 
bring disciplinary actions. Through September 1983, more than 267 
instances of possible intermarket violations have been identified and 
investigated by the participating SROS. 

The ISG developed a system of case logs which provide for the reporting 
of the progress and disposition of all intermarket investigations. The 
case logs are updated and circulated monthly to all SW. The EG submits 
to SEC a monthly log describing intermarket investigations opened and 
closed and the coordinating SRO will provide any other reports requested 
by SEC for a particular investigation. 

SEC’s SweiIlance Capability Is 
Used mdP&Y for SRO @e=ight 

Surveillance of trading on the stock and options markets conducted by 
SEC is designed for three purposes: (1) SRO oversight; (2) experimentation 
with new surveillance methods for SRO use; and, (3) a data source for SEC 
inspections and investigations. The market information data system, 
which replaced the Market Oversight Surveillance System (MOSS) in 
December 1984, is the computer system enabling SEC to conduct 
surveillance. 

According to an SEC official, SEC surveillance is predicated on the assess- 
ment that SRO surveillance mechanisms are generally effective. Although 
it has the capacity, SEC does not do on-line surveillance of daily market 
activity. However, the SROS are required to submit daily trade data to 
SEC which is stored on its surveillance data base. At unspecified time 
intervals, SEC runs a month of this trade data through a computer 
system which, like the ~~09, has preestablished parameters, baaed on 
mathematical formulas, beyond which trades are noted as suspicious. 
Several of these programs exist, each of which denotes specific types of 
suspicious trades. The SEC’S Division of Market Regulation then requests 
the SRO to supply all investigations for the corresponding month of trade 
data. A comparison between the SRO fmdings and the SEX findings is 
made to determine the number of suspicious trades overlooked by the 
sR0 surveillance system. If SEC determines that the SRO did not ade- 
quately detect those trades failing the SEC test, the SEC could suggest 
that the SRO change its computer surveillance formula 

SEC experiments with its surveillance computer programs to develop 
better systems to detect illegal trades. If SEC develops a better program, 
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it will suggest that the SRO consider such a system. By relying on the 
SROs for daily surveillance, SEC does not need on-line sun;eillance staff 

A further use of the SEC surveillance system is as a data source for bot 
the inspections staff in SEC’S Division of Market Regulation and investi 
gators in the Enforcement Division investigations, SEC officials told us. 
The data on this system provides information on broker-dealers and 
exchanges which can highlight areas for special attention during an 
examination and can be a source of evidence during Enforcement’s 
investigations. 

SROs Examine Members to SROS conduct financial examinations and sales practice inspections of it 
Assure Compliance With member firms. Financial examinations strive to assure that members 

Their Rules and Federal and member firms comply with SRO and SEC requirements and operate i 

Securities Laws, and SEC sound financial and operational condition. Sales practice inspections 

Monitors This Compliance 
seek to assure member compliance with SEC and SRO sales practice rules 
and supervisory procedures. If a firm belongs to more than one self-reg 

by Inspecting the SROs ulatory organization, the SEC designates one as the principal examining 
authority responsible for dete rmining the firm’s compliance with the 
fmancial responsibility requirements under federal securities laws. 

In its oversight role, SEC inspecta the SROS to determine if their examina- 
tion and surveillance methods are adequate to detect illegal activities of 
members. 

SRO Examinations Are Conducted Examinations of the financial health and practices of members, and the 
on a Routine Basis sales methods employed, are carried out by the SROS on an annual basis. 

The procedures for conducting these exams vary among the SROS and ar 
dealt with in general terms here. Typically, the SROs conduct unan- 
nounced examinations. 

SRO financial exams can include a review of the firm’s books, records, 
and margin requirements, verification of information submitted to the 
SRO in facial reports, and a review of compliance with SEC and SRO ner 
capital rules. The net capital rule measures the liquidity of broker-deale 
firms. 

Financial examiners have also delved into such matters as the firm’s 
organizational structure, internal controls, insurance coverage, and cus- 
tomer accounts. The exam’s scope depends on the type of member 
activity being reviewed. SRo surveillance reports, customer complaints, 
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and previous SRO exams are consulted by examiners before entering the 
fum as a means to highlight those activities requiring special attention. 

Sales practice examinations are carried out in much the same way as 
financial inspections but with different aspects of a firm’s operations 
explored. Here, the SRO examiners look for such things as account 
churning* and unauthorized trading done by employees, unsuitable cus- 
tomer transactions, conversions of customer funds for the firm’s or 
employee’s personal use, and accuracy in the firm’s advertising. Some of 
the items examined to determine compliance in the area are procedures 
used in opening customer accounts, filing of reports, confirmation of 
trades and monthly statements sent to customers, supervision exercised 
over accounts, customer complaints, and advertising material used by 
the firm. 

Upon completion of an inspection, the SRO examination staff holds an 
exit interview with the firm. At this point, the firm is advised of any 
problems or violations that have been detected. When violations are 
noted, the staff classifies the severity of the violation. Criteria for these 
classifications differ among the SROs, but some generalizations can be 
made. A minor violation might include a firm making a first time, unin- 
tentional error in its recordkeeping or calculations but where customer 
funds were not in jeopardy or the fm’s actual financial condition met 
the regulations. Major violations include intentional misuse of customer 
funds, repeat errors in bookkeeping, fraud, and any mistake which puts 
customer funds in jeopardy. 

When the firm is advised of possible violations, it must give assurances 
that the problem will be corrected or provide an explanation as to why 
it believes the practices are not violative of applicable rules or regula- 
tions. A firm may be required to submit, in writing, the steps taken to 
avoid the problem in the future. This does not preclude the SRO from 
putting the firm on an internal alert list, referring the matter to its 
enforcement section for a full scale investigation, or taking disciplinary 
actions. In some cases, ~~09 conduct followup, special exams to be sure 
that violations have been dealt with and rectified. 

SROs submit reports to SEC on a routine basis (i.e., monthly, semi- 
monthly), which detail all ongoing and completed examinations and the 
problems identified. 

*Ekcessive trading in a customer’ssccountdOl82purelytO inamse a broker’s ammissions. 
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SEC Conducts Inspections of SROs 
to Assure Compliance With Laws 

SEC’S inspections of SRO!3 consist of surveillance inspections and broker- 

and Adequacy of SRO Examination 
dealer inspections. Surveillance inspections concentrate strictly on 

Procedures market trading activity and the ability of SROS to monitor these func- 
tions. Inspections are generally conducted by two to five people from SEC 
headquarters who spend 1 week to 2 months preparing for an inspection 
and 1 or more weeks examining the SRO in question. A written report on 
their findings is then produced. 

SEC attempts to inspect each SRO once every 2 years. Larger ~~0s are 

inspected more frequently due to the higher level.of volume, and inspec- 
tions can also be initiated when a specific problem arises. SROS are noti- 
fied in writing 2 weeks before an inspection to advise them of its nature 
and scope. This notice also allows the SROS to gather cases illustrating 
techniques used in detecting a certain violation, to organize files by type 
of violation, and to have surveillance data handy. 

In preparing for inspections, SEC utilizes its market information data 
system for information. This system can detect deficiencies in SRO sur- 

veillance systems. The inspection team also compares data stored in the 
system to data found at the SROS to detect inconsistencies. Therefore, the 
system is used both as a planning tool for investigations and an evalua- 
tion mechanism for information gathered. On-site inspection consists of 
questioning SRO staff, reviewing files, and documenting sul-veillance 
cycles for each violation under review. SEC, upon completion of the on- 
site inspection, reviews materials collected for thoroughness of initial 
inquiries relating to violations, adequacy of follow through efforts, and 
disciplinary actions taken, if necessary. An exit meeting is usually con- 
ducted to provide the SRO with a preliminary overview of the report 
fmdings. 

When the report is completed, it is forwarded to the Commission and a 
letter is produced encompassing the flmdings of the report for submis- 
sion to the involved SRO. The SRO comments on the report in a response 
letter, which includes its reaction to SEC findings. However, it is rare for 
SEC to change its findings. 

Brokerdealer inspect ions review financial operations, recordkeeping, 
and sales practices. These inspections are conducted to ensure that SROS 
are effectively ex amining their broker-dealer members and taking 
prompt and appropriate action when apparent violations are found. To 
achieve this, broker-dealer inspections consist of both a review of SRO- 

performed brokerdealer exams and a comparison between these SRO 
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exams and SEC performed broker-dealer audits. Broker-dealer inspec- 
tions are geared to assess SRO performance in policing member firms 
regarding financial operations and sales practices. 

Two types of broker-dealer exams are performed. The first is a routine 
oversight exam. Generally, 5 to 8 percent of broker-dealer firms are 
audited through a sampling technique each year. There are approxi- 
mately 8,000 broker-dealers, compared to 100 SEC examiners, which is 
why such a small percentage get audited annually. Results of the over- 
sight exam are compared to findings from the SRO audit. In comparing its 
findings with SRO audits, SEC determines how effectively the SRO is per- 
forming its policing responsibilities. As part of the broker-dealer inspec- 
tion, SEC reviews financial responsibility rules. SEC sets minimum 
financial rules for the SR@J unless the SRO has a stronger rule already in 
place. Two of the financial responsibility rules are the net capital rule 
and the segregation rule. The net capital rule is the means by which SEC 

tests the liquidity of broker-dealer firms. There are two tests employed. 
The first deals with indebtedness as a ratio to net capital while the 
second test sets minimum levels of net capital acceptable in relationship 
to broker-dealer receivables. Segregation is designed to keep customer’s 
funds and fully paid securities separate from the firm’s operating funds 
or other assets. 

The second type of broker-dealer inspection is a cause exam which can 
be generated from specific referrals about a firm through customer corn- 
plaints, market trends, recommendations by an SRO, situations in which 
the SEC considers a broker-dealer to be in financial difficulty, or for 
other reasons where the SEC deems an inspection is necessary. In per- 
forming these reviews, SEC makes unannounced visits to negate the pos- 
sibility of a broker-dealer tampering with records before SEC’s arrival. 

SROs and SEC Investigate 
Alleged Violations of 
Securities Laws and Take 
Disciplinary Actions 

SROs are required to enforce member compliance with SRO rules as well 

as federal securities laws. To accomplish this duty, each of the 
exchanges reviewed and the NASD has staff devoted to investigations of 
alleged violations of these rules and laws. In addition, SROs conduct dis- 
ciplinary hearings and penalize their members when violations are 
found. However, SRO~ have no authority to issue investigative subpoenas 
or discipline nonmembers. When such subpoenas are necessary or when 
nonmembers are suspect, the SROS refer the investigation to the SEC 
Enforcement Division. 
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Investigations are undertaken at SEC both independently and by referral 
from SROs or other sources. When these investigations expose probable 
violations of securities laws, SEC pursues disciplinary actions either 
through its administrative law process, in U.S. District Court, or both. 

SRO Investigations: Formation and Investigations by SROs can be initiated based on information received 
from any of a number of sources. Some of these sources include SRO 
market surveillance or examination staff, complaints from investors or 
members, and referrals from other SROS and the SEC. 

Exchange staff obtain and develop facts regarding the alleged viola- 
tions. If no violation occurred, the case is not pursued. If a violation is 
believed to have occurred, the exchange staff will initiate a disciplinary 
action. At the NASD, enforcement of rules rests primarily with its 13 Dis- 
trict Business Conduct Committees, which would initiate a disciplinary 
action on facts developed by the NASD staff. 

The procedures for hearings stemming from disciplinary actions are out- 
lined in SRO rules and relate to notice, opportunity to defend, record- 
keeping, and statements of reasons for sanctions. When SRO staff 
determine that a member may have violated a rule, the SRO notifies the 
member of charges against it and schedules a disciplinary hearing. 
During the hearing, the SRO and the alleged violator(s) or their attorneys 
present the facts to the SRO’S hearing panel. After analyzing the facts, 
the committee decides if a violation occurred and, if so, what the pen- 
alty should be. 

Some examples of actions or penalties imposed by the SROS include: 

l Warning letters - These notify the violator that repetition of the same 
conduct could lead to further disciplinary action. According to SRO offi- 
cials, letters are issued for minor violations and are informal. 

l Fines - Individual violators are assessed fines that range up to $25,000 
for each violation. Member firms may be fined up to $100,000 for each 
violation. 

. Suzmension - Suspended members are denied access to their market’s 
trading facilities, prevented from dealing with other members, or not 
allowed to trade as members for a specified period of time. Suspensions 
can also apply to employees of member firms. 

. Exoulsion - Members expelled from the exchange or NASD are prevented 
from trading on the exchange floor or trading with other NASD members 
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and lose their membership. Employees of member firms may also be pre- 
vented from working in the industry. 

However, the committee decision is subject to appeal to the SRO’S gov- 
erning board. In addition, Board decisions can be further appealed to the 
SEC, and subsequently to the U.S. Court of Appeals. 

SROS are required to give SEC notice of final formal disciplinary actions, 
which are subject to review by the SEC on its own volition or upon appli- 
cation by the aggrieved person. The SEC may set aside the sanction or it 
may reduce (but not increase) the penalty. An aggrieved person may 
appeal the Commission’s decision directly to the U.S. Court of Appeals. 

SRO rules also permit resolution of cases by settlement. In a settlement, a 
member charged with a violation can resolve the charge without a con- 
tested hearing. The member’s and the SRO'S attorneys meet and agree on 
a penalty for the violation committed. In a settlement, the violator 
agrees to the penalty but neither admits nor denies guilt. Settlements are 
subject to SRO panel review and approval, The panel can accept the set- 
tlement terms, reduce the penalty, or reject the penalty, for example, on 
the grounds that it is too lenient. 

SEC Conducts Inve&igations of Enforcement at SM: is its largest single activity. Division of Enforcement 
Individuals, F’irms, and the SROs 
Themselves and Seeks Disciplinary 

activities are approximately one-third of the total SEC budget. The 

Ations Where Appropriate enforcement activities described below were explained to us by SEC 
Enforcement Division officials. 

The SEC Enforcement staff gathers information from any credible 
source. Last year, sources of SEC Enforcement actions included customer 
complaints, SEC oversight examinations, informants, news media, the 
SROS themselves, SEC market surveillance, state and local government 
agencies, other federal agencies, other SEC Divisions, and issuer filings 
with SEC. 

The SFX Enforcement Division conducts many types of investigations. 
One example of these is a trading investigation which often begins with 
SROS informing the Enforcement Division that unusual trading activity is 
occurring. This contact is informal, usually through a telephone call. 
Enforcement works closely with the SRO to investigate the matter and 
get explanations from the trading parties involved. If the SRO receives an 
unsatisfactory explanation, if it is denied an explanation, or if the par- 
ties involved are beyond SRO jurisdiction, SEC may pursue the matter. 
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However, SEC officials told us, the SROs can handle most of the problems 
identified by their market surveillance staff. 

When SEC responds to the problem, it reviews the microfiche records of 
every cleared trade at the SRO. This data contains information on the 
broker who made the trade and the security, quantity, and price of the 
transaction. SEC can require the broker to supply the customer’s name 
and address. This information is compared to records maintained by SEC 
and from this it can be determined if the individual has come under 
investigation previously. 

SEC may contact the individuals or Wrms in question and request an 
explanation of the questionable trades or trading practices. If plausible 
explanations are forthcoming, and there is no other reason to continue 
the inquiry, Enforcement closes the inquiry. If a full investigation is 
warranted, Enforcement proceeds with either an informal inquiry or 
requests a formal order of investigation from the SM: Commissioners. An 
informal inquiry does not convey subpoena power to the Enforcement 
Division. A formal order of investigation delegates SM: subpoena power 
to the Enforcement Division and requires Commission approval. 

As investigations progress, the Enforcement staff evaluates whether 
sanctions should be sought. If it concludes sanctions are unnecessary, 
the case is closed. If the staff believes sanctions are appropriate, the 
staff sends a memorandum to the Commission recommending an action. 
At this point, potential defendants or respondents may submit their 
written version of the facts to Enforcement. This is called a “Wells sub- 
mission.” The Enforcement staff forwards its recommendation and the 
Wells submission jointly to the Commissioners for their review. The 
Commissioners review the fmdings of the Enforcement staff, the Wells 
submission explanations of the party being investigated, and any other 
information deemed pertinent. The Commissioners then determine 
whether to issue the charges, amend the charges, or reject Enforce- 
ment’s recommendation. 

Most enforcement actions taken by the SEC are resolved through settle 
ment rather than litigation, Settlements are an agreement between 
Enforcement and the defendants in which the defendant typically 
accepts the penalty without admitting or denying guilt. Through settle- 
ment, both parties are saved the expense and time of acijudication. The 
Commissioners must approve settlement terms in administrative pro- 
ceedings and, for civil proceedings, the Commissioners authorize settle- 
ment terms to be presented to the courts. 



Sanctions sought by the SEC are either administrative or civil, or both. 
Administrative Law Judges within SEC preside over contested adminis- 
trative proceedings while civil matters are heard in U.S. District Court. 
Administrative sanctions sought include suspension, revocation, or limi- 
tation of a broker-dealer registration, and can be imposed on individuals 
associated with broker-dealer firms as well. Civil penalties consist of 
injunctions and ancillary relief such as freezing of assets, disgorgement 
of illegal profits, and restitution to investors. SEC refers criminal allega- 
tions to the U.S. Department of Justice for its review and possible prose- 
cution and, in some instances, SEC assists the US. Attorney with the 
investigation. 

Appeals of administrative sanctions are heard before the SEC Commis- 
sioners. These appeals can be based on the facts of the case, the law in 
question, or the penalty assessed. Any further appeal would be to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals. Civil actions are filed in U.S. District Court and 
are beyond the jurisdiction of SEC to overturn; appeals of these decisions 
must be filed in the U.S. Court of Appeals. 

NSCC Survei .ilance/ 

Disciplinary Actions 
The National Securities Clearing Corporation’s Membership and Compli- 
ante Department is responsible for minimizing risks to NSCC which might 
arise from a participant’s failure to fulfill its obligations to NSCC. NSCC 
performs regular surveillance of participants by reviewing computerized 
reports of trades, financial reports from participants, and news reports, 
as well as by maintaining formal and informal contact with the other 
SROs. One report used by NSCC in its surveillance efforts is the “concen- 
tration report” which identifies participants with significant concentra- 
tions of unsettled transactions in the Continuous Net Settlement System 
after settlement day. The surveillance procedures are designed to detect 
participants with financial or operational problems, unusual clearing 
activity, and other developments which might have an adverse effect on 
the participants. 

The NYSE, AMEX, and NASD have formally agreed to provide regulatory 
services to the NSCC, which include periodic examinations of the records 
and operations of participants, the monitoring and investigation of the 
financial and operating condition of participants and new applicants for 
membership, and notification to the NSCC of unusual market conditions 
which may affect the N!SCC or its membership. NSCC generally relies on 
the SROs to do financial examinations although NSCC does occasionally 
perform operational reviews of participants. 



If the NSCC staff becomes concerned about a participant’s financial or 
operating condition, it will monitor the participant more closely. If a 
firm’s condition worsens, it may be placed on the official daily surveil- 
lance list. For all firms on the list, clearing and settlement activity is 
monitored daily and the clearing fund requirement is calculated daily. 
~scc may request additional clearing fund deposits in these instances 
and can also request that the responsible SRO conduct an examination of 
the participant. 

Sanctions available to NSCC include suspension of a participant or fines. 
In less serious matters, NSCC may verbally admonish the fii or send a 
formal letter to the firm’s management. NSCC can suspend a participant 
if it fails to make a clearing fund deposit, fails to meet settlement, or is 
suspended by another sm. 

SEC Oversight of Clearing 
Corporations 

The 1934 Securities Exchange Act and the SEC categorize clearing corpo- 
rations as SROS, and the SEC maintains oversight in three ways: inspec- 
tions, mandatory independent financial audits, and rule approval. 

Inspections of clearing agencies are done infrequently and on an irreg- 
ular basis, generally when the need arises. The largest clearing corpora- 
tion, Nscc, which, according to an NSCC official, clears approximately 80 
percent of all equity securities transactions, has undergone two SEC 
oversight inspections, both in 1933. An SM: official told us there is less 
of a need to inspect clearing corporations than other SROS for several 
reasons. First, unlike the exchanges and NASD, clearing corporations gen- 
erally do not have to consider subjective rules such as those dealing 
with ethical behavior of members, fair trading, or manipulation. Rather, 
clearing corporation rules are concerned primarily with credit worthi- 
ness of members who are monitored closely to reduce credit risk, which 
is one of the clearing corporations’ major goals. Second, this close moni- 
toring of member credit risk serves the SE’S objectives at the same time 
as it enhances the smooth functioning of the clearing process. Officials 
at both NSCC and SEC told us that clearing agencies protect their own 
financial interests when the rules are followed. A third reason is that 
each clearing corporation is required to have an annual independent 
fmancial audit which must be submitted to SEC. According to an SEC 

inspection official, these audit results contain a substantial amount of 
information sM: needs to carry out its oversight function. 
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The final aspect of SEC oversight of clearing corporations is the rule 
approval process. As with the exchanges and the NASD, all new rules and 
rule changes must be approved by SEC prior to enactment. 

SROs Have Procedures to 
Resolve Customer 
Complaints and SEC 
Forwards Complaints It 
Receives to Either the 
Broker-Dealer or the SRO 

The SROS have arbitration procedures available to those seeking mone- 
taty settlement. Arbitration is a less costly and quicker method to 
resolve complaints than its alternative-civil court litigation. 

SEC has no administrative procedures for the hearing and settling of cus- 
tomer complaints, although it receives thousands every year. SEC acts as 
a conduit for information in that it forwards complaints to either the 
firm alleged to have done a misdeed, or to the member firm’s SRO, for 
action, However, if SM: receives many complaints about similar activi- 
ties, it may use the information to either open an investigation or target 
a specific activity for special review during a normal inspection. 

SROs Have Various complaint 
HandlingProcedures 

The SROS deal with complaints in different ways depending on the type 
of complaint received. Sources for complaints include the public, listed 
companies, SRO members, the SEC, and other SROS. Different procedures 
are foilowed by the various SROs in their handling of customer com- 
plaints. For those complaints against a brokerage firm, the exchange ini- 
tially refers the matter to that fum for it to resolve. However, the 
exchange generally follows up to see that the complaint is satisfied and 
may also inform the complainant of arbitration procedures available if 
satisfaction is not attained. In addition, even if the complaint is satis- 
fied, the exchange may initiate its own investigation and take discipli- 
nary action if rule violations occurred. 

Complaints which allege improper floor activity are investigated by the 
exchange itself. Regardless of the type of complaint received, the 
exchange may refer the matter to its enforcement arm for investigation, 
and disciplinary action may be taken. 

According to NASD officials, they investigate each customer complaint 
received. In following up on these complaints, NASD exchanges corre- 
spondence with the customer and firm and may interview the customer 
and appropriate personnel at the firm. If necessary, WD may conduct 
an on-site examination to develop the facts. As with the exchanges, the 
NASD may initiate an investigation and take disciplinary action if rule 
violations are found, irrespective of whether arbitration is pursued by 
the complainant. 
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SEC Refers Complaints to SROs 
and Member Firms 

The SEC Office of Consumer Affairs and Information Services (GUS) han- 
dles investor inquiries and complaints. SEC received over 30,000 
inquiries and complaints in fiscal year 1984. Of these, 48 percent 
involved investor conflicts with registered broker-dealers, 30 percent 
concerned issuers of securities, and 4 percent pertained to mutual funds. 

According to GUS officials, GUS’S role is to assist both the investor and 
the SEC, by helping the investor solve his/her concerns, and by helping 
SEC look for patterns of misconduct. However, ws does not get involved 
in the resolution of complaints from the public, functioning more as a 
conduit for information. When an investor submits a complaint to SEC, 
the GUS staff contacts the entity involved, sends it a copy of the com- 
plaint, and asks that an explanation be given. Complaints are often 
resolved by getting the parties talking and by putting the issues down 
on paper. If the parties involved cannot resolve their differences, the 
GUS staff informs the investor of binding arbitration programs spon- 
sored by the SROS and, if appropriate, provides a copy of the complaint 
to an SEC regional office. 

The GUS staff added that it keeps a record of the complaints filed by the 
entity involved. Although the GUS staff does not follow up on what hap 
pens to a complaint after it is referred to the SRO, the SEC regional office 
where it has been referred follows up. If a pattern begins to develop, 
such as a particular firm having a number of similar complaints filed 
against it, the CU? staff would refer the information to another group 
within SEC for investigation purposes. This could be the Division of 
Enforcement for egregious cases of misconduct or the Division of Market 
Regulation for those cases in which an SRO might not be disciplining its 
members in an appropriate manner. 

The investor, thus, has two options for resolving the dispute-arbitra- 
tion and litigation, both of which can be pursued by the investor. 

Arbitration Procedures Available 
to Resolve Complaints Seeking 
Monetary Recovery 

The Uniform code of Arbitration, adopted by the SROS between 1979 and 
1980, is an expedited means of handling disputes. If the investor 
chooses this means for resolving a dispute, the business entity involved 
is obligated to accept the choice. 

The arbitration process begins with the investor filing a complaint with 
the SRO. Arbitration cases fall into two categories, based on the dollar 
amount of the dispute-up to $5,000 and above $5,000. The filing fee 
for those claims of $6,000 or less ranges from $15 to $100 depending on 
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the exact amount of the claim, and there is a sliding scale, based on the 
disputed amount, for cases over $5,000. The SRO then appoints an arbi- 
trator(s) from a pool of names to review the case. The individuals in the 
pool often have had professional experience in the securities field. How- 
ever, the majority of the members of such arbitration panels have no 
connection with a broker-dealer or securities industry organization at 
the time they serve. One arbitrator is chosen.for complaints of $5,000 or 
less, three to five are selected for those complaints over $5,000 and up 
to $100,000, and five arbitrators hear complaints involving more than 
$100,000. 

For those disputes of $6,000 or less, a hearing is not necessary and is 
only held at the desire of the investor or the arbitrator. If the complaint 
is for more than $6,000, a hearing is routinely held unless the parties 
agree to waive this right. If a hearing is not held, the matter will be 
decided based only on the documents filed. The remedies awarded in 
arbitration are primarily money and are binding. Under the Federal 
Arbitration Act, a claimant dissatisfied with a decision can seek review 
in federal court to have the award vacated or modified. However, notice 
of a motion to vacate or modify an award must be served upon the 
adverse party or their attorney within 3 months after the award is filed 
or delivered. The grounds for vacating an award are quite limited and 
relate generally to the integrity of the arbitration proceeding. Other lim- 
ited circumstances, such as material miscalculation of the figures under- 
lying an award, can result in the modification of an award at the request 
of one of the parties. This change, however, does not constitute a retrial 
based on the case’s merits. 

The investor can also choose to pursue private litigation to recover dam- 
ages from parties who have violated the law. This is done through the 
federal or state court system. 

SIPC Protects Investors The Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIX) was created by the 

From Nonmarket 
Congress in 1970 as a non-profit membership corporation with the pas- 
sage of the Securities Investor Protection Act. It was established to pro 

Related Losses tect customer deposits and security holdings against broker-dealer 
insolvency. Currently, each customer has protection of $500,000 of 
which no more than $100,000 can be for a claim for cash, as opposed to 
securities. The SW; staff initiates steps to liquidate a failed member 
fin-m, reviews claims by customers of a failed firm, and reviews distribu- 
tions of property. 
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SIPC’S Board of Directors is comprised of seven people. Five are Presi- 
dential appointees (three from the securities industry, two from the gen- 
eral public) one Treasury Department official appointed by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, and one Federal Reserve official appointed 
by the Federal Reserve Board. 

Funding for SIFC comes exclusively from its membership, all of whom 
are members of the various SROS. Members are currently assessed l/4 of 
1 percent of their gross securities revenues. Assessments to member 
firms vary according to the level of revenue necessary to maintain the 
SIFC fund. When the corporation was initially set up in 1970, the mem- 
bers were assessed a fee of l/2 of 1 percent of gross revenue from their 
securities business. Xn 1978, the fund exceeded its minimum target of 
$150 million. Since the fund had reached this level, the assessment rate 
was lowered to l/4 of 1 percent for a 6-month period, then to $25 per 
year to maintain membership and assessment records. 

Between 1981 and 1983, three liquidations caused $82 million to be 
advanced to trustees for customer accounts. (Trustees pay customers 
promptly to avoid making them wait for legal proceedings [where appli- 
cable] to conclude.) Based on this $82 million payout, ~IPC reassessed at a 
rate of l/4 of 1 percent to build the fund to $300 million. When this 
target is reached, member assessments will be reduced accordingly. 
Should a financial emergency arise that depletes the fund, SIFC has the 
power to borrow up to $1 billion from the U.S. Treasury, through the 
SEC. As of December 31,1985, SIPC has commenced 189 customer protec- 
tion proceedings. 

With some exceptions, all persons registered as broker-dealers under 
Section 15(b) of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act and all persons that 
are members of the NASD or a national securities exchange are members 
of SIPC. Exceptions include broker-dealers dealing only in mutual funds, 
variable annuities, insurance, or investment ailvice to insurance com- 
pany separate accounts. 

According to a SIFC official, SW= works with the SM: ln two ways. First, 
SEC must send all by-law and rule changes to SM: for its approval. By- 
law changes can be enacted if the SEX does not disapprove. However, in 
the case of a rule change, the SM= must formally approve the change 
before it can be enacted. If SM: has objections to a proposed rule change, 
an informal dialogue with SW= is initiated until the change is amenable 
to SEC. Second, SIPC receives information from SEC (and the SROS as well) 
on all broker-dealers experiencing financial difficulties. SW: relies 



entirely on SEC and the SROS for this information as it has no investiga- 
tive authority. From the results of SEC and SRO investigations, srpc deter- 
mines whether to file in U.S. District Court for liquidation of a broker- 
dealer. 
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Chapter 5 

His-t&al Development of FWures Markets and 
the Legal Framework of Self-Regulation 

The current regulatory framework which governs the futures industry 
grew out of the Congress* belief, as outlined in the Commodity Exchange 
Act, that federal regulation was essential because 

. transactions in futures are carried on in large volume; 
l futures transactions are susceptible to manipulation and excessive spec- 

ulation which could cause volatile price fluctuations; and 
. unreasonable price fluctuations injure both producers and consumers 

and are a burden on interstate commerce, making the regulation of the 
futures industry in the public interest. 

The fundamental purpose of federal regulation is to ensure fair and 
orderly markets, thus providing a measure of control over possible 
manipulative activities and speculative excesses that could injure agri- 
cultural producers, other customers that use the markets, and the 
futures markets themselves. As in the securities industry, the regulation 
of futures markets is based on industry self-regulation with federal gov- 
ernment oversight. 

Economic Functions of Although the futures markets originally developed to better manage 

Futures Markets 
risks in the agricultural sector, today these markets offer nonagricul- 
tural products as well including futures on metals, petroleum products, 
and financial instruments. The futures markets offer investors opportu- 
nities to better manage their financial risks through price discovery and 
risk shifting. 

The competitive process through which traders buy and sell futures con- 
tracts on the exchange floor allows them to ‘discover” the prices that 
best represent the consensus of what traders think commodity prices 
ought to be in the future based on information available today. Broad 
dissemination and publication of exchange-generated prices foster 
competition. 

Risk shifting is the method individuals and entities use to transfer the 
price risk of ownership or potential ownership of commodities or fman- 
cid instmments, or the price risk of their normal business, to those who 
are willing to carry these risks in return for a possible profit. This risk- 
shiftingp~is~o~ashedging.‘Thosewhoseektoshiftriskare 



known as hedgers and those willing to assume risk, in return for poten- 
tial profit, are known as speculators. Speculators, unlike hedgers, gener- 
ally have no interest in the underlying commodity; they are interested 
solely in speculating on the extent and direction of future price changes. 
By standing ready to purchase or sell futures contracts, speculators 
increase the liquidity, efficiency, and competitiveness of markets 
because of their readiness to deal in futures contracts. 

All futures trading is required to be conducted on organized exchanges 
using standard contracts. These futures contracts are agreements to buy 
or sell a designated quality and quantity of a particular commodity at a 
specific time in the future at a price agreed to at the time the contract is 
made. 

Although contracts can be fulfilled by either actual delivery of a phys- 
ical commodity, or by cash settlement, depending on the terms of the 
contract, the existence of organized exchanges and their associated 
clearing organizations creates a secondary market for these instruments. 
A person who enters into a contract to buy a commodity can offset it 
with one to sell the same commodity and never have to take or make 
physical delivery of the commodity (see ch. 6 for a discussion of how 
the exchanges and the clearing process work). Differences in the prices 
of offsetting contracts represent gains and losses that are usually settled 
in cash. Generally, fewer than 5 percent of futures contracts traded 
result in delivery. Most deliveries are accounted for by hedgers, 
although not alI hedgers take delivery. Speculators, on the other hand, 
almoat always offset a contract to purchase with one to sell, or vice 
versa. The following example illustrates these trading maneuvers. 

A farmer plants his crop in April for harvest and sale in December. The 
price of the crop he sells in Deeember will be determined by market con- 
ditions at that time and could vary significantly from the price that crop 
would sell for in April The farmer can limit the price risk (hedge) in this 
case by using the futures market. 

Assume that the farmer can profit on his anticipated crop yield if the 
price in December is the same or higher than the April price. Also 
assume that his December crop yield is what he expects. In essence, he 
can protect himself financially by selling his crop in April-at a 
December price determined by market conditions in April-for delivery 
in December. Then, if the delivery price in December is lower, he has 
insured a profit because he sold in April at the higher price. If the 
delivery price in December is higher, he loses the larger profit he could 



have had, but he has protected himself from a potential loss, and will 
still profit. 

The farmer can achieve this result in two ways, both of which involve 
the futures market: (1) he can sell and subsequently buy a futures con- 
tract himself on a futures exchange or (2) hecan sell his potential crop 
directly to a willing buyer in April (this is called a cash forward con- 
tract) who could then use the futures market in the same way the 
farmer would to hedge the crop’s price. In April, the farmer (or buyer) 
will sell a futures contract for December delivery of the crop he has 
planted (or bought). Then, in December, if the cash price of the crop has 
decreased, the farmer (or buyer) can buy back the contract at a lower 
price. His profit is the difference between the price of his contract to sell 
and the lower price of his contract to buy. The profit roughly offsets the 
loss suffered by having to sell the crop in December at a lower price 
than expected. Conversely, if the cash price of the crop has increased, 
the farmer (or buyer) has to buy back the contract at a higher price, 
causing a loss on the futures contract which will be offset by the 
increased price received for the crop. Thus, by selling futures contracts 
directly, or by selling the contract forward, the farmer can reduce his 
risk when he plants his crop in April and ensure some profit -although 
the profit may sometimes be less than he might have received on the 
open market. 

In practice, only a small percentage of farmers use futures to hedge the 
price of their crops. A larger percentage sell their crops in the cash for- 
ward market and many sell for immediate delivery at harvest. It should 
also be noted that the same risk-reduction effect can be obtained by the 
farmer (or buyer) by actual delivery of the crop against the original con- 
tract sale. This obviates the need to buy the contract back at harvest but 
is possible only if the crop is deliverable against the standardized 
futures contract. 

Speculators generally have no interest in making or taking delivery of a 
crop, unless the markets make it profitable to make or take delivery of 
the commodity. They enter a futures contract either buying or selling, 
depending on whether they expect the price of the crop (or whatever 
commodity they buy) to increase or decrease. If the speculators forecast 
prices correctly, they profit; if not, they lose. 

Since the early 19709, new futures contracts have been created based on 
physical commodities such as gold and crude oil as well as financial 
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instruments, a group of such instruments, and stock indexes. The con- 
tracts enable the buyer or seller to hedge or speculate on the price of 
these instruments, be it the price of a currency, interest rates, govem- 
ment securities, mortgage based securities, or the value of an index 
based on composite prices of a group of securities. 

For example, the portfolio manager of a firm using government securi- 
ties as an income producing investment can hedge against the loss of the 
portfolio value by using the types of futures described above, called 
“fmancial futures.” The price of government securities is based on the 
interest rate yield, which fluctuates inversely with the value of the 
security. The manager can hedge against a rise in interest rates by 
selling a security-based futures contract. If rates rise, the manager will 
realize a gain in the futures market by buying back the contract at the 
lower price. This gain will approximate the loss in value of the securities 
portfolio. 

While the strategies described above are generally simplified, they 
demonstrate how the futures market may be used by hedgers and 
speculators. 

The Development of 
Futures Trading and 
Regulation 

United States commodity exchanges, where futures are traded, have 
antecedents in the medieval trade fairs of 12th century Europe. At these 
fairs, trading became formalized with scheduled markets at fixed times 
and places. Producers and merchants in the United States first formed 
similar centralized commodity markets in the late 1700s for trade in 
eggs, butter, vegetables, and grains. These commodity exchanges were 
largely cash markets for spot or immediate commodity delivery. 

These early regional markets often experienced unstable market price 
swings resulting from gluts of low priced commodities at harvest time 
and commodity shortages with high prices shortly after harvest. These 
problems were compounded by insufficient storage facilities and trans- 
portation systems. However, as transportation and storage facilities 
improved, large scale worldwide trading became possible, and better 
organized and specialized markets were needed. 

In addition to futures contracts, another commercial practice known as 
forward contracting evolved. This type of contract is between the buyer 
and seller and is not executed on an exchange. Rather, the buyer and 
seller would agree in advance to the terms of the sale which would be 
executed when the goods arrived. This contracting form helped solve 



the problem of rapid price movements resulting from excesses and 
shortages in supply and demand of commodities. 

The evolution of the commodity markets led to the development of stan- 
dardized futures contracts which included 

l development of designated commodity warehouse facilities to ease the 
delivery process; 

l commodity quality standards, since commodities vary in size, weight, 
etc.; and 

. standard contract sizes. 

According to the study on futures and options recently published by the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the CFE and the SEC, 

“Although the first futures contracts were frequently fulfilled by delivery of a com- 
modity, it was found early in the development of futures trading that terminating a 
futures position by taking an opposite position in the market (termed offset) was 
often desirable. The execution of offsetting positions prior to delivery was initially 
conducted on a broker-to-broker basis outside of exchange rules. For example, if 
broker A were obligated to sell broker B wheat for May delivery at 53.16 per bushel 
and broker B were obligated to sell broker A wheat for May delivery at 63.17 per 
bushel, the commitments could be offset prior to delivery by A giving B two cents a 
bushel. 

“As the volume of futures trading increased, exchanges attempted to facilitate set- 
tlement by forming clearing organizations. The Chicago Board of Trade created the 
first clearinghouse in 1884. This clearinghouse cleared and confirmed trades 
between clearing members and performed other bookkeeping and accounting func- 
tions. However, offsets were still arranged on a broker-to-broker basis. 

‘Complete clearing systems comparable to those in existence today were adopted in 
Minneapolis in 1891 and Kansas City in 1899. These clearinghouses were separate 
organixations, distinct from the exchanges. Although initially there were no require- 
ments that all transactions had to be cleared through these clearinghouses, in prac- 
tice most transactions were so cleared. After a futures transaction was executed on 
the floor of the exchange, the clearinghouse interposed itself between the original 
parties and became the second party to each side of the transaction. In addition, 
clearinghouses required open positions to be marked to market every day, and many 
established funds to guarantee payment in case of default by a clearing member. 
The first guaranty fund was established by the now defunct New York Produce 
Exchange in 1904.“2 
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Few, if any, of these benefits were apparent to farmers during this 
period, who pictured commodity exchanges as fostering unbridled spec- 
ulation, recurrent market manipulations, and spectacular price fluctua- 
tions. Serious concerns were raised about whether the benefits of the 
market to the economy during the late 1800s were outweighed by specu- 
lative excesses and abuses of the system. The irresponsible trading and 
lack of effective market regulation in this early period stirred up resent- 
ment and opposition to futures trading that still exists to some extent. 
F’rom these abuses stemmed repeated efforts by various state legisla- 
tures to abolish futures trading. Agitation to abolish futures trading 
eventually gave way to a uniform system to regulate the futures 
industry. 

Legislation Affecting the 
Futures Industry 

Trading in commodity futures contracts and commodity options is gov- 
emed by the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended. The Commodity 
Exchange Act of 1936 was significantly amended in 1968, and was also 
amended by the Commodity F’utures Trading Commission Act of 1974, 
and the F’utures Trading Acts of 1978 and 1982. The Futures Trading 
Act of 1982 extended the funding authority for the CFTC for an addi- 
tional 4 years and thus its ability to administer the CEA through Sep 
tember 30,1986. 

During the 19209, falling commodity prices, farm depression, and specu- 
lative excesses on the grain exchanges led to demands for federal regu- 
lation. The Grain Futures Act of 1922 was designed to allow the federal 
government, through the Department of Agriculture, to deal with these 
excesses. The Act required exchanges to be federally licensed or “desig- 
nated” as contract markets. In order to receive designation, the 
exchanges had to take responsibility for preventing price manipulation 
by their members. 

Between 1936 and 1968, several changes were made to federal legisla- 
tion-changes that slowly extended regulatory coverage to additional 
commodities. Also, shifta in the economy brought customers from the 
general public into the futures markets in growing numbers, and addi- 
tional s-m were aldmcted to the futures markets by wide price 
swings and the possibility of large profits. To assure that futures mar- 
kets operated properly, careful supervision of the markets was deemed 
essential. As the futures markets expanded, exchanges would have to 
perform their self-regulatory role better in order to provide a market in 
which the public could have confidence. 
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The Department of Agriculture, through the Grain Futures Administra- 
tion (from 1922 until 1936), the Commodity Exchange Administration 
(from 1936 to 1947), and the Commodity Exchange Authority (from 
1947 to 1976) regulated the futures industry. However, as a growing 
number of nonagricultural commodities which were not subject to regu- 
lation under the CEA, such as gold, silver, and. foreign currencies, began 
trading on American exchanges in the early 197Os, the Congress set up 
an independent agency, similiar in organization to the SEC, to oversee 
futures trading. 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974 created the 
current regulatory structure, consisting of industry self-regulation with 
government oversight by the con;. The 1974 act gave the CFIY; 

oversight responsibilities for all futures exchanges and all futures and 
options contracts traded thereon; 
authority to impose stronger sanctions over the exchanges than those of 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture; 
expanded responsibilities over customer complaints against industry 
profe!3sionals; 
greatly increased federal agency enforcement powers; and 
authority to form a self-regulatory organization patterned after the 
NASD. This authority led to the formation of the National Futures 
Association. 

The G%, therefore, was created to ensure that a single, expert agency 
would be responsible for developing a coherent regulatory oversight 
program while allowing the exchanges to be self regulated. 

The reasons for federal regulation of futures, as cited in the Commodity 
Exchange Act, were grounded in concerns over the markets’ suscepti- 
bility to excessive speculation, manipulation, fraud, or other irrespon- 
sible practices. Thou@ the federal government has had a role in 
mguhthg futures markets for 66 years, with self-regulation as its 
linchpin, the theory behind this arrangement is that exchanges should 
move more promptly and effectively than government. Furthermore, 
self-regulation is meant to take the day-today oversight out of federal 
hands to reduce government expenditures. 





Chapter 6 

How Futures Contracts Are Traded 
and Regulated 

The futures industry functions under a scheme of self-regulation and 
federal oversight in much the same way as the securities industry oper- 
ates. The futures SROs and the CFTC seek to insure that futures contracts 
are traded efficiently and within the framework of related laws and 
rules. To achieve this goal, SROS facilitate trading (except for NFA); estab- 
lish, review, and enforce standards of conduct; regulate ethical stan- 
dards, business practices, and fmancial responsibility of members; 
monitor the marketplace for manipulations and attempted manipula- 
tions; conduct investigations of alleged violations; and discipline viola- 
tors of SRO de!% 

CFIY: maintains its oversight function by requiring approval of new and 
amended SRO rules, conducting surveillance of the markets, and con- 
ducting various inspections of the SROS to determine how well they 
police themselves. Direct regulation by CFE comes through its indepen- 
dent investigations into illegal activities, prosecution of alleged violators 
of futures laws, and implementation of regulations which SRO!3 and 
industry professionals are mandated to follow. In addition, CFE con- 
ducts its own procedures for deciding claims from customers seeking 
monetary damages from brokerage firms, a function which has no SIX 
equivalent. On top of this, CFrC is the sole regulator of leverage con- 
tracts’ and dealer options.2 

How Futures Are 
Traded 

Futures trading is conducted much differently than stock trading. The 
futures exchanges house centralized auction markets (called designated 
contract markets) where standardized contracts, baaed on quantity and 
quality of commodity, are bought and sold, for future delivery, by open 
outmy. The Commodi~ Exchange Act requires that all trading occur by 
open outcry on the floor of the exchange. Unlike securities trading, 
which allows transactions to be executed off the floor, futures transac- 
tions must be executed in a designated trading pit on the exchange floor. 

While securities tiramadons involve the purchase or sale of stocks or 
bonds for example, futures transactions do not involve the purchase or 
sale of the underlying commodity. By depositing a sum of money, which 



is a security deposit that provides assurance that the investor will per- 
form under the futures contract, the investor or market user purchases 
protection against or speculates on rising or falling prices. When one 
maintains a position in the futures market, he or she does not own the 
underlying commodity but, rather, is able to profit or lose from price 
movements based upon the underlying commodity. When a futures con- 
tract is entered into, no physical commodity is purchased. 

In addition, because of the high risk in trading futures, the Commodity 
Exchange Act requires futures con-muss ion merchants to provide cus- 
tomers with a risk disclosure statement when setting up a futures 
trading account. 

Futures Contracts Are Buyers and sellers of futures contracts, unlike the vast majority of those 
Purchased Using Margin as buying securities, make a “good faith” deposit with their brokers calied 
Good Faith a margin payment. This margin covers the risks of price movements of 

the underlying commodity. Thus, futures contracts are highly leveraged 
financial holdings. For example, a Chicago Board of Trade official told 
us that, at the CBT, an individual can purchase a $100,000 Treasury 
bond futures contract by putting down as little as $2,000. The $2,000 is 
the initial margin which a customer must deposit with his/her futures 
commission merchant (EM). (The FCM is the equivalent to a broker/ 
dealer in the securities industry and is explained in more detail on p. 
72.) Margins are set by the exchanges in the futures industry and the 
CFIK is precluded by statute from setting margins. However, FCMS can 
require a higher margin deposit than mandated by the exchange. Cus- 
tomers must set up their accounts with the FCM before trading futures 
contracts. This account is intended to insure customer performance in 
fulfii the obligations of the contract should the market price move 
against the customer’s position. 

At the end of each trading day, each customer’s position is tallied. If the 
market has moved in the customer’s favor, the FCM adds an appropriate 
amount to the margin account. This money can either be withdrawn, 
held by the EM, or used to open new positions on additional contracts. 
However, should the market move against the customer, the margin 
account is reduced. When the account falls below a specified level called 
“maintenance margin,” additional cash must be deposited by the cus- 
tomer to restore the account to the level of the initial margin. If the cus- 
tomer does not meet the margin calI, the position may be liquidated (by 
selling or buying contracts), with the broker taking normal commission 
fees and returning the remainder to the customer. 
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Participants in the F’utures 
Trading Process 

Futures Professionals Dealing with 
the Public Have Various Roles, 
Responsibilities, and Restrictions 

. 

The amount a customer deposits in an trading account varies depending 
on 

the number of contracts the customer trades, 
the margin required by the particular exchange, 
the margin required by the futures commission merchant, and 
the contract traded. 

In addition to setting up customer accounts, full service brokerage fii 
assign to customers an “account executive,” also known as an associated 
person, who is comparable to a registered representative in the securi- 
ties industry. The account executive 

explains trading rules and procedures to customers, 
provides the necessary documents and insures they are complete, 
provides a risk disclosure statement, 
notifies the customer of prices and market conditions, 
reports completed and incomplete market orders to the customer, 
serves as a liaison between the company’s research department and the 
customer, 
assesses the customer’s financial integrity and responsibility, and 
requests additional margin money when the customer suffers losses. 

Futures trading participants can be divided between those firms and 
employees who deal with the public and those on the exchange floor 
conducting trading. 

Five mqjor categories of participantz~ provide a link between futures 
investors and the trading floor. These are: 

Futures Commission Merchants (FCM) who are similar to broker-dealers 
in the securities industry. These are full service brokers who solicit new 
customers, give trading advice, and accept both customer orders and 
funds. 
Introducinn Brokers (IB) who solicit customers for FCWJ and can accept 
customer orders for FCMS. However, an IB may not accept customer 
funds. IBs generally function as agents of FCMS. 
t3mnmiity Trading Advisors (CM) who sell trading advice to customers 
and may, in fact, manage customer accounts deposited with an FCM. CM 
may not accept customer funds. 



. Commodity Pool Operators (cpo) which are similar to mutual funds in 
the securities industry and do accept customer funds. 

l Associated Persons (AP) a person associated with any futures commis- 
sion merchant, introducing broker, commodity trading advisor, or com- 
modity pool operator as a partner, officer, or employee. Also, any 
person occupying a similar status or performing similar functions, in 
any capacity which involves: (a) the solicitation or acceptance of cus- 
tomers’ orders (other than in a clerical capacity); or (b) the supervision 
of any person or persons so engaged. 

Exchange floor trading of futures contracts involves several types of 
individuals - floor brokers, floor traders, floor order clerks, and 
runners. 

Floor brokers and floor traders are those in the pits conducting the 
trading. The difference between these two players concerns their rela- 
tionship to public customers. Floor brokers trade for the public either 
from their own customer base or as an employee of an FCM, receive a 
commission for this, and must be licensed by the ckn= prior to executing 
trades for customers. Many floor brokers are “dual traders” as they 
trade for the public and for their personal accounts. Floor traders, on 
the other hand, trade strictly for their own account. 

Floor order clerks are employees of futures commission merchants who 
receive orders from the account executives or customers directly and 
have them direct& to the proper trading pit. In addition, the floor order 
clerks relay completed trade information back to the account executive 
for relay to the customer. 

The link between the floor order clerk and the floor broker is completed 
either by a runner or through the use of hand signals. The runner’s job is 
to take the order cards from the flmr order clerk and deliver them to 
the assigned floor broker in the proper trading pit. The runner also 
brings information on completed trades from the pit to the floor order 
clerk. According to cw‘ and m officials, hand-signals are frequently 
used to expedite customer orders. With this particular procedure, the 
floor order clerk takes the customer’s order over the telephone and 
hand-signals the order to a floor clerk standing on the rim of the appro- 
priate trading pit. That floor clerk informs the floor broker of the quan- 
tity, price, and futures contract that is to be executed on behalf of the 
customer. The floor broker executes the order on behalf of the customer, 
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informs the floor clerk of the transaction, and the floor clerk hand-sig- 
nals the completed transaction back to the floor order clerk who informs 
the customer that the transaction is completed. The floor broker ulti- 
mately fti out a trading card to record the fact that the transaction 
occurred, and the floor order clerk will have prepared a written order 
which is time-stamped at the floor desk upon receipt of the order and 
upon confirmation from the floor clerk that the order has been executed. 

Exchange Floor Trading of The mechanics of trading futures contracts on.the nation’s exchanges 
Futures Contracts are similar. Each exchange provides a trading floor, segregated into sep 

arate trading areas, called pits, in which individual products are traded. 
Although trading on the exchange floor is by open outcry and competi- 
tive, it is not open to the public. Exchange rules limit access to their 
trading floor to members or their representatives only. Organizations 
and individuals that want to trade futures and who are not members 
must place their orders through a member broker or brokerage firm, 
which wiU execute orders for a commission. 

With the establishment of an account, as explained above, the customer 
is able to place an order with a brokerage firm. Generally, the customer 
telephones the assigned account executive with the order. The executive 
makes a hard copy of the order, timestamps it, and then relays it by 
telephone or computer to the fm’s order clerk on the exchange floor. 
This clerk then writes up the order, time-stamps it, and then relays the 
order to the firm’s floor broker in the designated trading pit via a 
runner, messenger, or hand signals. 

The floor broker reviews the order and, based on the type of order and 
where the market is currently trading, determines whether the order 
can be filled. The broker has no discreGon as to when an order is to be 
filled unless he/she has been given discretion by the customer in 
writing. 

When the customer’s order price coincides with the market price, or if 
the order is “at the market,” the floor broker attempts to execute the 
order by open outcry and hand signals. If another trader in the pit 
accepts the terms, the trade is executed and the customer order filled. 
As with securities, no paper changes hands between the two brokers. 
However, each floor broker must record how much was bought or sold, 
from whom, the price paid or received, and the time designation. The 
time designation used by the CME and CBT is a bracket period, which is a 



thirty minute time period utilized by the exchanges for determining the 
approximate time of execution of an order. 

In instances where a customer’s order is not a market order or is not to 
be executed at the prevailing market price, the floor broker holds the 
order. The broker prioritizes all unexecuted orders by price and time so 
that when the market moves to the order price, the orders are executed 
in order of receipt by the broker. 

With the completion of a trade in the pit, exchange employees record the 
time and price of the transaction and report it electronically to the 
exchange floor quotation board. This allows everyone on the exchange 
floor to know the price of the last trade for contracts in each commodity 
traded. Simultaneously, prices are disseminated to other markets, bra- 
kerage offices, and trading facilities worldwide by various telecommuni- 
cations systems. The exchanges maintain time and sales registers which 
indicate the prevailing prices in each commodity at various time inter- 
vals. This helps customers determine, with some certainty, whether the 
price they received was appropriate. 

While this price information is being recorded and displayed, the floor 
brokers executing the trade either returns the order to the nmner who, 
in turn, brings it to the floor order clerk or has the floor clerk hand- 
signal to the floor order clerk that the trade has been executed. Upon 
receipt of the executed order from the runner or upon confirmation via 
hand-signals from the floor clerk that the order has been executed, the 
clerk tim~stamps the written order and telephones either the account 
executive with the trade data, who in turn notifies the customer of the 
order execution, or the customer directly with notification of the order’s 
execution. 

Cleting Corporations Futures tmwctions are matched at the clearing organizations. Clearing 
Match Trades and Transfer organizations serve several important fiuwtions, such as 
Money Between Parties . matching both sides of transactions; 

9 acting in place of a clearing member if the member defaults; and 
. helping to ensure the exchanges’ financial integrity. 

Comparison of trades is done to verify that every buy position has a 
corresponding sell position and vice versa. Throughout the day, all 
trades are submitted to the clearing organization by the firm which is 
responsible for the trade. Unmatched trades result in “outtrades” and 



the firms or brokers involved try to determine where an error occurred. 
Once a trade passes through the comparison process, the clearing organ- 
ization substitutes itself in every transaction that clears as buyer from 
the seller and seller to the buyer. With this arrangement, the original 
buyer and seller need not deal with one another. 

Because of this procedure, with the clearinghouse guaranteeing the 
trade, each trader fm must deposit “good faith” funds-essentially a 
margin account-with its clearing fm, which, in turn, deposits margin 
at the clearing corporation. Clearing organizations make margin calls 
against FOB just as brokers do when the market has moved against a 
customer. Each day, each futures contract is marked to the market; no 
credit is extended by a clearing house to its clearing members. 
Depending on the positions carried and market movements, the clearing 
house will either debit or credit the clearing member’s customer and 
house accounts. These two general accounts are separate, and amounts 
to be paid to or received from them are not netted. Clearing members are 
required to satisfy their obligations to the clearing organization by the 
opening of business the following morning. Also, according to CEIT offi- 
cials, in many situations, the clearing organization has the ability to call 
for additional margin deposits which must be met within 1 hour. 
Clearing members handle individual customer accounts in the same 
fashion, debiting and crediting them depending upon the positions in the 
account and the movement of the market. When an account becomes 
under-margined, the firm sends a margin call to the customer, which 
must be met within 3 days or the firm will be required to reduce its 
w net capital by the amount of the margin call in calculating its 
capital requirements. 

Regulation of the Futures SIKB play an extensive role in industry regulation. These +SRO 

Futures Markets Is a 
responsibilities include proposing and amending rules goveming member 
conduct and trading; setting qualifications for futures industry profes- 

Combination of Self- sionals; monitoring daily trading activity; examining members for finan- 

Regulation With CFTC ciai health and compliance with rules; investigating suspected rule 

Oversight and Direct 
violations; disciplining members who violate SRO rules; and, responding 
to inquiries and complaints from investors and the members. Futures 

Regulation exchanges generally have separate departments with paid staff to fulfill 
their regulatory responsibilities. 

CFX provides oversight of SKI regulation by conducting regular or peri- 
odic examinations of SROS for compliance with their regulatory responsi- 
bilities; maintaining a surveillance system for oversight of daily trading 



activity; and reviewing and approving SRO rules and rule changes. In 
addition to this oversight, CFTC provides direct regulation by conducting 
independent investigations into alleged wrongdoing by members of SROS, 
the ~~0s themselves, and those beyond SRO jurisdiction. The final aspect 
of direct regulation-one which has no SEC counterpart-is the mecha- 
nism CFK has to hear customer complaints for reparations and award 
damages if need be. 

The following describes industry regulation by function. For each func- 
tion, we detail how the SROs accomplish their self-regulatory duties and 
how CFX oversight is achieved. 

SROs Establish Rules of The Commodity Exchange Act requires SROS to submit all rule changes 
Trading and Conduct Which and new rules to the CFTC for review. Rules expected to have an eco- 

Must Be Approved by CFTC nomic impact are reviewed by the Division of Economic Analysis. Rules 
that relate to SRO operational or technical matters are reviewed by the 
Division of Trading and Markets. The two groups coordinate to deter- 
mine which will review the rule; if the rule is thought to have both an 
economic and operational impact, it may be reviewed jointly. 

Rules that pertain to the terms and conditions of the market, such as 
delivery terms, must be considered by the Commission before they take 
effect. If it is thought that a rule is of major economic significance, 
notice of the rule must be published in the Federal Regisis at least 30 
days before it can be approved. The Commission has 180 days after 
receipt, or within such longer period to which the contract market 
agrees, to act on the rule submission; if it does not take any action, the 
SRO is authorized, but not obligated, to put the rule into effect. 

With limited exceptions, all other rules such as those dealing with 
trading procedures and membership must be submitted to the CFE by 
the SRO at least 10 days before they go into effect, and must be acted 
upon by the cnu: within 10 days of receipt. Under authority delegated 
by the Commissioners, the staff must take one of the following actions: 

. notify the sR0 that its rule can become effective; 
l let the lo-day period elapse and do nothing, after which the SRO is 

authorized to put the rule in effect; 
l recommend that the Commissioners review the submission; 
l notify the SRO that the CFTC plans to review the submission in greater 

detail. 
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In rule submissions that need additional review, the CFM; has to review 
them within 180 days after receipt, or within such longer time period to 
which the contract market may agree. If the rule is not approved, disap 
proval proceedings must be initiated during this time period. The CFTC 
staff is given an additional year to take action; if none is taken, the rule 
becomes effective. However, roughly 90 to 96 percent of all these rules 
are processed routinely. When a rule does not violate the Commodity 
Exchange Act and/or CFK: regulations, the cm staff is required to let it 
become effective. 

Certain other rules are exempt from the lo-day period. These are pri- 
marily administrative in nature and include rules concerning floor bro- 
kers being required to wear jackets, who can be admitted to the 
exchange floor, and the scheduling of exchange tours. The CFIY: does not 
authorize such rules, and these become effective upon adoption by the 
!mo. 

The CFI’C rarely disapproves rules. The sR0 staff is more inclined to 
negotiate with the m staff to modify the rule submission rather than 
have the rule disapproved. The con: has the authority to initiate disap 
proval pm against any rule (except for those pertaining to 
levels of future margins) regardless of when it went into effect. This 
allows the a to exercise control over the sue rules in place before the 
agency’s creation in 1974. SRC)B can appeal CFLY: rule disapproval deci- 
sions in the U.S. District Court. 

F’irms and Individuals Exchange staff register and help approve members. When members 
Transacting a Futures wish to sell their memberships, they do not individually and directly 
Business Must Be Properly solicit buyers but, instead, notify the exchange of their intent and 

Registered desired offering price. The exchange staff then publicly posts the 
offering price. This permits everyone an equal oppmtunity to bid on the 
seat. Once someone responds to the exchange with a bid, the exchange 
staff brings the buyer and seller together. However, merely agreeing on 
a sale price is insufficient to secure membership. While individuals 
applying for membership to the cEr need not own a seat at the initiation 
of the application proceaa, individuals applying for membership to the 
ClldE must own a seat prior to the initiation of the application process. 
Applicanti who are not approved for membership at the CME are 
required to sell their seat immediately. 

After agreeing on a sale price, but before acceptance as a member, sev- 
eral intermediate steps occur. The exchange’s membership committee, 



. 

consisting of exchange members elected by other members, must 
approve the applicant. However, the membership committee tries to 
determine the financial/moral integrity and acceptability of the buyer. 
The committee seeks input from the membership. For example, if any 
members are aware of improprieties in the applicant’s previous busi- 
ness, these members are solicited to present their observations to the 
committee. Furthermore, in the case of the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, the legal department enlists a private detective agency to 
conduct background investigations of applicants. 

Once approved, the buyer pays the bid price to the exchange which 
applies these funds to any outstanding obligations of the seller (such as 
fmes or dues) and then forwards the remaining balance to the seller. The 
new member pays periodic dues to the exchange and must comply with 
exchange rules. 

EzodsA Register Futures The commodity Exchange Act (CEA) requires those who trade for the 
public, or advise the public on futures contracts or options on futures, 
be registered to do so. Until December 1984, the cm: had sole responsi- 
bility for the registration function. However, these registration 
processing procedures for several groups of registrants were transferred 
to the National Futures Association as an outgrowth of the 1983 CEA 
amendments. These amendments allow for registration to be conducted 
by a national futures association. Currently, the NFA processes registra- 
tions for all futures professionals except floor brokers, and leverage 
transaction merchants and their associated persons, which are still 
process4 by the CFTC. Although the registration process is now con- 
ducted by the NFA, the persons and firms are technically registered with 
the cmc under the CEA. 

%c@rements for NRA registration include submitting a completed appli- 
cation, pas&g a commodities exam (series 03 exam administered by 
NASD), paying the proper fee, and submitting fmerprint cards. NFA com- 
puter codes the application information and runs an identifying check 
against both CFIC and SEXI data bases. This enables NFA to determine if 
either of the regulatory agencies has taken a disciplinary action against 
the applicant. Concurrently, the fingerprint cards are sent to the FBI for 
a criminal record check. 

NFA has authority to approve registration and grant temporary licenses 
so the applicant can work while registration proceedings are conducted. 
I.n addition, NFA haa recently been granted CFI’C approval to condition, 



deny, suspend, restrict, or revoke registrations. Prior to this CFIT rule 
change of September 30, 1986, NFA had to request CFTC to institute the 
above-mentioned registration actions. Now, WA may act on its own to 
condition, deny, suspend, restrict, or revoke registrations, although CFK 
maintains its power to overturn an WA decision in these circumstances. 

Two types of proceedings are followed by NFA which differ according to 
whether the action is being taken against an applicant for registration or 
against a current registrant. For applications not approved by MA, NFA 

sends written notice to the applicant that he/she is subject to a statutory 
disqualification under the Commodity Exchange Act. This allows the 
applicant to withdraw the application before denial proceedings are 
instituted. Statutory disqualification can be based on such things as non- 
disclosure of information on the application or a prior registration 
having been revoked or suspended where the period of suspension has 
not expired. If the applicant wishes to challenge the registration denial, 
the only avenue is to prove that the facts surrounding the denial are 
inaccurate. The applicant is not entitled to a hearing and, unless the ETA 

allegations are specifically challenged in writing, the application is con- 
sidered to have been withdrawn. 

A second procedure is used for actions taken against those already reg- 
istered. Here, a registrant is served a Notice of Intent to suspend or 
revoke registration and is entitled to make a written submission to the 
NFA Director of Compliance who may submit it to the NFA President 
within 10 days. The WA President then makes a determination based on 
the NFA information and the registrant’s reply as to whether a statutory 
disqualification should be made. If the President determines that a dis- 
qualification is not called for, the President issues an order so stating. If 
the FVesident decides that a disqualification is called for, the registrant 
is suspended and given 20 days to show reason to the NFA Membership 
Committee why the registration should not be revoked. The suspension 
remains in effect until a fti NFA order has been issued. Likewise, the 
NFA Director of Compliance makes a submission to the Membership Corn- 
mittee showing reason why a registration should be revoked, consistent 
with CFIK rules. 

Oral hearings may or may not be conducted depending on what sections 
of the Commodity Exchange Act may have been violated or where 
extraordinary circumstances surround a case and the Membership Corn- 
mittee allows a hearing. 



After the evidence has been weighed, NFA issues an order which becomes 
final on the day it is served on the applicant or registrant. An MA final 
order must be filed with the CFK: at the time it is served on the applicant 
or registrant and must inform the aggrieved person that he/she may 
seek cFrC review of the WA'S determination. Also, CHIT may review any 
final NFA order on its own volition. 

Futures Transactions Are 
Monitored Daily by Both 
the Exchanges and CFTC to 
Detect and Deter Illegal 
Trading Activities 

ExchangeSurveiUanceStaff 
Concentrate on Market Conditions 
Susceptible to Price Manipulation 

Daily market surveillance of futures trading is conducted by the 
exchanges and the CEI’C. The variables examined by these organizations 
are similar as are the types of trading practices the systems are 
designed to prevent and detect. When unusual trading patterns are 
detected, followup procedures are undertaken by the respective staffs 
to explain the activity. Should either an SRO or the CFK: determine that 
an investigation is warranted, it may refer the matter to its enforcement 
arm for investigation and possible disciplinary ,action. 

Surveillance departments at the exchanges are primarily concerned with 
detecting price distortion and market manipulation. To accomplish this, 
the surveillance staff pays special attention to the exchange’s specula- 
tive position limits which put a cap on the number of speculative con- 
tracts a trader may hold. If a trader exceeds these limits, he/she could 
(though not necessarily would) be in a position to “comer” or “squeeze” 
the market and manipulate the price of contracts because of the large 
number of con- controlled, or could cause delivery congestion prob- 
lems. According to CME officials, speculative position limits are closely 
monitored and violators are disciplined. While entities which have hedge 
approval from the exchanges may exceed the speculative position limits, 
these traders are also carefully monitored to insure that their trading is 
for the purpose of hedging and that they do not violate their hedge posi- 
tion limits. 

Several sources of information, both external and internal to the 
exchange, are utilized by surveillance staff daily to detect unusual 
trading. External sources include publications such as the Wall Street 
Journal and other newspapers, and U.S. Department of Agriculture 
reports. 

Internal sources con&t of several computer generated reports which 
take into account various aspects of the previous day’s or week’s 
trading. Examples of these reports include: 
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. me trader repoo which summarizes positions of large traders. CME 

and CBT have different deftitions of large traders. CME defines a large 
trader as anyone holding 25 or more contracts in a commodity whereas 
CBT regards anyone holding more than 6 percent of the contracts in a 
commodity to be a large trader. 

. wn interest/commitment repoo shows all traders with open positions 
both long and short at the end of the trading day. 

. Watch repoo flags aU trading activity which falls outside pre-estab- 
lished trading parameters set by the exchange. 

During the course of their surveillance activity, exchange staff do not 
review all trading in every contract. Instead, surveillance staff concen- 
trate on positions and trading in the next expiring contract as this is the 
time that contracts are traded most heavily and are most prone to 
manipulation. 

Exchange Staff Pursue Suspicious Exchanges use many sources of information to investigate unusual 
Trading Activity trading activity. These sources include news wire stories, statistics on 

deliverable supplies of commodities, information on the movements in 
prices in cash markets, weather data, and trading strategy information. 
In addition, other exchange staff, exchange members, and people in the 
industry may be consulted as well. 

The individual trader is contacted to explain his/her trading activity, 
the positions held, future intentions, and economic justifications for car- 
rying those positions. CME surveillance officials told us that, when 
traders are contaeted in these situations, they often liquidate these, 
positions. 

If it is determined by the surveillance staff that violations occurred, the 
staff, with limited exceptions, presents a fina report to the exchanges’ 
business conduct committee for its review and possible imposition of 
disciplinary actions. Surveillance staff at CME may independently issue 
warning letters and cease and desist orders in very specific instances. 

Exchange Surveillaim J3xtends 
Beyond the Trading Floor 

In addition to reviewing floor trading, SRO staff conduct surveillance 
outside the exchanges. For example, according to CME and CBT staff, they 
visit storage warehouses to verify deliverable inventories of physical 
commodities to ensure that sufficient volume is available at contract 
expiration. Furthermore, exchange staff monitor cash markets for the 
commodity underlying the futures contract. In the case of British 
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pounds, for example, CME monitors developments in the British economy 
which could impact pound futures. 

Market surveillance at the CFTC is conducted mostly at the regional 
offices with most staff members located in the New York and Chicago 
regional offices. The Market Surveillance group, an office within the 
Division of Economic Analysis, surveys the markets to detect and pre- 
vent congestions, squeezes, and price manipulation, as well as violations 
of maximum positions traders may have (speculative limits). In addi- 
tion, it analyzes the terms and conditions of proposed and existing 
futures contracts to assure they are not susceptible to manipulation or 
price distortion. Finally, it performs special economic studies of market 
pYfOl-llUUl~. 

FCMS are required to submit reports of large customer positions to CFIC 
and to the exchanges on a daily basis. These reports are entered into 
CFTC’S computer system which is capable of producing large trader posi- 
tion listings, by futures market, on the business day following the date 
of the FCM reports. 

In addition, futures exchanges are required to submit summaries of 
trade activity to the CFI’C on a daily basis. The data is run through CFTC’S 
computer system which, through a predetermined set of parameters, 
pinpoints questionable trading activity. Market Surveillance is primarily 
concerned with open positions of large traders and comparisons of price 
relationships between futures contracts and the cash market price of a 
commodity. 

The computer exception reports serve as a trigger for surveillance econ- 
omists to gather more information to explain given trades. Questionable 
trading can usually be explained either through the economist’s knowl- 
edge of market conditions or by comparing trading with historical 
trading patterns. When these sources do not offer an explanation for 
unusual trading activity, the surveillance economist informs his/her 
supervisor. This supervisor, in turn, contacts the Market Surveillance 
director at headquarters, to keep him apprised of unusual trading 
activity. The director and regional supervisor determine if a contract 
market requires “special watching.” In addition, CFE staff contacts 
traders and/or the exchange on a regular basis by telephone or personal 
interview to resolve questionable trading activity questions. ckn: Sur- 
veillance staff stated that, on average, 6 to 12 special watches are 
undertaken in a year. 
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The Market Surveillance Director briefs the CFTC Commissioners on sur- 
veillance issues at regularly scheduled (closed) weekly surveillance 
meetings. At times, the Cwnmissioners themselves may become involved 
in resolving questionable trading activity. Often, Commissioners’ atten- 
tion to a surveillance problem results in the exchange taking action 
against its member rather than CFY’C doing so. This is an infrequent 
occurrence, however, as only two to three surveillance problems per 
year rise to a level requiring action by the Commissioners. 

SROs Examine Members to Each SRO performs routine audits of its members to assure compliance 
Assure Compliance With with its rules. These audits range from reviews of specific aspects of a 

Rules and CFTC Monitors member’s performance to full scale audits of all of a fm’s operations. 

This Compliance by 
Inspecting the SROs 

In addition, the SROS have formed a Joint Audit Committee to help avoid 
duplication of effort. Each fum has a designated SRO which examines 
the firm. If the fm belongs to more than one SRO, the designated SRO 
reports its fmdings to the other SRO!3 of which the firm is a member. 

CFIY: also conducts examinations of the member firms to assure that SRO 
audits are adequate. In addition, CFIY: performs audits of the SROS them- 
selves to assure that floor trading practices and member audits are con- 
ducted within the regulations and that the SROS are effectively policing 
themselves. 

SFIO Examinations Are Conducted The futures s~a9 have divided their inspection responsibilities. The 
on a Routine Basis National Futures Association inspects Futures Commission Merchants 

which are not members of an exchange and certain other FCMS which are 
exchange members but for whom NFA is the designated self-regulatory 
organization.Also,NF~inspectscommodity PoolOperators,Cemmodity 
lhding Advisors, and Introducing Brokers. Each exchange inspects all 
FCMS for which it is the designated SRO. 

Full scale audits are conducted by the designated SRO every other year. 
These inspections include review of a firm’s fmancial condition, compli- 
ance procedures, and sales practices relating to futures options. 

The financial aspect of these audits includes a review of the firms’ 
financial statements, which are submitted to the SRO, to determine if 
they are accurate. Each fm’ net capital position is analyzed as well to 
insure compliance with CFE and exchange regulations. The compliance 
portion of an inspection concerns how customer orders are handled, how 



customer accounts are documented and segregated from the firm’s 
accounts, and how discretionary customer accounts are traded, among 
other things. Finally, the options portion of an inspection is similar to 
the compliance section, but it also includes reviews of sales practices 
and customer complaints. 

After the inspection is completed, the SRO staff presents the firm with a 
preliminary report on the fmdings. Then senior SRO staff review the 
inspection team fiidings and a formal report is issued to the member 
firm. (The designated !3RO provides a copy of this report to the other SROS 
of which the firm is a member.) The fm is required to formally respond 
to the report within a specified period (16 days at CBT; 30 days at CME if 
major deficiencies are noted). At the CBT, the final report, which 
includes the firm’s history and its record on prior examinations along 
with the firms’ response, is forwarded to the Business Conduct Com- 
mittee for its review. At the CME, only those inspection reports where 
major deficiencies are noted are forwarded to the Financial Subcom- 
mittee of the Clearing House Committee. 

The Business Conduct Committee reviews the inspection and decides 
whether the findings merit disciplinary action. The Committee can issue 
preliminary charges. If charges are issued by the Committee, the firm 
can request a hearing or settle the charges. The committee may impose 
penalties such as fmes and cease and desist orders. It can also order that 
a followup inspection be undertaken to insure that problems noted have 
been corrected. The member may appeal any penalty imposed to the 
exchange’s governing board. 

SRCh Perform Other Inspections 
BesidesNlScope Audits 

Occasionally, the sRo9 perform surprise inspections concerning a specific 
part of a firm’s operations. Some of these are routine while others are 
prompted by information that some problem may exist. Also, in the year 
between fulI scope inspections, the exchanges perform “limited scope 
f=eiaI reviews” to maintain oversight of the financial condition of 
member fums. A limited scope review can also be initiated if the SRO 
feels a fm is in financial jeopardy. Since the audit groups review each 
fum’s financial position on a daily basis, a limited scope review may be 
started from an observation by an audit group. 



CFIC Conducts Inspections of 
SROs to Assure Compliance With 
laws and Adequacy of SRO 
Ekmination Procedures 

The CFIE’S inspections of SROS are divided into three areas: financial 
oversight; trade practice/rule enforcement; and sales practices. These 
examinations were explained to us by CFTC officials. 

Financial resmnsibility reviews focus on how well the SROS monitor FCM 

compliance with the net capital rule and the,segregation of funds rule. 
The net capital rule is a measure of FCM liquidity and financial health. 
Segregation of funds mandates FCMS to keep customer funds separate 
from the firm’s funds. 

The CFE regional office staff conduct field work at the exchanges on a 
quarterly basis resulting in a single annual oversight report. During the 
Aeldwork, the CFK: examines SRO reviews of FCMS and takes into account 
shortcomings from prior reviews when conducting the examination. 
This enables the WIT to prioritize the review’s’focus. 

If serious problems are noted during the quarterly review, regional staff 
may immediately issue a compliance letter, which requests the SRO to 
respond with corrective actions planned, or a warning letter, which is 
similar to a compliance letter but involves a more serious violation of 
the Commodity Exchange Act. These actions are also noted in the 
annual oversight report. 

When the field work is completed, CFE headquarters staff drafts an ini- 
tial report which generally is forwarded to the SRO. SROS generally have 
a week to review and comment on the draft. After SRO comments are 
received and the draft revised, CFE Commissioners are presented with 
the report for their review. Division of Trading and Market officials (i.e. 
Division Director, Chief Accountant) then meet with the Commissioners 
individually to answer any questions which arise. 

After these individual meetings, a closed meeting with the Commis- 
sioners and the above mentioned Trading and Markets officials is held 
for the Commission to determine whether or not to accept the report. 
Afterwards, the report is published with the confidential information 
deleted. CFIK generally requires SRO response within 60 days of the 
report’s release. 

Tradepractice/mIe enforcement reviews concern the floor trading pro- 
cess and the ability of an SRO to enforce its own rules. These reviews are 
announced to the SRO so it can make available those materials necessary 
for the CFTC work. Before announcing its review, however, CFE looks 
over its previous oversight reports of the SRO in question, the SRO 
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response to those reports, and any problems which surfaced since the 
report was issued. Ln addition, CFI’C reviews customer complaints and 
records of disciplinary actions taken by the SRO. This allows CFTC to pri- 
oritize the direction of the upcoming review. 

Over the course of a trade practice/rule enforcement review, CFK visits 
the SRO on at least three occasions. The first visit consists of inter- 
viewing SRO staff and gathering documents to be brought to the CFIX 
office for scrutiny. On the second visit, CFIC conducts additional inter- 
views with SRO staff based on the materials reviewed. The final visit is 
an exit conference where CITC’S findings are discussed with the SRO. 

After the above steps are completed, CFI’C drafts a report and presents it 
to the SRO for comment. The draft report may be revised after SRO com- 
ments are received. The report is then presented to both the SF&I and the 
CFE Commissioners for their review. The rest of the process is similar to 
that of financial responsibility reviews. 

Options sales practice audits consist of oversight audits of the options 
sales practice programs at the SROS and direct audits of registrants (such 
as futures commission merchants). 

Oversight audits are announced to the SRO so that it can get the files 
ready for CFK review. Before conducting the audit, CFK audit staff 
confer with staff from other CFK sections or divisions-Market Surveil- 
lance, Enforcement, Complaints-to gather any helpful information. 

Some of the material reviewed at the SRO include audit files, audit sched- 
ules, and promotional materials used by the registrants. Review of pro- 
motional material enables CFX to determine if the SRO is doing a 
sufficient job of analyzing registrant advertising. Interviews are also 
conducted with SRO staff. When the review is completed, an exit inter- 
view is held with SRO staff. The remaining steps dealing with Commis- 
sion approval and SRO comments are similar to that of the above 
described reviews. 

Direct audits of registrants are conducted on an as needed basis, usually 
when a problem surfaces or another CFK division, such as Enforcement, 
requests that an audit be done. Routine audits of registrants are con- 
ducted by NRA. 
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Direct audits take place on a surprise basis so that the firm does not 
have time to alter its normal operating procedures. The reviewers con- 
sult with other CRC divisions and review financial oversight reviews 
before visiting a firm. 

When the report is completed, CFIC holds an’ekt interview with the firm 
but does not furnish it with a report. If deficiencies are noted, CFIE 
issues a warning letter. 

SROs and CFTC Investigate SROS are required by federal law to enforce their rules. To accomplish 
Alleged Violations of this, the futures SROS have staff devoted to investigating alleged viola- 

Futures Rules and Laws and tions of SRO rules. Futures SROS do not have authority to issue subpoenas 

Take Disciplinary Actions or discipline nonmembers. When a subpoena is necessary to gain infor- 
mation from member firms, an SRO may refer the matter to CFE or can 
suspend the member until the request for information is satisfied. When 
nonmembers are the target of investigation, the matter is referred to 
CFIC 

Investigations are undertaken at CFE both independently and by 
referral from sR0s or other sources. When these investigations expose 
probable violations of futures law, the CFE pursues disciplinary actions 
either through its administrative law process, in U.S. District Court, or 
both. 

SRO InvestigaQons Unlike market surveillance, which is meant to be preventative, investi- 
gative work is reactive. SE#)~ receive leads from members, customers, 
informants, CFE, and other SRO divisions, such as Market Surveillance 
and Inspections. Furthermore, the SROS generate leads internally. 

Investigations staff members do not take disciplinary actions. Their 
investigations culminate in written reports. At the CME, the final report 
on the investigation is submitted to its Probable Cause Committee which 
has a role analogous to that of a Grand Jury. The &nmittee decides 
both whether the investigation should be forwarded for a disciplinary 
hearing and which committee at the exchange should conduct the 
hearing. However, we were told by CME officials, the Probable Cause 
Committee usually accepts the recommendations of the investigatory 
staff, although it sometimes adds or changes a charge. 

Hearings are then conducted at both futures exchanges we examined. 
Investigation staff file reports with, make recommendations to, and 



serve as “prosecutors” before the members of an SRO disciplinary com- 
mittee. This committee decides whether the investigation should be con- 
tinued or terminated, whether the evidence indicates a violation, and 
whether disciplinary action is warranted. At both exchanges, defend- 
ants are entitled to be represented by lawyers. The committee makes a 
ruiing based on the evidence presented and, if deemed necessary, 
invokes disciplinary actions against the member. These penalties against 
members may include warning letters, cease and desist orders, fines, or 
suspension. A member may also be expelled, but this must be voted on 
by the Board of Governors. 

However, the committee decision is appealable to the SROS’ Boards of 
Governors. In addition, Board decisions can be further appealed to the 
m-c and to federal courts. 

CFlC Conducts Inve&igations of According to staff at the CFTC’S Division of Enforcement, the Division 
Individuals, Firms, and the SROs 
Themselves, and Seeks Disciphnary 

investigates and prosecutes violators of the Commodity Exchange Act 

Action Where Appropriate and con: rules. To accomplish this, the Division carries out investiga- 
tions from its headquarters office in Washington, D.C., and its four 
regional offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Washington, 
D.C. (Southern regional office). Enforcement is the largest CFIY: division 
and in 1986 accounted for approximately 37 percent of its annual 
budget. 

The regional and headquarters offices have similar authority to under- 
take and pursue investigations. However, if an investigation is sensitive 
or has national implications, the headquarters office handles the case. 

The Division conducts investigations into alleged violations and litigates 
those cases in which it believes violations have occurred. The Division 
coordinates its activities with other CFE divisions, SROS, and state, local, 
and federal enforcement organizations in order to identify and prosecute 
violators. 

The Enforcement Division uses many sources of information, both 
internal and external, to develop investigations. Internally, the m’s 
Division of Trading and Markets, which oversees snos, and the Division 
of Economic Analysis, which conducts market surveillance, supply data 
to Enforcement. Additionally, the Office of proceedings, in the Office of 
the Executive Director, provides Enforcement with data based on cus- 
tomer filings for reparations. If a pattern of complaints against a firm or 
individual is received by the office, it will notify Enforcement. Sources 



of information external to CFI’C include customer complaints sent 
directly to the Enforcement Division, the futures exchanges, the 
National Futures Association, and other federal and state government 
agencies. 

We were also told that investigations at the regional and headquarters 
offices are undertaken similarly. Enforcement Division staff members 
conduct a preliminary inquiry to determine if the facts warrant a full 
investigation. When the prehminary inquiry indicates possible CEA or 
cFrc rule violations, formal approval to open an investigation from 
either the division director or deputy director at headquarters is 
required. After approval is granted, Enforcement personnel proceed 
with a full investigation which includes the review of company records 
and the solicitation of explanations from the subject parties. 

In cases where individuals or firms refuse to cooperate, the Division of 
Enforcement, with the Commission’s approval, can issue subpoenas for 
witnesses’ testimony and documents deemed relevant or material for the 
investigation. 

When an investigation is completed, the Enforcement staff decides 
whether a violation has occurred. If no violation occurred, the case is 
closed. If a violation occurred, the division director submits a memo to 
the Commission outlining the facts discovered, the violations, and the 
recommended course of action for m to take. 

Many enforcement actions are settled rather than adjudicated. Settle 
ments are arrived at when the Enforcement Division and the charged 
parties agree to a set of sanctions. In a typical settlement, the charged 
party accepts the findings of the Commission without admitting or 
denying guilt, and accepts the sanctions as well. All settlements require 
Commission approval. 

If a settlement is not reached, the Commission reviews Enforcement’s 
fmdings and will either accept, reject, or alter its recommendation for 
legal action. No legal action can be pursued without the Commission’s 
approval. Upon approval, the Enforcement Division files the case in the 
appropriate legal forum. 

CITC seeks a variety of legal remedies through its administrative law 
process, U.S. District Court, or both. The action chosen by the Commis- 
sion is determined by the type of offense, the appropriate remedy, and 
the immdacy of the need for legal action. 



Administrative sanctions sought by CFTC include (1) denial, suspension, 
or revocation of registration; (2) civil monetary fines; (3) cease and 
desist orders; and (4) limitation on trading, such as losing the right to 
trade for one’s personal account. 

According to the Enforcement Division Director, when immediate legal 
action is necessary, CFI’C seeks civil remedies such as a freeze of assets 
and/or a temporary restraining order in U.S. District Court. These 
actions are sought when customer funds are in jeopardy or when books 
or records might be lost. Although the Commission’s approval is neces- 
sary to initiate this proceeding, emergency measures allow for the most 
senior Commissioner available to authorize the action if a quorum 
cannot be attained. 

Other civil remedies include permanent injunction, disgorgement of 
illegal profits, and appointment of an equity receiver. In most cases 
where civil actions are filed, administrative remedies are sought as well. 
CFK refers investigations of criminal allegations to the U.S. Department 
of Justice for its review and possible prosecution, although CFX assists 
the US. Attorney if necessary. 

Both administrative and civil decisions can be appealed. In administra- 
tive pm, the first level of appeal is with the Commission. If a 
party appeals a Commission order, the appeal leaves the CFIV and must 
be filed in a federal Court of Appeals. Appeals of civil actions are 
beyond cFn=jurisdiction and must also be filed in the US. Court of 
Appeals. 

SROs and CFTC Have 
Procedures for Hearing 
Customer Complaints and 
Awarding Monetary 
Damages 

Public customers have several avenues through which they can fiie for 
monetary damages against futures professionals. The customer may 
elect to file for arbitration proceedings at the exchange where the 
futures professional is a member or at the MA, file a private right of 
action in District Court, or file a claim through the m’s reparations 
program. However, once a customer opts for a particular forum for the 
claim to be heard, the claim would probably not be heard in a different 
forum. 
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Exchanges Conduct Arbitration 
proceedings to Settle Customer 
Complaints 

When a firm becomes a futures exchange member, it agrees to submit to, 
and abide by, arbitration proceedings involving disputes where it is a 
party. Firms can question the exchange’s decisions to submit to arbitra- 
tion but, once the exchange’s governing board has approved arbitration, 
the firm must obey. 

Both the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and Chicago Board of Trade have 
arbitration committees made up of members. The CBT committee consists 
of 20 members, 5 of each are drawn from floor traders, floor brokers, 
brokerage firms, and commercial firms. CM& arbitration committee con- 
sists of five members, five alternates, and a governor to serve as 
chairman. In addition, both CME and CBT maintains a pool of “unassoci- 
ated persons”- those not members of the exchange or any other con- 
tract market-for those arbitrations where customers request panels 
which include nonmemben. Prom these arbitration committees, panels 
of five are selected to hear an individual case. 

Hearings are conducted before the panel and are similar to a trial with 
testimony, evidence, and rebuttal. Each party may be represented by an 
attorney if desired. Baaed on the hearings, the panel determines if dam- 
ages should be awarded and sets the amount. Panel decisions are based 
on majority vote. At the CBT and CME, there are no limits to award 
amounts. Also, at cm, in cases of claims under $2500, the process is 
streamlined and based solely on documentary evidence; no hearing is 
conducted unless deemed necessary by the arbitrators. Arbitration deci- 
sions at both the C%T and the CME are fmal. 

There is no cost of fw for arbitration at CME unless a mixed panel is 
required and where the panel determines that a customer acted in bad 
faith when filing the claim. At the CBT, there is no fixed fiiing fee; the 
arbitration committee sets the fee based on the claim. 

NF’AArbitration~ ASecond Nm arbitration procedures are similar to those of the two futures 
exchanges explained above. All NFA members and their employees must 
abide by arbitration rules and decisions as a condition of their WA 

membership. 

Arbitration panels are selected from a pool of individuals, located in a 
number of states, whom NFA considers to be qualified to settle futures 
disputes. This pool consists of both NFA and non-WA members, and cus- 
tomers can elect to have either an WA panel or a mixed panel consisting 
of both NFA and nOII-NFA affiliated arbitrators. 
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Arbitration hearings are conducted for claims exceeding $2,500. Claims 
of a lesser dollar amount are settled solely on the documents presented 
to the arbitrators unless NFA directs otherwise. Claims of $5,000 or less 
are settled by one arbitrator while claims over $5,000 are heard by a 
panel of three. Hearings are run like court proceedings with opening 
statements, sworn testimony, cross-examination, submissions of evi- 
dence, and closing statements. 

At the close of the hearing, the arbitrators make their decision as to an 
award, if any. Decisions are based on the arbitrators’ knowledge of the 
industry; violations of specific rules or laws (such as the CEA) need not 
be proven. Arbitration decisions are not appealable within NFA but could 
be modified by NFA, when necessary. If the losing party wishes to have 
the decision overturned, he/she must seek a remedy through civil 
litigation. 

The fee for filing a claim at NFA is based on the monetary damages 
sought. The fee structure is as follows: 

Amount of Clrim 
% 0 - $2,499 

2.500 - 5,ooo 

5,001 - 10,ooo 
10,001 - 15,ooo 
More than 15,ooO 

FOO 
$50 
loo 
150 

175 

(plus l%ofexcess over$l5,&Z 

cFcy:AlsosettlesFutures 
Customers’ Claims for Monetary 
Damages 

CFE’S Office of Proceedings, part of the Office of the Executive Director, 
administers the reparations program. This program permits decisions 
regarding claims where individuals are seeking monetary reparations 
from a registrant. 

Before CFI’C considers a reparations claim, the following criteria must be 
met: 

l monetary loss must be the result of a violation of the Commodity 
Exchange Act; 

. violations must be alleged against persons or firms registered under the 
Commodity Exchange Act; 
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. respondent must not be subject to pending bankruptcy proceedings or in 
receivership; and 

. complainant must not be instituting a legal proceeding, based on the 
same set of facts, in another forum such as U.S. District Court or NFA. 

In addition, formal complaints must be filed tith the Office of FWceed- 
ings within 2 years of the time when the customer realizes violations 
may have occurred Data requested on the complaint form include 
names and addresses of respondents, dollar amount of loss caused by 
violations of the CEA, method by which this dollar figure was calculated, 
charges alleged, and statements from the complainant that no altema- 
tive legal proceedings have been initiated and the respondent is not 
involved in bankruptcy hearings. These forms are sent to the Office of . w accompanied with the appropriate filing fee for the 
requested m complaint decision procedure. 

The Director of the Office of proceedings (or a delegated authority) 
reviews complaints to determine if the criteria for filing a claim have 
been met and all other questions have been adequately answered. The 
Director can return the complaint for more information, dismiss the 
complaint outright, or forward it to a proceeding clerk to commence 
processing. When an eligible complaint has been filed, ckn= notifies the 
respondent that a claim has been filed against it and requests an answer 
to the charges as welI as the desired administrative procedure for settle 
ment. The proper fee for the proceclm selected is also requested. If the 
respondent fails to answer the charges, a default judgment in favor of 
the complainant is entered. 

Three procedures are available for decision of reparations cases. The 
proper procedure is determined by the dollar amount of the claim and 
the desires of both the complainant and respondent. Each procedure has 
a different fee and, if the respondent opts for a more expensive proce 
dure than that elected by the complainant, the respondent must pay the 
difference in cost between the procedures. 

The least expensive and most expeditious option available is the volun- 
tary decisional procee&g. In voluntary pm, decisions are made 
solely on the documents submitted by both sides of the action. No oral 
testimony is taken, a statement of con: fmdings is not issued, and 
appeals am not allowed. A judgment officer issues a final decision either 
awarding or denying reparations. This procedure has a $26 filing cost 
and can be instituted for an unlimited dollar amount. 
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Summary decisional Drocedures are undertaken with claims of $10,000 
or less where the voluntary process was either not selected by the com- 
plainant, or not agreed to by the respondent. The ftiing fee for this is 
$100. The judgment officer may, at his/her discretion, hold hearings and 
allow for direct and cross examination of the witnesses and parties to 
the action. These hearings, if allowed, can be terminated at any time the 
judgment officer chooses. The number of motidns which can be sub- 
mitted are limited and the parties may not file “proposed findings of 
fact” or “conclusions of law.” Initial decisions are fmal if no appeal is 
filed within 16 days or if the Commissioners do not place it on their own 
docket for review within 30 days. 

When claims involve $10,000 or more and a voluntary proceeding has 
not been elected, the formal decisional proceed@ is used. The fee for 
this process is $200. These cases are open to the full administrative law 
process and are decided by an administrative law judge within CFX. An 
initial discovery process is overseen by a procee&q officer to allow the 
judges more time for hearings and rulings. As with the summary pr+ 
ceeding, administrative law judges issue an initial decision which 
becomes fti if no appeal is filed within 16 days or if the Commission 
does not place it on its own docket for review within 30 days. 

Appeals are allowed for only summary and formal decisional proceed- 
ings; parties to voluntary proceedings automatically forfeit the right to 
appeal. All appeals must be filed within 16 days of receiving an initial 
decision. F’irst appeals are heard by the Commissioners. The Commission 
has delegated responsibility for initial review of appeals to the Opinions 
!3ection in the Office of General Counsel. The Opinions Section reviews 
an appeal and either dockets it on the Commission schedule for a 
review, rejects it outright under specified circumstances, or takes other 
appropriate action to facilitate or expedite Commission review. All fur- 
ther appeals leave the CFI’C system and must be filed in U.S. Court of 
Appeals for further consideration. 
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Appendix I 

Advance Comments Fmm the Securities ad 
Exchange Commission 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

UNITED STATES 

sEcuRtT!ES AND EXCHANGE COM~lSS~ON 
WASC(iNGTON. 0 C 20549 

0IVI#IQ or 
YLmcLT RmoILATIQ 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director 
General Government Division 

January 17, 1986 

United States General Accounting Off ice 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson : 

Chairman Shad has asked me to respond to your letter of 
November 19, 1985, requesting Commission review of and comment 
on the General Accounting Office’s draft staff study entitled 
.Self Regulation in the Securities and Futures Industries: How 
It Developed and How it Works. m 

As you know, several members of the Division’s staff have 
met with John Uaurello and other examiners from the General 
Accounting Office assisting you on the report throughout the 
preparation process. Division staff members also were provided 
opportunities to review prior drafts of the draft staff study 
and met with nr. Maurello on two occasions to deliver and 
discuss Division staff comments and suggestions on those drafts. 
Those meetings were supplemented by a number of telephone 
conversations covering specific matters included in the draft 
report . The Division staff also was afforded an opportunity to 
review changes to the draft staff study proposed by the securities 
exchanges, the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. 
(mNASDm), and other entities contacted by the General Accounting 
Office’s examiners in preparing the study. 

The Division staff has reviewed and provided comments only 
on the introductory portions of the study and the first half of 
the descriptive materials , covering the securities markets. 
Except where incidental to that review, the Division staff has 
not sought to review or provide comments on the second half of 
the study, related to the futures industry. In the Division’s 
view, the draft staff study accurately describes the responsi- 
bilities of the Commission with respect to the securities 
self-regulatory organizations, the activities of the self- 
regulatory organizations, and the interaction and relationship 
between the Commission and the self-regulatory organizations. 
In this regard, the draft staff study incorporates the vast 
preponderance of the specific substantive comments made by the 
Division staff during the informal review process. We believe 
the study will be useful in providing the Congress and the 
public with a better understanding of the self-regulatory and 
Commission oversight process. 
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See comment 1 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Page Two 

Without in any way detracting from the substantive dis- 
cussion contained in the draft study, we would like to offer 
two general observations. First, the study’s treatment of 
various self-regulatory organizations differs. in degree of 
detail. For example, the study provides a much more extensive 
description of the rule filing and review process relative to 
the Wunicipal Securities Rulemaking Board (‘MSRB’) than it 
provides for the exchanges and NASD; conversely, it includes a 
relatively abbreviated discussion of the National Securities 
Clearing Corporation’s self-regulatory responsibilities. These 
differences may be reflective of the level of detail provided 
by the various self-regulatory organizations in offering input 
for the study. For the most part, however, the study should 
not be read to suggest that there are substantially different 
relationships between the Commission and the various self- 
regulatory organizations. Thus, although the discussion of the 
rule filing process is more extensive with respect to the WSRB, 
the Commission follows substantially similar informal and 
formal procedures in processing the HSRB’s filings and those of 
the other self-regulatory organizations. We do not view this 
factor, however, as in any way rendering inaccurate the 
descriptions or discussions contained in those sections. 

Second, Chapter 2 of the draft staff study contains a 
discussion of industry trends. It focuses primarily on the 
growing inter-relationship of the banking and brokerage 
industries. An even more relevant industry trend for the 
purposes of this report would appear to be the increasing 
closeness between the securities and futures industries, both 
with respect to the products offered by the competing securities 
and futures markets and the increasing integration of firms 
that provide brokerage, clearing and related services in the 
two industries. We believe it might be useful for the study 
to discuss this development. 

In closing, I would like to express our sincere appreciation 
of the courtesy, cooperation and high degree of professionalism 
that characterized the efforts of Mr. Maurello and the other 
General Accounting Office examiners throughout the process of 
preparing and finalizing the draft staff study. If you or any 
members of your staff have any questions or believe we can be of 
further help, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 272-2866 
or Dennis Shea at 272-7497. 

Sincerely, 

?,l%d TLjr$, 

Richard T. Chase 
Associate Director 

cc: John Haurello 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Securities and Exchange 
Comn&sion’s letter dated January 17,1986. 

GAO Comment: 1. We agree that more information should be presented on the interrela- 
tionship between securities and futures markets. We have added a new 
section to chapter 2 concerning this matter. (See pp. 17-18.) 



Ppe . 

ii;knce comments F’mm the National 
Association of Securities Dealers 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

--Iv- 
National Association 01 
Socuritier Dealers, Inc. 
I735 1( Slreef U N 
Wasnlngfcin DC 20006 
12021 728.8000 

Fabruary 7, 1986 

Mr. Willlam J. Anderson 
Diractor 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washirt@ort, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

The National Association of Sscurities Dealers, Inc. (“NASD” or 
“Association”), is forwarding this letter in responsa to your request of November 19, 
1985, for comments at the &aft staff study entitled, TSelf-Regulation in the 
Securities and Futures Inchmtriem How It Developed and How It Works.” In general, 
the Aarociation belleves the report is well-crafted and contains much useful 
information on the r-tory proem thnt have helped to shape today’s securities 
markets. 

However, in reviewiq the most recent &aft of the document, the 
Association noted four specific areem that merit consideration for expanded cover- 
age. In another ares, we would like to slcggest some clarifying Langauage. In the 
NASD’s view, ttie inclusion of these adjuetments to the document will improve the 
report by providing the reader with important and useful information concerning the 
securities industry~ self-regulatory system and the role of the various participants in 
it. 

The areas which we respectfully request be added pertain to the work of 
our Market Surveillance Committee, coopemtive r-tory programs amollg the 
SRb, the Central Registration Depoeitory and the NASD’s entry into the options 
tnhms. Each of these is addressed in the following. 

Now on p. 52. 

NASDS Market fiurveillance Committee 

In Chapter 4, How Securities Are Traded and Regulatad, under the section 
on Self7eguhtory organization inveatigationq the report points out correctly that 
enforcement of tha NASDb rule and regulatiorrs rests primarily with its 13 District 
Busin- Conduct Committee (“DRCE’). In the NASDS opinion, the report should 
further note that these cornmitt- are locally elected by the NASD membership in 
the Districta whera the committeas operate. In the tradition of self-regulation, the 
NASD relies on this election proca~ to m greater membership participation and 
involvement in the self7egulatory proca. 
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Now on p. 48. 

Now on p. 42. 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
February 7, 1986 
Page Two 

In addition to its DBCCs, the Association maintains a Market Surveilhnce 
Committee which is a national standing committee appointed by the Board of 
Governors from among NASD members and NASDAQ issuers. Its primary responsi- 
bility is to act as a disciplinary committee to enforce market-related NASD and SEC 
rules. In that regard, the Market Surveillance Committee has the authority to 
initiate disciplinary proceedir@ in connection with apparent violations of 
requirements pertaining to members’ participation in the NASDAQ System. These 
proceedings would cover such areas as violations of Schedules D and G of the NASD’s 
By-Laws, insider trading, specialized options violations, and violations of the rules of 
the NASD’s Small Order Execution System (“SOES”) and other automatic execution 
systems. 

Cooperative Regulatory Programs Among SROa 

One of the mafor reason8 for the success of the rrmrities industry’s long- 
stand@ system of self-fqulation is the efficiency this appronch brings to the regu- 
latory proms. The efficiency of this prccaas was greatly enhanced by virtue of 
agreementa am- the NASD and the Roston, Cincinnati, Midwest, Pacific and 
Philadelphia Stock Exchanges under which the NASD performs on-site inspections of 
approximately 200 dual brokerdealer members of these exchanges. 

These agreements, reached pursuant to SEC Rule 1762, have a twofold 
m: first, to rW the Coa to the industry of duplicative regulatory programs; 
and, secom& to minimize the dimptIon to members’ operations caused by multiple 
regulatora conducting multipie examinations. 

In addition, the NASD and the NYSE have arranged to examine &al 
membem of both orgar&ationa on a joint basis to streamline the -tory prcca~ 
and rabce the burden on membera Also, an agreement among the NASD and the 
optiom archngr to allocate rquhtory reapo&bility for the optiotk!I activity of 
&al members haa alao worked to lemen regulatory duplication. 

With the addition of this information, the readers of the report will see 
tht the current self-fegulatory prc~~# provides the industry with a flexible 
approach to the protection of investors and maintenance of marketplace integrity. 

Central Registration Depaitoq 

Enauriq ttmt persm8 who engage in the securities busineaa meet minimum 
qualification requirements, b an integral part of securitia regulation. ThroCrg this 
qualification pfoceas for securities sales repmsentatives and principals, the self- 
regulatory organization8 CM exercbe substantial cctntrol over who deals with the 
public and QI whet terms they do so. 
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Now on p. 36. 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
February 7, 1986 
Page Three 

As pointed out in the report, every azaociated person, other than those 
whose functions are solely clerical or administrative, must meet certain specified 
qualification requirements. Thase include the requirement that the individual pass a 
qualification examination applicable to the activities ln which he plans to engage and 
that his firm raster him with the NASD and applicable exchanges. 

Almost all testiq of securities industry personnel ls done by the NASD 
with three quarten of tho$e te$ts administered through the NASD’s automated 
te$ting system. Computerized testing with video diqlay of que$tions and immediate 
scoring at the conclusion of each examination is used to expedite the examination 
process and simplify test scheduling. 

In virtually aII cases, registration of an individual with a self-regulatory 
organization is accomplished by the employer filing a completed “Uniform 
Application for Securities Industry Registration cr TransfeP (Form U-4) with the 
Central Registration Depository (CRD). CRD WM developed jointly by the NASD 
and the North American Securities Administrators Association and, since 1981, has 
become the central processiw facility ln the securities industry for registering 
persons associated with a brokerdsaler. 

CRD consi$ts of a central registration information data bank and an appli- 
cation processing facility, with each of its reguIatory participants linked to the 
central faciuty throt@ a natiaclwide network of CRD on-line terminals. The CRD 
data base housea recor& on more than 350,000 individuals active in the securities 
industry. During 1985, the CRD processed over 500,000 record of individuals relat- 
ing to raglstration, transfer and termination. 

In addition to NASD representative and principal registrations, the CRD 
System proce$aes application for agant registration in 51 jurisdictions. The District 
of Columbia, Puerto Rico and all states but Hawaii participate in CRD. A$ a result 
of agreements betwemt the NASD and rix securities exchanges, CRD alsO proccsse~ 
regI$traUa~ for the Roaton, Mideast, New York, Pacific and Philadelphia Stock 
Exchaqp, as wall am the Chicago Roard Options Exchange. 

. The uniform application form for rsgidration requires an associated person 
candI&te to provide detailed information about his employment and personal history 
and to disoloae any criminal record or in$tance in which he wa$ the subject of a 
complaint, invastlgation or disciplinary action. 

NASDS Entry Into the Optiau Rusines# 

In the interest of timeliness, the report would be improved by including a 
reference to the start-up of tJw~ NASDL NASDAQ Options Program in September 
1985 with the introducthm of an index option product. The beginnig of this program 
was the culmination of years of effort on the part of many people both inside and 
outside of the NASD. That it oocurred at all points up a major strength of the 
current $eIf-regulatory process. The NASD’s Options Program demon$trates the 
capacity of this process to mar$haI the efforts of many securities industry 
participants toward accomplishing a goaI to benefit the securities market and public 
lnve3tom. 
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Now on p. 36. 

Now on p. 37. 

See comment 1. 

Now on pp. 47 and 57. 
See comment 2. 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
February 7, 1988 
Page Four 

It also marks the beginning of standardized option products in the over-the- 
counter securitiee market, thus making it as important a chapter in the history of the 
securities industry as the start-up in 1973 of standardized options trading in listed 
securities. In addition to the introduction of other index option products, the NASD 
expects to begin trading individual stock options on certain actively traded NASDAQ 
National Market System securities during the first half of 1986. 

Suggested Language Change 

l FageM TlnOpdtaeMarke~ 

We believe that the second paragraph on page 45 could be made to be more 
precise if it were replaced with the following: 

Prom the passage of tha Exchnge Act of 1934 until 1973 when the 
Chicago Board Optiona Exchange (CBOE) began operation, options 
were traded only in ttm over-t-tar (OTC) market. In the 
early 193Oa, a series of ccqreesional and private studies of stock 
exchange practices exposed numerous manipulations and fraudulent 
activities involving the use of options in manipulative pools in the 
underlyi@t securitia. Cotmequently, early drafts of the bill that 
ultimately became the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 would have 
prohibited option trading on national securities exchanges. 
Howevar, the M ultimately gave the SEC broad discretion to 
regulate option tm 

9 
; in 1973 the SEC approved the Chicago 

Board of Trade% (CBOT pilot prcgram to establish the CBGE and a 
secondary market in stmdudized options. 

Additional Comment 

In two aectiau of Um report, diacuasion of NASD regulatory activities is 
preceded by the phmae “According to NASD officials” (see pqw 90 and 92). In no 
Other place in the report are the rtivities of other organizations so qualified. Since 
our activiti- in each of these areas can be easily documented (and we invite your 
review of them), we urge Uut, for the sake of consiztency, the introductory phrase 
be delete 

. . l 

The NASD appreciate this opportunity to provide its comments to the 
General Accamting Gffiae on this draft report. With the inclusion in the final report 
of the information presented here, tbe GAO will perform a great service for readem 
of the report by ptwidig them with a document that presents an accurate and 
timely portrayal of the aecuritiea in&mtryS system of self-regulation. If you have 
any further queaUons or obaervauarr, pleaze do no te to contact us. 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the National Association of 
Securities Dealers’ letter dated February 7,1986. 

GAO Comments: 1. We believe the original paragraph on page 37 is sufficient. 

2. Throughout the study, there are many references to information pro- 
vided by officials of a particular organization. For example, see pages 
43,47,63, and 60. 
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Appendix III 

Advance Comments From. the Amerian 
Stock Exchange 

American 
Stock Exchange January 31, 1986 

MC. William J. Anderson 
Director 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting r)Efice 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson : 

This will acknowledge with thanks your letter of 
November 19, 1985 enclosing a draft of the staff study, ‘SelE 
Regulation in the Securities and Futures Industries: HOW lt 
Developed and How it Works,’ and requesting our comments 
thereon. Since November, we have been accorded the 
opportunity to review and comment on subsequent drafts of the 
study, which reflect previous informal comments by this 
exchange and other self-regulatory organizations. 

We wish to confirm that the most recent draft of the 
study, received on January 30, 1986, is fairly reflective of 
our previous comments and concisely describes self-regulation 
in the securities industry, and we have no further comments on 
it. 

We compliment the GAO on the outstanding work of its 
staff in compiling this study and have been pleased to offer 
our assistance in its preparation. 

Very truly yours, 

AMDt 



-DITY FUTURES TRADING CDMMISSION 
2033 K STREET. N.W.. WASHINGTON, D.C. 2M81 

OFFICE Of 
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

January 17, 1986 

Honorable William J. Anderson 
Director 
U. S. General Xzcounting Office 
Wasington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

Thank you for the opportunity for the staff OC the Camndity Futures 
Trading Ccmission to camnent on the draft CA0 stafE study entitled “Self 
Regulation in the Securities and Futures Industries: fim It Developed and 
Hov It Works.” I understand that the Comnission staff have worked with GAO 
staff and are satisfied that mst 0L the amnents made by CPIC will be in- 
corporated in the final versicm of the study. 

The report is an overview of broad-ranging, aanplicated subject matters. 
The cammdities markets have beccme increasingly complex as new instcunents, 
incllldiog options on futures and physicals, have emerged. ‘IhereEore, it is 
important to note that while staff have indicated that the descriptions in the 
study are accurate, they may be oversimplified and cannot be endorsed as a 
complete explanation of the topic. 7% Comission’s staff would be happy to 
provide interested readers vith further information on any of the topics covered 
in the report. 

Sincerely, 

Q+* 
MOLLY G. 8AYLEY 
Executive Director 
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Appendix V 

Advane Comments From the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

See comment 1. 

See comment 2. 

CHKKOMERCANTllEEXCHANGE 

February 6, 1986 

Mr. Willbn J. kderson 
Director 
General Gmemnent Division 
United States G3nera.l Amxmting Office 
Waahfnqton, D.C. 20548 

Dear Ur. Fuxieraan: 

Thank yx for providing the olicago Mrcmtile Bc&aqe .ulth an cgpxtmity to 
amsent m your St* mtitld “Self Fwqulaticn in the Securities and htures 
Industry: Rar it Develqed ad Fbw it mrks: The Qlicqo Mercantile Exchange 
hm revid the General Accumting Offia’s stdy and, with the exceptian d 
the itam diecused herein, haa feud that althoqh the repxt does not discuss 
all aapscta of the regulatory pmxeee reapectiq future& it dcea &equately 
describettm?itamdiacusemL Whmcognizethatareportofthisqpecmcnly 
be a very general deacripticm d the praxes. 

The item diacusaad herein are tharc which Y &em significat. WC are 
prov~irg - caaab for the apreea purpm of tryfq ta insure that the 
docummt *ich is ultiwtely pb1iatm.I by the General Acmmting Office is = 
acarate a, pwible. Additionally, Y have taken objection to thcee statements 
dhh have ~BII ade wittmut Aequate docuncntatian ad *resent broad 
unfolur3al uJnduaiona. 

mr spcific -ts follaw: 

1. With mqard to tha statamnt in Clqter 5 that “speculative excesses on 
th grain admrqm Id bo falling ccama3ity prices, farm depression, 
ad &m-xl for federal nqulaticmrg m glJa!Jtion its accuracy, and the 
Gmeral Aammting Offi- -idea ID sqportiq docunmtation far that 
prqusiticln. wearelxmwareofmydoclalmtede!videncethatsuFports 
thie statcmant ard believe it to IYE inwxrate ad inflamtory. 

2. The atatament in Qqater 6 that risk disclosure statanmts are sent to 
OJstumre bec&Ass d the “inherent ri* in tb future6 market is 
mialtibq. All investmants, inclUaifq U.S. Cbvemmmt Securities, have 
m intmmt risk. Rink discloam docusentatian is required due to 
the prception that the ptantial for lma m a prcent~e d the 
initial invesbmnt is relatively high when camparad with &her typs of 
investmrlts. 

30 South Wscker Clove Chcago, lllinots 60606 312/930- 1 Ooo 
LONWN 27 w ST- EG?N UN NEW VOAK 67 Wdl &W 1oooS WASHINGTON, LlC iQ.X Pm-n-+ano Avenue N W Moo6 
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See comment 3 

See comment 4. 

See comment 5 

See comment 6. 

See comment 7 

Hr. Willian J. Anderson 
February 6, 1986 
Pasem 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The statenent in olapter 6 that “buyers & sellers of futures, unlike 
the vast majority of tboss buyiq securities, do not pay full price” is 
misleading. As we Micated in aar dismssions, this itiicates a Lack 
& tierstaditq of the futures market. A futures contract dcee not 
have a nmetary value a13 &es a security or m *ion. It is not an 
asset. It merely gives ths purchaser the right tm profit from favorable 
market nuwes, afx3, at the sane tLnc, gives rise to obligations to pay as 
a result of unfavmable market mwes. (SeeNo. 4belaM.) 

The statement in Chapter 6 that “a Treasury Bond futures cmtract uxth 
$100,000” cm be purl for aa little as $2,000 is mrq. As we have 
indicated repeatedly, futures antrmts are not assets and cmnot be 
characterizd as having a mnetazy value. Q-be does not cmtrol $100,000 
wxth of Weasury Bards by tuyirq a futures cmtract. In &!iticm, cnly 
~~~ttiqAi~~l..~ue, doa QL haw the right tD take delivery arrl 

. 

Ihe stat-t in Chapter 6 that “hen the [futures] account falls below 
a specified 1eveL callad “maintenmos margin’, additional cash must be 
d-it4 tq the custaser ta testore the trcount to a Level cd the 
ndntenance margin”, is inwrrect. When a futures acfmxlt falls below 
tha ifhd miniman rmintefmce mrginlevelr the 
mstZ to ths initial maqin level. 

arlxxunt mst te 
lt~is is required by CPE Rule 

827.D. 

Ihe ststmant in Uqter 6 that the failure & a mstaser to met a 
maqin call nay result in tha liquidatim of ths futures position with 
thebmkertakingaanmissiarardtharcarairdermturnedboths 
cust4amr, is misleting. The irplicaticn is that them is a 
ralaticmhip betmen a formd liquidatiocl of a futures msitian due to 
thh failure e0 met a marpin call afd cumissicn fees. In actuality, 
t!mreFarKne. ~ilethereisaaiasionchaqefortheparchasead 
sale of a futures antract, it hae nothim m do with the failure to 
met lmrgin calls. 

The dmcription of the mchanics of the custaner or&x system anits a 
critical at- in tha order aecutim pmxess. Ths report fails to 
m4ntion that after the aacutive relay8 the cwtawr order by tele@me 
to th firm’s floor otder clerk, the clerk mat write Ip the custaner 
order, tksc-stamp the order, ad then relay the ocdcr to the floor 
broker in the designatd trrdiq pit. Writing up ard timestaping 
cuetaser adars is mquired by CFE regulation ti C?lE rules. 

The statmmt in Qmpter 6 that rules relatirg to trsdiq procedures and 
llNel?rship Ilust be slklnittsd to the CFIC at least ten days before they 
90 into effect is mislemJirrg. Rr proper descriptim is set forth in 
tbs Mity Exchange Act @a(121 ad CFX Rgulations Sl.ll(c) ad 
(d), vherefn certain rule chaqar vhi& do not deal with terms ad 
oaditium of futures axtracts are em@ fmn the ten dsy requirement, 
such = procedurea aml form for ths purchase, sale a transfer of 
lllmbership. 
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See comment 8 

See comment 9. 

See comment 10. 

- - 

Wr. Willian J. Anderson 
Fdmuuy 6, 1986 
Page ‘Ihree 

9. ‘Ihe statment that a trader *ho exceeds pxition Limits muld be in a 
paitim to %anef or “queeze” ths market arrl manipulate the price of 
a amtract because of the large tuber d amtracts controlled, is 
mislead iq . It does not follw that a person wb has a pcsiticn in 
aceas of the spsculative limit is in a position to manipulate the 
mrket . Cknerally, the limits am2 m lw that a person utzi exceeds them 
is not in a position to mnipulate th mrket. 

10. The description in wer 6 of ths principal SRO disciplinary mnuittee 
8a th8 EUsinese conduct Gnmittee, is a acurate description of the 
QlicsJo &ad of Trade’s system. Aarever, it shuld be notd that at 
the Chicago llcrcantile Rchaqe, situstiam immlviq trade pxctice 
akurcs 8re usually revimmd by the Flax Prsctic8e Camkttee whereas 
0-r mential rule violations am mually reviewed by ths eUsiness 
cumct cullnittee. In both c8ae8, the Rpbable Cause Camnittee reviews 
ncut imestigatians to determine whether drarges should be issued, 
whether the matter should be clam% ark% when approfuiate, refers the 
matter to th8 mspective aemmittee. 

11. ‘I& statmmnt in Chmr 6 thst loaiq pm-ties to a Hmber/Custaner 
~Itr~iaratthcQlaa~y~~thc~~obe~rs, is 
illcomelct. naakr/Custamr arbitrath decisions at the CH?i am final. 
Har&rto-Wa&r arbitration dscisions my be -aled to the Board of 
Gwermrs. 

We appreciate th8 oppxtmity to er+nit them amments to the General Acxamting 
Office ti sIncerely haea that it clarifim 90111~ of ths misleading statements 
md inacmraciea cmtaind in th study. If aWitionsL information with regard 
to ths operaticn d the C%icqo Hrmmtile Exchange as a self-regulatory 
orgaization is raquira3 for furth8r stu3ies, M will be &3ased to -rate. 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s 
letter dated February 6,1986. 

GAO Comments: 1. We have revised the sentence to read “During the 1920’s, falling com- 
modity prices, farm depression, and speculative excesses on the grain 
exchanges led to demands for federal regulation,” on page 67. This 
information is specifically contained in a report done by the Committee 
on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry of the United States Senate con- 
cerning the Futures Trading Act of 1978. See Committee Print, 97th 
Congress, 2nd session, January 1979, pp. 129-132. 

2. Changed “inherent” risk to “high” risk on page 71. 

3.. Our purpose is to show the leveraging aspect of controlling a futures 
contract. We have reworded this section on page 71, in accordance with 
the CME’S comments, to clarify this point. ’ 

4. Changed “maintenance” to ‘Ynitial” on page 71. 

5. If a liquidation occurs, funds are returned to the customer after bro- 
kerage fees are taken for closing out the position. We have added 
wording to show that these fees are normal, on page 71. 

6. Added “the clerk then writes up the order, time-stamps it, and 
then...” on page 74. 

7. Revised “with limited exceptions, all other rules such as...” on page 
77. 

8. This statement is technically correct. However, we have modified the 
statement to show that a violation of these limits would not necessarily 
lead to a comer or squeeze of the market. See page 81. 

9. Reference to the “Business Conduct Committee” has been deleted, on 
page 89. 

10. Revised to read “Customer arbitrations at the CME and CBT are final,” 
on page 92. 
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Ppe 

ii%,nce Comments From the Chicago Board 
of Trade 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those tn the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendtx. 

Now on p. 20. PAGB 19 

See comment 1. The report implies that the dramatic growth of futures markets 
has raised concerns that unsophisticated investors may lose 
money from trading new products and that concerns about the dis- 
ruptive effects of new products and trading strategies 
cant inues . 

Now on p. 62. 

See comment 2. 

Chicago Board of Trade 
Fd~kk J. Gmm 
VlC8hSldNlt 
Mministrrtlon and Phnnmg 

February 6, 1986 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director, General Gcvernment 

Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

The Board of Trade of the City of Chicago has reviewed the 
preliminary draft of the General Accounting Office’s report on 
the regulatory structure of the securities and futures markets. 
We thank the General Accounting Office for the opportunity to 
respond to the draft report and respectfully submit the 
following observations with respect to the report. 

The Board of Trade is not aware of any specific allegations of 
these concerns and expresses the observation that these comments 
on the surface are misleading. 

PAGE 89 

The report implies that the three reasons cited are the only 
reasons for establishment of federal regulation of the futures 
ma rk et . 

We believe that these three comments left alone again present a 
misleading picture. 

LaSdl. 11 JE~SOO 
Chicago, Illinois(m0l 
312 4363m 
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Now on p. 67 

See comment 3. 

Now on p. 67. 

See comment 4. 

Now on p. 66. 

See comment 5. 

Now on p. 71. 

See comment 6. 

Hr. William J. Anderson 
February 6, 1986 
Page Two 

PAGB 97 

The portrayal of commodity exchanges as fostering unbridled 
speculation, recurrent market manipulation and spectacular price 
fluctuations is objectionable. 

PAGB 98 

The statement that *during the 1920’s, speculative excesses on 
the grain exchanges led to falling commodity prices and farm 
depression” are unsubstantiated. The Board of Trade desires to 
know the origin of this particular statement. 

PAGE 100 

Again, the report implies that federal regulation or the 
necessity of federal regulation is grounded in the market’s 
susceptibility to excessive speculation, manipulation, fraud or 
other irresponsible practices. We question the derivation of 
these statements. 

PAGB 103 

While the introduction and definition of margin in the futures 
market is an accurate portrayal, the implication that an 
individual can purchase a Treasury Bond Futures contract worth 
Kliij;OO by putting down as little as $2,000 is again mis- 

. 

Financial futures contracts are settled on a daily basis and the 
$2,000 good faith deposit represents 100% of the maximum price 
fluctuation. Because futures markets generally have price 
limits, margin can be kept relatively low, since the maximum 
permissible daily price fluctuations have been accounted for. 

We remind the GAO that in the securities markets, transactions 
are usually not settled for a five-day period or more. In 
futures markets, financial obligations are settled daily. 
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Now on p. 74. 

See comment 7. 

Now on p. 75. 

See comment 8. 

Now on p. 76. 

See comment 9. 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
February 6, 1986 
Page Three 

PAGE 108 

The report states that although trading on exchanges is by open 
outcry and competitive, it is not open to the public. Again, we 
believe the statement is misleading. 

Futures trading is open to the public, but access to the trading 
floor is restricted, as it is on all futures and securities 
exchanges. 

PAGB 111 

The word “finalized’ does not adequately describe what happens 
to futures contracts at the Clearing Corporation. Finalization 
occurs when offset or delivery takes place. The Clearing 
Corporation’s role is better described as “clearing” or “book- 
keeping” or “matching’ or something similar thereto. 

PAGB 111 

The Clearing Corporation only stands in place of tzhe clearing 
member if the clearing member defaults, not in place of an 
individual customer to an individual customer. The statement 
“buyer to every seller. could be misconstrued. 

PAGB 111 

Trades are not submitted at the end of each day. The Clearing 
Corporation receives trades throughout the day. Indeed, it will 
soon begin an experimental program of continuous matching. 

PAGB 112 

While the report discusses both clearing member margin deposits 
and customer margin requirements, it does not mention that 
clearing members are required satisfy their obligations to the ! 
clearing house by the opening of business the following morning. 



Now on p. 82. 

See comment 10. 

Now on p. 82. 

See comment 11. 

Now on p. 83. 

See comment 12. 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
February 6, 1986 
Page Four 

Also, in many situations, the clearing house has the ability to 
call for additional margin deposits and those margin deposits 
must be met within one hour. 

PAGB 122 

Positions in excess of a specific number are required to be 
reported to the Board of Trade and deemed to be large traders. 
While accounts that hold more than 5% of contracts in any 
particular commodity are closely monitored, reporting 
information is generated on many more accounts than just those 
with more than 5% of open interest. 

The statement that Exchange staff do not review all trading in 
every contract is again misleading. The Exchange does review 
certain information from all contracts daily. 

PAGB 123 

The Board of Trade also monitors its regular warehouses to 
ensure that storage facilities comply with regulatory require- 
ments and that registered warehouse receipts are backed by 
physical commodities. 

PAGB 124 

Large customer positions are also required to be reported to the 
Exchange on a daily basis. The Exchange similarly contacts 
market participants when conducting market surveillance. 

The exchanges also work closely with the CFTC in monitoring 
market congestion situations. 

In conclusion, we thank the GAO for the opportunity to respond 
to this report and look forward to reviewing the final report of 
the General Accounting Office upon completion. 

cc: John A. Rose 
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The foIlowing are GAO'S comments on the Chicago Board of Trade’s 
letter dated February 6,1986. 

GAO Comments: 1. These concerns were raised in hearings before two House Subcommit- 
tees of the Committee on Energy and Commerce concerning amendments 
to the Commodity Exchange Act and other matters. For example, see 
Hearings of April 23 and June 7,1982, Serial #97-160, p. 169. In addi- 
tion, these concerns were also addressed in Senate Report #97-495 of the 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations dealing with Commodity 
Investment Fraud. See page 1 of this July 13,1982 report. 

2. The reasons cited in the report are those which are contained in the 
Commodity Exchange Act, as amended, and are also specifically con- 
tained in the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry’s 
January 1979 report covering the Futures Trading Act of 1978, pp. 130- 
136. 

3. The statement specifically refers to how farmers viewed commodity 
exchanges and is contained in the report, cited above, done by the Com- 
mittee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry of the United State 
Senate concerning the Futures Trading Act of 1978. See Committee 
Print, 97th Congress, 2nd session, January 1979, pp. 129-132. 

4. We have revised the sentence to read “During the 1920’s, falling com- 
modity prices, farm depression, and speculative excesses on the grain 
exchanges led to demands for federal regulation,” on page 67. 

6. We derived these statements from the Commodity Exchange Act and 
have added a reference to the Act, on page 68. 

6. Our purpose is to show the leveraging aspect of controlling a futures 
contract. We have reworded this section of page 71 to clarify the 
meaning. 

7. Revised by adding “floor” after “exchange,” on page 74. 

8. Changed “finalized” to “matched” and revised side-cap. Deleted “as 
the buyer every seller and to every buyer” and replaced it with “acting 
in place of a clearing member if the member defaults.” Deleted “At the 
end of each day, all” and added “Throughout the day.” These changes 
are on page 76. 
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9. Added “Clearing members are required to satisfy their obligations to 
the clearing organizations by the opening of business the following 
morning. Also, according to CEXJI’ officials, in many situations, the 
clearing organization has the ability to call for additional margin 
deposits which must be met within one hour,” on page 76. 

10. It is not our intent to suggest or imply thatthe specific reports men- 
tioned represent the universe of alI SRO generated surveillance reports. 
In addition, our statement that not all trading in every contract is 
reviewed on a daily basis is consistent with CBT’S comment that it 
reviews certain information from all contracts daily. Here, our intention 
is to show that exchange staff put more emphasis on analyzing trading 
in those contracts due to expire (for the reasons stated in the text) than 
on contracts not nearing expiration. 

11. We have added CBT to the example, on page 82. 

12. Added that large customer positions must be submitted to “the 
exchanges” and to the CFTC on a daily basis, on page 83. 
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ii.zce Comments From the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those In the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

Now on pp. 23-24. 

Now on pp. 23-24 and pp. 
36-36. 

See comments 1 and 2. 

Am0 R RWO Goneral Counwr La.SaII* at Van Buren 
ChIcago. IIII~KJIs 60605 312 78674txl 

February 19, 1986 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director, General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
441 “G” Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson : 

Thank you for giving The Chicago Board Options Exchange the opportunity 
to review the January 29, 1986 draft of your proposed report respecting “Self 
Regulation in The Securities and Futures Industries.” After review of the 
portion respecting the securities industry by myself and a number of my 
colleagues, we believe the factual data contained therein to be materially 
accurate with one exception. That exception relates to the discussion (at 
PP. 22-24) which includes options among the types of securities instruments 
used by corporations to raise capital. 

The discussion of options at pp. 23-24 and at pp. 44-46 appears to 
relate to standardized options as listed and traded on national securities 
exchanges. Those options are issued by The Options Clearing Corporation 
(“OCC”) , not by the corporations (IBM, GE, etc.) whose shares underlie the 
options. The capital flows are from the buyers to the sellers of the options 
through the OCC which interposes itself as the issuer and guarantor of listed 
options contracts. To the extent that options permit market participants to 
speculate on or to hedge against price moves in underlying securities, they 
are generally acknowledged to contribute to the efficiency and liquidity of 
the market in the underlying instruments. This added liquidity in the 
secondary market provides a substantial indirect benefit to issuers of stock. 
However, because exchange-traded options are not purchased from the corporate 
issuer of the underlying shares, they cannot be grouped with those instru- 
ments used by corporations to raise capital. . 

Thank you for this final opportunity to comment on your study. 

Sincerely, 

ARR/nk 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Chicago Board Options 
Exchange’s letter dated February 19,1986. 

GAO Comments: 1. We removed the discussion of options as capital raising instruments 
and have reinserted it as an additional securities product available to 
investors, all on page 23. 

2. We added language on page 36 to show that options are issued by the 
Options Clearing Corporation and not by the corporations whose stock 
underlies the options. 
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Glossary 

Associated Person A person associated with any futures commission merchant, commodity 
trading advisor, commodity pool operator, or leverage transaction 
merchant as a partner, officer, or employee. Also, any person occupying 
a similar status or performing similar functions, in any capacity that 
involves: (a) the solicitation or acceptance of customers’ orders (other 
than in a clerical capacity); or (b) the supervision of any person or per- 
sons so engaged. 

At-The-Market An order to buy or sell a futures contract at whatever price is obtainable 
when the order reaches the trading floor. 

Bid The bid is the price anyone has declared that they are willing to pay for 
a security, futures, or options contract at a given time. 

Broker An agent who handles the public’s orders to buy and sell securities, 
futures, or options. 

Bucketing Directly or indirectly taking the opposite side of a customer’s order into 
the handling broker’s own account or into an account in which the 
broker has an interest, without execution of the order on an exchange. 

Call A right to buy a fmed amount of a given security or commodity at a 
specified price within a limited period of time. 

Capping Effecting commodity or security transactions shortly prior to an option’s 
expiration date to depress or prevent a rise in the price of the com- 
modity or security so that previously written call options will expire 
worthless and the premium received therefrom will be protected. 

Churning Excessive trading which permits a broker who controls an account to 
earn excessive commissions while disregarding the best interests of the 
customer. 

Corner &curing such relative control of a commodity that its price can be 
manipulated. In an extreme situation, cornering involves obtaining 
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futures contracts requiring delivery of more commodities than are avail- 
able for delivery. 

Dealer An individual or firm in the securities industry who buys and sells 
stocks and bonds as a principal rather than as an agent. 

Dealer Option A put or call on a physical commodity, not originating on or subject to 
the rules of an exchange, in which the obligation for performance rests 
with the writer of the option. Dealer options are normally written by 
firms handling the underlying commodity and offered to public cus- 
tomers, although the reverse may also be true. 

Debt Instrument A financial instrument issued by a corporation or government body 
where the purchaser becomes a creditor of the issuing institution rather 
than a part owner as occurs with the purchase of stock. A bond is a 
classic example of a debt instrument. 

Deliverable Supply The quantity of a commodity that conforms to, or can readily bk made to 
conform to, the delivery requirement of the futures contract and is 
available to the sellers at a cost no greater than the commodity’s actual 
commercial value. 

Depository Trust Company A central securities certificate depository through which members effect 
security deliveries between each other via computerized bookkeeping 
entries thereby reducing the physical movement of stock certificates. 

Equity Security A financial instrument sold by corporations, such as stock, where pur- 
chase constitutes a part ownership of the issuing corporation. 

Equity Stock Index An index made up of selected equity securities, such as the Standard 
and Poor’s 100 index, which reflects, in a single number, the market 
values of the many different securities. This allows investors to profit 
from, or protect against, price movements in the stock market generally 
(or in particular segments of that market) rather than in individual 
stocks. These indices are sold as either futures or options products. 
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Fitness Check Reviewing Federal Bureau of Investigation files to determine if there is 
evidence of an arrest record or conviction for the individual in question. 
At the Securities and Exchange Commission, files are reviewed to deter- 
mine if the individual has committed any securities-related crimes and 
violations. 

Floor Official Members who are designated to supervise exchange floor operations. 

Frontrunning The practice of effecting an options transaction based upon non-public 
information regarding an impending large transaction in the underlying 
commodity or stock in order to obtain a profit when the options market 
adjusts to the price at which the transaction occurs. 

Futures Commission 
Merchant 

Individuals, associations, partnerships, corporations, and trusts that 
solicit or accept orders for the purchase or sale of any commodity for 
future delivery on or subject to the rules of any contract market and 
that accept payment from or extend credit to those whose orders are 
accepted. 

Futures Contract Exchange-traded contracts specifying a future date of delivery or 
receipt of a certain amount of a specific product. The commodities 
traded in futures markets include stock indices, agricultural products, 
metals, and financial instruments. 

Hedging Taking a position in a derivative instrument, such as futures or options, 
opposite to a position held in the underlying asset to minimize the risk of 
financial loss from an adverse price change. 

Insider Trading Trading securities on the basis of material nonpublic information 
relating to such securities. 

Leverage Contract A standardized agreement of 10 years or more duration calling for 
delivery of a commodity with payments against the total cost spread out 
over a period of time. 
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Limit Order An order to buy or sell a stated amount of a security or a commodity at 
a specified price, or at a better price if obtainable, after the order is 
entered. 

Listed Stock The stock of a company which is traded on a securities exchange. 

Manipulation Buying or selling a security for the purpose of raising or depressing the 
price. 

Margin In securities, the amount paid by a customer when he uses his broker’s 
credit to buy a security. In futures, it is the amount of money or collat- 
eral deposited by a customer (good faith deposit) with his/her broker, 
by a broker with a clearing member, or by a clearing member with the 
clearinghouse, for the purpose of insuring the broker or clearinghouse 
against loss on open futures contracts. The margin is not partial pay- 
ment on a purchase. (1) Original or initial margin is the total amount of 
margin per contract required by the broker when a futures position is 
opened; (2) Maintenance margin is a sum which must be maintained on 
deposit at all times. If a customer’s equity in any futures position drops 
to or under the level because of adverse price movement, the broker 
must issue a margin call to restore the customer’s equity. 

Margin Call (1) A request from a brokerage firm to a customer to bring margin 
deposits up to original levels; (2) A request by the clearinghouse to a 
clearing member to bring clearing margins back to minimum levels 
required by the clearinghouse rules. 

Market Order An order to buy or sell a stated amount of a security or future at the 
most advantageous price obtainable in the market after the order is 
entered. 

Mini-Manipulation The temporary manipulation of an equity’s price to affect favorably the 
price of a transaction in the corresponding option. 
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Mutual Fund A company or trust which uses its capital to invest in other companies. 
Mutual funds sell their own new shares to investors and stand ready to 
buy back their old shares. The majority of mutual funds are also 
referred to as open-end funds because their capitalization is not fixed; 
they issue more shares as people want them. 

NASDAQ Stock The stock of a company which is included in the NASWQ system. 

Offer The price at which a person is willing to sell a security or commodity at 
a given time. 

Option A right to buy (call) or sell (put) a fixed amount of a given asset at a 
specified price within a limited period of time. 

pwm3 Temporarily raising or preventing the drop of the price of an underlying 
security or commodity to protect or enhance the value of an expiring 
option or futures position upon the same underlying security or 
commodity. 

Position Limit A limit on the number of options or futures contracts an account may 
have. 

Put A right to sell a fixed amount of a given stock or commodity at a speci- 
fied price within a limited period of time. 

Quotation Spread The size or amount of the price difference between the bid and the offer 
of a reported quote. 

The price at which given asset can be bought or sold at a given time. 

Registered Representative An individual who accepts buy and sell orders for customers at a securi- 
ties fum. 
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Rights When a company wants to raise more funds by issuing additional securi- 
ties, it may give its stockholders the opportunity, ahead of others, to 
buy the new securities in proportion to the number of shares each owns. 
The piece of paper evidencing this privilege is called a right. Because the 
additional stock is usually offered to stockholders below the current 
market price, rights ordinarily have a market value of their own and are 
actively traded. In most cases, they must be exercised within a rola- 
tively short period. Failure to exercise or sell rights may result in mone- 
tary loss to the holder. 

Seat A membership on an exchange. 

Self-Regulatory 
Organization 

Designated groups of industry professionals equipped with quasi-gov- 
emmental powers to adopt and enforce standards of member conduct. 
Their regulation is carried out under government supervision. 

Short Sale A transaction by a person who believes a stock will decline and sells it 
though he does not own any. For instance: A person instructs their 
broker to sell short 100 shares of ABC. The owner borrows the stock so 
he can deliver the 100 shares to the buyer. The money value of the 
shares borrowed is deposited by the broker with the lender. Sooner or 
later, the person must cover the short sale by buying the same amount 
of stock borrowed for return to the lender. If the person is able to buy 
ABC at a lower price than it was sold for, the profit is the difference 
between the two prices-not counting commissions and taxes. But if the 
person has to pay more for the stock than the price received, the differ- 
ence between the two prices is the loss. 

Specialist A member of an exchange who handles transactions on the trading floor 
for the stocks for which he is registered and who has the responsibility 
to maintain an orderly market in these stocks. He does this by buying or 
selling a stock on his own account when there is a temporary disparity 
between supply and demand for the stock. 

Speculative Position Limits Limits that set a maximum on the futures positions a speculator can 
hold. Speculative position limits do not apply to futures positions that 
are hedged in the cash market. 



SQ ueeze A situation in which the lack of supplies tends to force those needing to 
buy futures contracts to cover their positions by offset at higher prices. 

Stock Exchange An organized market place for securities featured by the centralization 
of supply and demand and the transaction of orders by member brokers 
for institutional and individual investors. 

Tick Refers to a change in price up or down. An up tick or plus tick 
designates a transaction at a price higher than the preceding transac- 
tion. A down tick, or minus tick, is a term used to designate a transac- 
tion made at a price lower than a preceding trade. 

Warrant A certificate giving the holder the right to purchase securities at a stipu- 
lated price within a specified time limit or perpetually. 

Wash Trades Entering into, or purporting to enter into, transactions for the purpose 
of giving the appearance that purchases and sales are being or have 
been made without a change in beneficial ownership. 
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